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The contemporary Indian literature- which is a composite term to denote literatures  in English,

Hindi or in any regional language written in Indian soil, needs to crystallize a movement to keep

pace with the latest diversity of trends in writing fictions manifested by the literature of the

world as a whole. For example, there are a number of postmodern writers of novel who would

create an ambience in their narrative where the real world may dissolve into a hyper-real (‘a

real without origin or reality’: Baudrillard Jean).

In Indian literature, there are not too many narratives written in this line. Although there is a

feeling growing in the mind of the readers of the European mainstream literature that literature

has already ‘used up’ the conventions of ‘fictional realism’, in the Indian literature, especially in

its regional landscape, the feeling is not too sharp.

Yet, work of the new genres like- which could make the reader feel the presence of a tension

between reality and fiction, or a mode of construction which may reveal that there is indeed

nothing in this life that can be ideologically constructed, too are slowly gaining ground. Since the

readers and writers in India are being increasingly introduced to the gems of the world fictional

literature that are written with an idiom and approach prompted by the postmodern trends (such

as those written in terms of latest semiotics), there is emergence of a body of the turn- of- the-

millennium readers of creative literature, - readers who follow the new trends and keep

themselves updated with the essence of the various strands of postmodernism.

This paradigm shift in taste must be encouraged by any means. Cultivation of such a new taste

ought not to be regarded as something which may only be instrumental in quickening the ‘death’

of the certain forms of literature. For one thing, contrary to the popular belief, postmodernism in

literature does not as such fundamentally separate itself from the overall current of the ‘heritage

of literature’. All said and done, it is indeed just an extension from all the different ‘preceding’

movements of literature that through successive courses have culminated into the modernism.

Postmodernism in literature has a broad textual or narrative universe. The essential which lends

singularity to a postmodern kind of narrative is the fact that here the author consciously makes

the world and /or the self ‘decentred’. It is significant to note that the postmodern narratives of

Salman Rushdie, Timothy Mao and Garcia Marquez, to name a few, are being able to get warm

receptions from among the Indian readers. A general characteristic of the texts of all very

works by them is either displacement of the real or dissolving real to hyper-real, in which the

decentring of the language plays an undeniably effective role.

To say the least, the post modern text’s is an attempt to contextualize the ‘change’, ironically

though, in a broader view, it does not besides mean any break with the modernism or with any

other preceding literary movement. Getting rid of an arrogance or misconception about this

‘break’ could only do well for all our literature and therefore, the Indian literature- chiefly its

‘regional’ varieties must come out of any orthodoxy which it may still be nurturing against the

practice of postmodern aesthetic of the literary realm. #

EDITORIAL
Postmodern Aesthetic and the Fabric of Indian Literature
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Literary Translations and Translator's Predicament in

the Context of Globalization

Biswanath Das

Lecturer in English, I.G. Women’s College (Odisha)

(drbndas123@gmail.com)

Translation is a creation, born in the process of a

target oriented negotiation made between two

languages linguistically, culturally and emotionally. The

art of translation can have two compartments – the

oral compartment in which the source language is just

interpreted into the target language and the written

compartment, in which the original text is rewritten. It

is said to be a ‘text about a text’ therefore it is a ‘meta

text’. The huge bulk of translated works refer to the

written translations that stand on a long glorious past

starting from the translation of the Hebrew Old

Testament into Greek in which seventy or seventy two

translators worked separately in separate rooms and

the whole text was translated by them surprisingly

coming out with identical translations. Those

translations were sent to Alexandria by the high priest

of Jerusalem at the request of Ptolemy II, the ruler of

Egypty. The translation was made for the benefit of

those Jewish community in Egypt who could no longer

read the original. It forms the basis of translation and

the Old Testament was then translated into old Latin,

Armenian, Georgian etc. This implies that translation

is a creation of necessity. Andre Lefevere rightly points

out this when he says: “Translation fills a

need”(Lefevere:14). A lot of water has flown down

the stream since then. The same cultural, lingual and

objective conditions on which translations were fore-

grounded have undergone a sea change. Colonialism,

post-colonialism, modernism, postmodernism, diasporas

and recently the concept of globalization have not only

reconfigured the limits of literary writings but also

changed the tastes of translation altogether. The

changed scenario has made the translator’s role more

crucial and stiffer. The paper intends to focus on the

predicament of the translator in the context of

globalization.

The basic aim of translation is to reproduce the

source language in the best possible way as a result of

which the translator not only reproduces what the

author has said but also what he means as well.  The

translator being a bilingual reader and writer enters to

the domain of a language from another, struggles to

clear off the cultural and linguistic barriers to reach at

a nearly similar land in the form of a new text. The

new text or the translated text retells the original text.

By doing so, the translator possibly transfers the

content of the original text into the new text but in the

matters of transferring the emotion of the author is a

herculean task. The translator’s success depends upon

his creative and linguistic competence. As per

cannibalistic theory the translator devours the text in

the source language and vomits out the same content

in a new form. The translator makes a ‘communication

between two languages’ and combines ‘the best of

the sensibilities between two languages’-the source

and the target .

The translator like a sensible lover falls in love

between two languages of the texts and deeply involves

himself in their cultural and emotional mellifluence in

order to reach at the desired language and delicacy of

the new text. The translator with a view to put the

author and the text in the right perspective, as a good

imitator, imitates and recreates the original. For the

purpose, he applies the best of his sensibilities, linguistic
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expertise and critical vision to make the new creation.

Necessarily with a positive mindset towards the original

text, as an enabling friend of the author, as an unbiased

critic and a good scholar tries his best to transfer the

‘tenor and tone’ of the original text. In the course of

remaking the text, the translator has to take up several

issues relating to language, culture and tradition of both

the languages with a view to present his product in an

acceptable and appreciable manner. The target is to

make the new text a ‘nearly equal’ of the original. The

translator imitates the style, diction and form carrying

forward the content of the text with an objective to

remake the original text in an appreciable and better

manner.

 ‘Globalization’ is a new term, though we find the

terms like ‘globe’ and ‘global’ in the old editions of

Oxford Dictionary. It is a term mostly used in the

corporate world, in the affairs of the world trade

organization, international policies and broadly in the

discipline of Economics. In literature it implies

intermixing or coexistence of literatures and cultures

cutting across all regional binaries. The Kenyan author

and critic Ngugi wa Thiong’o coins a new term

‘Globaletics’ for ‘globalization’ of literature. He points

out the interconnectedness of literatures and cultures

in the global scenario. He is of the opinion:

Globalectics is  derived from the shape of the

globe. On the surface, there is no one center; any

point is equally a center.As for the internal center

of the globe, all points on the surface are

equidistant to it-like the spokes of a bicycle wheel

that meet at the hub. Globalectics combines the

global and the dialectial to describe a mutually

affecting dialogue, or multi-ligue, in the

phenomena of nature and nurture in a global space

that’s rapidly transcending that of the artificially

bounded,as nation and region. The global is that

which humans in spaceships or on the international

space station see: the dialectical is the internal

dynamics that they do not see. Globalectics

embraces wholeness, interconnectedness, equality

or potentiality of parts, tension, and motion. It is a

way of thinking and relating to the world,

particularly in the era of globalism and

globalization (Thiong’o,8).

Thiong’o’s concept of globaletics is synonymous

with what Rene Wellek and Austin Warren term as

‘world literature’ taking clue from Goethe’s

‘Weltliteratur’. Wellek and Warren say:

 A third conception oviates, however, all these

criticisms, by identifying ‘ comparative literature’

with the study of literature in its totality, with ‘world

literature’, with ‘general and ‘universal’ literature.

There are certain difficulties with these suggested

equations. The term ‘world literature’ a translation

of Goethe’s Weltliteratur, is perhaps needlessly

grandiose, implying that literature should be

studied on all five continents, from Newsland to

Iceland. Goethe,actually, had no such thing in

mind. ‘World Literature’ was used by him to indicate

a time when all literatures would become one. It is

the ideal of unification of all literatures into one

great synthesis, where each nation would play its

part in a universal concert. But Goethe himself saw

that this is a very distant ideal, that no single nation

is willing to give up its individuality. (Wellek and

Austin: 48).

 It is discernible from the above observations that

study of literature is fast moving from local to national,

from national to global and from personal to universal.

Literature is changing its  contours accordingly.

Globalization has provided the suitable platform to

expand the scope of literature on global basis. With

emergence of multinational I.T. companies, cross

cultural marriages among the employees, growing

number of young masses preferring to work abroad,

increasing number of tourist visas, global issues,

multicultural hangovers are creeping into literature, as

a result of which it is now getting difficult to trace the

locale of any literature. This  sort of cultural

ambivalence has given a new face to  literature. A

translator is a farmer who grows crops out of the seeds

of literary texts with a hope of reaping similar crops, if

soil and climate change, reaching at the target becomes

difficult. B.K. Das questions the point of cultural

interconnectedness in globalization as stated by Ngugi
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and substitutes the term ‘transference of culture’ due

to globalization. The transference of culture bring

culture and local together which he terms as

‘glocalization’. He points out the complicated cultural

web created for literature on which literary texts are

foregrounded in the globalized world scenario. He says:

“We know that in the age of globalization there is

transference of culture from one end to the other end

leading to cultural aporia. Export and import of culture

bring the local and the global together resulting in

glocalization (a portmanteau word consisting of

globalization and localization). Changing of the names

of cities like Calcutta to Kolkata, Bombay to Mumbai,

Madras to Chennai and Bangalore to Bengaluru is an

example of glocalization. If globalization is

interconnectedness, what does globaletics mean. It

means global plus dialectial affecting mutual

communication across languages” (Das:14).

 In a globalised and liberalised world situation

where multiple cultures interface with one another,

multiple faiths synchronize, the importance of translation

is very much felt. Because the cultural gap created in

such a situation is filled up by translation works. There

is no doubt that in the changed global scenario trans-

writings have triggered up resulting in creation of a

vast mass of literature in translation, literature in

translation as a separate genre has gained momentum

and has moved from the periphery to the centre and

keeping in view the changes, translation theories have

changed to provide new frame works for the study of

these works but the question arises how does it suit or

ease the translator’s job. It is therefore required to

estimate the parameters or guidelines framed for the

translator by the theorists at different points of time.

In 1540, a French author named Etienne Dolet

laid down five  principles of  translation which the

translator need to keep in mind in his publication “La

Maniere de bien trauduire  d’une langue en aultre(How

to Translate well from one Language to Another)”.

The principles are : “1. The translator must fully

understand the sense and meaning of the original author,

although he is at liberty to clarify obscurities. 2. The

translator should have a perfect knowledge of both

Source Language and Target Language. 3. The

translator should avoid word-for-word renderings. 4.

The translator should choose and order words

appropriately to produce the correct tone”(qtd. in

Das:134). If these points are put for a translator to

translate in the globalized context, the first three points

will have no problem as it is basic for a translator to

understand the sense and meaning of the source text.

But as regards to the fourth point, to put the right tone

to the target text, he is to have mastery over  multiple

cultures on which the text has been constructed and

the text he wants to create.

 Critics like Bassnett-MacGuire appreciate the

guidelines as “Dolet’s principles , ranked as they are

in a precise order, stress the importance of

understanding the SL text as a primary requisite. The

is far more than a competent linguist, and translation

involves both a scholarly and sensitive appraisal of the

SL text and an awareness of the place the translation

is intended to occupy in the TL system.”(Bassnet-

McGuire, 1991:54).

In 1791 Alexander Fraser Tytler in his book The

Principles of Translation stated out the principles of

translation processes in which he stated three points:

1.The translation should have a complete transcript of

the idea of the original work; 2.The style and manner

of writing should be of the same character with that of

the original;3. The translation should have all the ease

of the original composition. If Tytler’s model principles

are taken into consideration by a translator in the

present globalised situation he must not feel so easy to

transcript the ideas of the original text owing to the

self contradicting multicultural ideas. theories to

conclude that a translation work is both an imitation

and remaking of the original. George Chapman who is

a great translator of Homer opined in the same line of

Dolet by upholding the idea of avoiding word-for-word

translation and reaching at the real spirit of the original

text.

In the seventeenth century John Dryden in his

preface to Ovid’s Epistles(1680) underlines three basic

types of translations:

“1. Metaphose, or turning an author word by word
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and line by line, from one language into another;

2.paraphrase,or translation with latitude, the

Ciceronian ‘sense-forsense’ view of translation; 3.

Imitation, where the translator can abandon the text

of the original as he sees fit.”(Ibidem:60).

G. N. Devy’s observations on attitude to

translation during Renaissance and during Romantic

age is remarkable. He says, “while the Renaissance

translations were attempts to raise the status of the

translators’ culture, the Romantic translations were

aimed at raising the cultural status of the works

translated. Their minimum requirement was to seem

exotic without being essentially un English or un

German. (1993:137).

In the Post-Romantic period translators like

Friedrich Schleiermacher, F.W. Newman, Carlyle and

William Morris pleaded for a separate sub-language

for translation (i.e. translation language) and wanted

the translator to retain the peculiarity of the original

whenever possible. Mathew Arnold laid emphasis on

the S.L. Text and wanted that the translation to be

committed to it (i.e. a close fidelity to the S.L. Text).

In his first lecturer on Translating Homer, Arnold says:

“Let not the translator, then, trust to his notions

of what the ancient Greeks would have thought of

him; he will lose himself in the vague. Let him not

trust to what the ordinary English reader thinks of

him; he will be taking the blind for his guide. Let

him not trust to his own judgement of his own work;

he may be misled by individual caprices. Let him

ask how his work affects those who both know

Greek and can appreciate poetry”. (1914:247)

On the other hand, it was Edward Fitzeal, well

known for his translation of The Rubaiyat of Omar

Khayyam (1858) who pleaded for taking liberty with

the original text and creating a new T.L. text. He made

the ‘famous remark that it were better to have a live

sparrow than a stuffed eagle.’ Translation is a

scholarly activity and the translator has to be

instinctively bilingual. He must have an inwardness

with both the languages (i.e. the S.L and the T.L), while

some translators have advocated close fidelity to the

text and emphasized literal translation, other have

pleaded for taking some liberty with the S.L. text and

creating a new T.L. text. This was the nature of debate

on the art of translation from the earlier times to the

First World War. I am inclined to agree with Sussan

Bassnett-McGuire’s view on this point expressed in

the following words:

“The main currents of translation typology in a

great age of industrial capitalism and colonial expansion

up to the First World War can loosely be classified as

follows:

1. Translation as a scholar’s activity, where the pre-

eminence of the SL text is assumed de facto over

any TL version.

2. Translation as a mean of encouraging the

intelligent reader to return to the SL original.

3. Translation as a means of helping the TL reader

become the equal of what Schleiermacher called

the better reader of the original, through a

deliberately contrived foreignness in the TL text.

4. Translation as a means whereby the individual

translator who sees himself like Aladdin in the

enchanted vaults (Rossetti’s imaginative image)

offers his own pragmatic choice to the TL reader.

5. Translation as a means through which the

translator seeks to upgrade the status of the SL

text because it is perceived as being on a lower

cultural level.

From these five categories, it can be seen that

types (1) and (2) would tend to produce very literal,

perhaps pedantic translations, accessible to a learned

minority, whilst types (4) and (5) could lead to much

freer translations that might alter the SL text completely

in the individual translator’s eclectic process of treating

the original. The third category, perhaps the most

interesting and typical of all, would tend to produce

translations full of archaisms of form and language,

and it is this method that was so strongly attacked by

Arnold when he coined the verb to newmanize, after

F.W.Newman, a leading exponent of this type of

translation,” (1991: 71-72).

Edwin Gentzler underlines five different

approaches to translation beginning with mid-sixties

till date:
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(1)“American translation workshop, (2) the

‘science’ of translation, (3) early translation studies,

(4) polysystem theory and translation studies, and (5)

Deconstruction,” (1932:2)

Till 1963 there was no translation centers, no

association of literary translation, no journal exclusively

devoted to translation studies in U.S.A. Paul Engle,

Director of Writers’ Workshop at the University of

Iowa, hired a full time director for the first translation

workshop in 1964 and gave, as it were, ‘a local

habitation and a name’ to translation studies by

recognizing the academic merit of literary translations.

I.A. Richards expounded his theory of translation

in a paper titled, “Toward a theory of Translating”

(1953), which discussed how to compare translations

to original texts. Richards feels that if translators agree

on their purpose, it would not be difficult to evolve the

appropriate methodology.Richards reinforces this view

when he says,“Translation theory has not only to work

for better mutual comprehension between users of

diverse tongues; more central still in its purposing is a

more complete viewing of itself and of the

Comprehending which it should serve,” (1953:261).

Important translation theories of different

countries of the world in the post-1970 period (i.e. from

seventies to nineties) includes James Holmes, Anton

Popovic, Andre Lefevere, Gideon Toury, Jacques

Derrida, Sussan Bassnett- McGuire, and Jose Lambert,

who have given a new dimension to translation studies.

Translator, Holmes draws our attention to the dual

nature of translation in the following words:

“ All translation is an act of critical interpretation,

but there are some translation of poetry which differ

from all other interpretative forms in that they also

have an aim of being acts of poetry. It might be helpful

if for this specific literary form with its double purpose

as meta-literature and as primarily literature, we

introduced the designation ‘meta poem’ (1970:93).

Andre Lefevere in his book, Translating Poetry:

Seven Strategies and a Blue Print (1975) outlines the

major task of the translator in the following words:

“The translator’s task is precisely to render the

source text, the original author’s interpretation of a

given theme expressed in a number of variations,

accessible to readers not familiar with these variations,

by replacing the original author’s variations with their

equivalents in a different language, time, place and

tradition. Particular emphasis must be given to the fact

that the translator has to replace all the variations

contained in the source text by their equivalences”

(1975:99).

Poly system theory that came up as a major

translation theory in 1970s sees translated literature

as a system operating in a larger social, literary and

historical system therefore, undergoes a dynamic

process of evolution. It expands the scope of the new

work from a mere imitation to a new creation. The

Cannibalistic theory of translation developed in 1960s

in Brazil. The theory likens the translator to a cannibal

who takes in or devours voraciously the source text

and vomits the metamorphosed text. The feminist

theory of translation originated in Canada in 1980s sees

a parallelism between a female who gets a low status

in the society like a translated work. The paper intends

to study the contemporary translation.

The above parameters set by different theorists

for a translator do not hold good in the globalized

context. The problem is that the network of computers

and internets provide opportunity for communication

across the geographical boundaries and across the

cultural boundaries. Individuals join groups and also

charts with people around the globe, automatically he

becomes a part of the international public. In such

situations when the individual becomes a part of the

global community, the language of the literary text the

translator to translate is one. This stands a great hurdle

on the path of the translator to have a mental make-

up as well as additional skill for better understanding

of the source text. The traditional forms of translation

and interpretation are faced with challenges that come

from new contexts of multiculturalism and human

communications and interactions afforded by

technology. To sum up the challenges faced by the

translator in the global context include i. The

internationalization of communication ii. The blurring

of the subject of territory iii. Culture  outgrowing
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territorial boundaries iv. The losing ground of common

association between a nation, a territory, a language

and a culture  v. Cross-cultural socializations and

overlapping cultural ideologies.

To overcome these challenges the translator is

required to acquire a new set of skills and adequate

global knowledge. Knowledge on dynamic technology

that the text talks about to avoid the mismatch  between

the static print media and the digital world. The

translator’s task is precisely to render the source text.

The interpretation of the source text may have certain

variations, the translator need to replace with

equivalences all the variations contained in the original

text.To find equivalences in the cross cultural situations

is the greatest predicament of the translator.
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It is a general perception that the existing studies

on Kabir bring us to realisation of the variety of ways

and spaces by which the persona of the mystic poet

has been represented.  An archaeological inquiry into

the colonial writings on and English translations of Kabir

by researchers have made us think and rethink about

our existing understanding of the poet and the sect/s

he has been associated with. His presence reaches a

wide range. Early missionaries and Orientalists have

found in him the traces of Christianity when they project

Kabir as ‘influenced by the writings of Saint John’.

Muslims associate him with a certain Kabir Shah

whereas Sikhs and Kabirpanthis remember him as

‘Kabir Sahib’. The sufis recall him as a pir whereas

Hindus refer to him as Kabir Das. It would not be

wrong to say that each of these groups had its own

Kabir to remember and its own version of Kabir’s

verses to sing.

The extant researches on kabir also exhibit a

variety of issues for example, Kabir and his

contribution to Bhakti sahitya, relation of Kabirpath

with nathpanth and sufis, Kabir in oral tradition, and

Kabir and his language etc.

In this paper, I have limited my focus to early

colonial accounts, missionary narratives and translations

of Kabir ’s works. These works (specifically

introductions, prefaces, commentaries and other para

textual elements), while situating him in a particular

historical context, start the praxes of interpretations

and interpolations—his life, his works, his sect and

different traditions around him. It is needless to say

that these interpretations influence our present

understanding of Kabir and his reception in the Hindi

Translating Kabir: Textualizations, Interpretations and

Appropriations  in the Colonial Context

Manoj Kumar Yadav

Asst. Professor, Satyawati College

(swapnilbardbhu@gmail.com)

public sphere.

I have divided this paper into two parts; in the

first part, I wish to look at different narratives, historical

accounts, missionary records and commentaries on

Kabir and the way they project him; whereas, in the

second part of this paper, I have attempted to look into

the early translations of Kabir’s poems and the issues

that ensue.

I

Marco Della Tomba, the Italian missionary who

lived at Bettiah in Bihar from 1761 to 1773, seems to

be the first person to mention Kabir in his essay

‘Piccoladescrizionedell’Indiaorientale, o Industan

(A short description of East India, or Hindustan)’.

However, he was not much concerned with Kabir but

with the Kabirpanthis, who, according to him,

represented a different religious belief system. Although,

taking a clue from Tomba’s works, it is difficult to say

much with certainty, but two facts can be asserted

with conviction—he lived sometime in 15th century and

he spent a substantial part of his life in Benares. Tomba

also calls Kabir a ‘Muslim religious reformer’. It is

said that Tomba translated a work which he described

as “Kabiristi” Ramayana. Charlotte Vaudeville terms

this Ramayana as “a Cabirist (i.eKabirPanthi) version

of the Ramayana legend, in which Rama appears as a

great penitent and ascetic resembling the Buddha”

(Vaudeville, 1993:15).   The fact however remains

polemical whether Tomba translated Ramcharitmanas

of Tulasi Das or Ramayana of Valmiki. It is noteworthy

that David N. Lorenzen dismisses the idea that Tomba

ever made any claim of Rama “resembling the

Buddha” in this Ramayan. Interestingly, Tomba didn’t
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associate Kabir with any religious sect other than

Kabirpanthis. Another important work, though not

specifically on Kabir, is Bhaktamal (c.1600), a poem

composed by Nabhadas in Braj language. The poem

existed in oral tradition and was intended for oral

elaboration until 1712 when a Hindi commentary of

the work titled Bhaktirasbodhini was authored by

Priyadas. It seems like Tomba did not come across

with this commentary because he does not mention

about it in his work. However, the Bhaktamal continued

to gain popularity thereafter and was circulated in

manuscripts. In his commentary Priyadas presents a

conception of the Vaishnava community to which all

the Bhakti poets seem to be a part of. Most of the

colonial writers refereed to Bhaktamal for their source

of information on Kabir because Tomba wrote in Italian

and he was not known up to the last decades of 20th

century. Consequently, Bhaktamal determined the

understanding of British on Kabir and of Indian society

and becomes decisive in the projection of the concept

of  Bhakti. There must have many other versions of

Kabir’s poems in the oral tradition but these are the

two earliest accounts of Kabir. However, from early

to late 19th century, there are a number of works by

colonial administrators, which have built upon the

Bhaktamal tradition. These works were intended either

to provide account of the lives of natives to the colonial

administrator or were designed to understand different

religious belief systems and thereby to help missionary

objectives.  I shall take up these early works and

engage with issues that ensue.  An early colonial record

describes:

The Kabir Pants form a sect of Beragis, who

follow the tenants of KABIR, a holy man, who

lived about 300 years ago. They deny, in general,

the authenticity of Sastras & Vedas- and assert

that God is one and indivisible; possessing in

himself every attribute ascribed by the Hindus

to different deities. They deny the avataras, or

incarnations; and they place no confidence in

the efficacy of the ceremonies of worship and

purification by washing in rivers; they put their

whole trust of the sincerity of devotion, and in

good works (Moor, 1811: 63).

The same work addresses Kabir as “a

Mohomedan by caste and a weaver by profession”.

The two noteworthy aspects emerge from the

above passage; first, it gives us an insight into the

principles and practices of Kabirpathis. Secondly, it

places great significance to kabirpanthis ‘the sincerity

of devotion’. As we progress further, we shall have

occasions to return to this formulation of ‘devotion’

proposed here.

Asiatick Researches, Volume 7, published in 1803

addresses Kabir as ‘a Soofee or Deist of the most

exalted sentiments’ and points out about the

Kabirpanthis:

From the disinterested yet alluring doctrines they

contain, a sect has sprung up in Hindoostan

under the name of Kubeer-punthee, who are

so universally esteemed for variety and other

virtues among both Hindoos and Moosulmans,

that they may be with propriety considered the

Quakers of this hemisphere (Asiatick

Researches, Volume 7: 453).

However, this study also states that there was no

translation of Kabir’s works and it was considered an

urgent requirement by the author:

A translation of Kubeer’s works, with the life of

that sage, and an account of his followers,

relative to their tenents and societies, remain still

as desiderata in the history of India (Ibid, p.453).

Another noteworthy aspect of this study is that it

does not state anything about Kabir’s affiliation with

Sikh community with which he is commonly associated

primarily in the works which refer to Sikh’s revered

book Adi-Granth as their source:

…it is certain that his name is held in great

veneration by these two very different people;

those called Kubeer-puntee seem nevertheless

to have rather more of the Hindoothan

Mosulman in their composition, which so far

decides the contest in their favour (Ibid, p.453).

A translation of AdiGranthby Colonel Malcolm

in the year 1812 reveals some interesting facts about

Kabir. First, it describes Kabir as a contemporary of
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Sher Shah (1472-1545), as opposed to Bhaktamal

tradition which places him in the times of Sikandar

Lodi (c.14651515). Further it describes Kabir as a sufi

who inculcated religious toleration, particularly between

the Mohammedan and the Hindus and Nanak by taking

inspiration from Kabir preached of love and toleration

(Malcolm, 1812:145-146).

In addition to the colonial accounts discussed

above, we have missionary narratives which add to

our understanding of Kabir. ‘The Missionary Herald’,

published in 1843, in a section titled ‘Letters from Mr.

Ballantine’, describes a Kabirpanthi as “a follower

of the system of Kubeer, a heretical Hindoo, who

teaches that all the incarnations and idols of Hindooism

are false and that God alone should be worshipped”

(Missionary Herald, Volume 39, 1843:51). It

accommodates the experiences of a certain Ram

Krishna, a pundit converted to Christianity.  Rama

Krishna happens to converse with a Kabirpanthi and,

as a result, was led to realise some of the errors of

Hinduism and was convinced that the system of Kabir

was much more correct than that which he had hitherto

believed. Further, he goes on to compare what he had

learned from the Kabirpanthi with what he had

learned in the Christian school books, which he was

daily teaching.

He was astonished to find that Christianity

agreed with the system of Kubeer, but he also

found that it differed from it in other things; and,

on further reflection, he thought Christianity

better than either of the other two(Ibid , p.51).

Extending the discussion on these lines is a work

titled Hinduism (1877) by Monier- Williams which was

published by the Society for Promoting Christian

Knowledge. The reference of Kabir occurs in a chapter

titled ‘Medieval and Modern Sects’. After a brief

discussion on different sects, he comes to the concept

of Bhakti:

One most noticeable feature in the Sampradayas

founded by these reformers has been the

exaggeration of the principle of faith and love

(bhakti), so that even caste was subordinated

to it; in other words, the making devotion to

Krishna(Vishnu) or Siva, but especially an

enthusiastic love for the former, a bond of union

stronger than all social distinctions....In the

practice of this Bhakti they knew no distinction

of caste (Williams, 1877:136).

He places Kabir as disciple of Ramananda who

was one among six reformers who formed the core of

Vaishnavism in the middle ages. This reformist phase

is preceded by 7 th century religious reformer

Shankaracharya who did not have any adherence to

either Shavism or to Vaishnavism. However, coming

to Kabir he writes:

This Kabir became the founder of a distinct sect.

He assailed idolatry with great boldness, and

ridiculed the religious practices of his fellow

countrymen, though he allowed adoration to be

paid to Vishnu or Rama, as names for one god.

He promulgated a high moral code, declaring

that life was a sacred gift of God, and that the

blood of men or animals ought never to be shed

by his creatures. He laid great stress on

truthfulness, and advocated retirement from the

world for attainment of control over passions

(Williams, 1877:142).

We can observe that the studies on and

translations of Kabir in 19th century seem to consolidate

some preconceived notions like—Kabir as a

representative Bhakti poet, Kabir as a radical within

the Hindu religious hierarchy, and Orientalist attempt

to assimilate Bhakti into Christianity.

Horace Hayman Wilson, in his work Sketch of

Religious Sects of the Hindus published in 1828,

continues this practice. He, like his predecessors, was

more concerned about the Kabirpanththan Kabir

himself. A very brief description given about the poet

is based on the accounts of Bhaktamala. Wilson relates

Kabir to Vaishnavite tradition which he inherited from

‘the founder of the sect’ Ramananda. But he questions

the very existence of Kabir as well:

“Indeed I think it not at all improbable that no

such person as Kabirever existed and that his

name is a mere cover to the innovations of some

free thinker amongst the Hindus....”
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In addition to this, Wilson finds a connection between

the tenants of Kabir and that of Nanak Shah. He also

adds that DaduPanthisand DeryaDasiswere equally

indebted to Kabir.

However, at the turn of the century, there was a

significant change in the way Kabir was perceived. In

the subsequent writings the reformist stature of Kabir

starts getting more emphasis. An important study in

this regard was George Herbert Westcott’s10 book

which was published in 1907. It was probably the first

printed book on Kabir. The book, while endorsing some

of the tenants of Kabirpanth, portrays Kabir as an

apostle of religious liberalism:

We have probably in the KabirPanth, a religious

system that owes something to Hindu,

Muhammadan and Christian influences. If Christ

had been an Indian, would not his Gospel have

been welcomed by many who now refuse to

listen? (Westcott, 1907).

For many, as we have already seen earlier, Kabir

was a medium to imagine some kind of Christianity

without Christ in early India.

Westcott tries to highlight the contribution of Kabir

by drawing analogies with some well known

Reformation figures. In the chapter 1, he calls Kabir

‘a Hindu Reformer’ and places him in a list of reformers

along with their European equivalents:

It is generally allowed that of all the great Hindu

Reformers Kabir and Tulsi Dass have had the

greatest influence for good among the

uneducated classes of Northern and Central

India. Kabir has been fittingly described by Sir

W.W. Hunter as the Indian Luther of the 15th

century (Westcott, 1907:1).

A few decades later, Frank Ernest Keay published

his book Kabir and his followers (1931). It had some

interesting insights to offer. In the chapter titled ‘The

environment of Kabir’, the book provides a brief

account of Ramanada’s life and his tenants. It seems

to have subscribed to a reductionist approach as it

credits Ramananda for the reformist initiatives taken

up in the 15th century and projects Kabir as a mere

follower of his Guru. To say the least, Kabir’s views

were represented largely in conformity with

Ramananda’s:

Among those who worshipped Rama, it was

Ramananda who gave the greatest impulse to

the movement in north India in the period in

which Kabir lived. Ramananda lived probably

from about 1400 to 1470. He was an ascetic

who about the year 1430 began to preach at

Benares that the eternal God should be

worshipped under the name of Rama, that Rama

alone is the source of release from the evils of

transmigration, and that release should be sought

by fervent devotion (bhakti) towards him....The

bhakti set had recognised that not only persons

belonging to the high casts, but even those

reckoned as outcasts, could by means of bhakti

obtain salvation, but Ramananda seems to have

gone one step in advance of this in admitting

such persons as bairagis, or ascetics. Among

his personal disciples are said to have been Sena,

a barber, Dhana, a simple peasant who was a

jat, Rai Das, the Chamar (a leather worker and

therefore an outcaste) and even a woman; while

of special interest to us is the mention, among

Ramananda’s disciples, of Kabir, the

Muhammadan weaver.

However, the second part the above passage

makes more problematic statements. It implies that

Bhakti as a social category was all inclusive. Does it

mean that other bhakti voices like Surdas, Tulsidas

were also as critical of the caste hierarchies as Kabir?

At least the existing body of work of these poets does

not suggest so. The difference is visible among them

even at the level of language. Surdas and Tulsidas both

wrote in a language which was refined, arcane and

probably the language of the court poetry as well. But

Kabir’s language was very unrefined, rustic and replete

with the popular idioms and sayings.

II

Now, having analysed divergent narratives on

Kabir, let me move on to the second part of this paper

which focuses on the English translations of Kabir.

The first printed edition of kabir’s works, which
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is called Bijak, was printed at Banaras in 1868. It was

printed in Hindustani and consists of a commentary.

The second printed edition of the Bijak was printed in

Calcutta in 1890 and was edited by Rev. Prem Chand

of Baptist Mission of Monghyr. It is again a collection

of Kabir ’s poems with recurrent footnotes.

Unfortunately I could not find either of the editions.

However, I had the opportunity to look at the translation

of Kabir’s poems titled The Bijakof Kabirby Rev.

Ahmad Shah. This translation was published in 1917

and was based on a Hindi text published in 1911 by the

same author. The translation gives a brief account of

a myth which underlies the cosmology of the Bijak. It

describes that in the beginning there was ‘One

Essential Being’, Sat Purush, who existed without any

passions. He created six Brahmas to rule the world—

Onkar, Sahaj, Ichchha, Sohang, Achint and Achchhar.

To each was given a world and souls to populate it.

When Sat Purush found that the six Brahmas failed to

preserve discipline in the universe he created seventh

son—Niranjan and later a wife for him namely Maya.

As a result of the union between Niranjan and Maya,

Brahma Vishnu and Mahesh were born. Maya created

three daughters who were to be the wives of his sons.

Along with this she created thirty six kinds of music

and thirty three tunes. When the souls of men got so

involved, Sat Purush sent Kabir in the world to teach

men to look beyond Niranjan and his progeny to the

one, the Sat Purush himself. And the teachings of Kabir

came to be known as Bijak or ‘Bij-Khet’ (a field to

sow the seeds) as he calls it. Now, what is important

here is for the first time we see a shift from the

Kabirpanth to Kabir the poet and collection of his

poems Bijak. The mythical poet Kabir is actualised

and realised as an individual, as an author, with a

hierarchy in his works and all this by the virtue of yet

another myth.

Rabindranath Tagore’s English translation of

Kabir titled One Hundred Poems of Kabir (1915)

was the first translation that became well known

outside India. It was so partly because of Tagore’s

world wide acclaim as a Nobel laureate. The

introduction written by Evelyn Underhill provided the

readers, inside and outside India, with a conceptual

model for the reading of Kabir’s poems. Underhill

situates him in a context of western mystical tradition

which transcends the boundaries of culture and

religious monism (Burger &Pozza, 2010). She

emphasizes Kabir’s humble origin and his secular

vision—stories around his birth and death, his ‘destined

teacher Ramananda and his devotion to the infinite,

alternative Mohammedan legends of the sufipirTakki

of Jhansi, his reconciliation of the intense and personal

Mohammedan mysticism with traditional theology of

Brahmanism, Kabir the craftsman who knew how to

combine vision and industry, and his contempt for the

institutionalised religion and external observance.

She defines the nature of the poetry of mysticism

as combined with ‘a temperamental reaction to the

vision of reality’ on the one hand and ‘a form of

prophecy on the other’. She sees in Kabir’s way of

expressing the Eternal a ‘missionary objective’. She

puts western readers’ imagination at work when she

draws parallels between Kabir’s poetry and that of

Jacopone da Todi’s and Richard Rolle’s. The

commonality in their poetry, as she notices, was that it

was addressed to the people and not to the

professionally religious class. Furthermore, her

comparison of Kabir with other mystics was something

which was obviously aimed at western audience:

“Kabir belongs to that small group of supreme

mystics—amongst whom St. Augustine,

Ruysbroeck, and the sufi poet Jalaluddin Rumi

are perhaps the chief....”

However, a humble prophet of Universal

spirituality would not have been unfamiliar to western

audience, because, by then, they had already been

introduced to Rubaiyatof Omar Khayyam in 1859.

What is more important here is that the Tagore’s

translation seems to represent a more monologic

Kabir—the prophet of religious unity and secularism.

Another aspect of this study, which I would like

to incorporate in my paper when I rework on it, is the

issue of language. The questions like—what was the

language in which Kabir wrote? How do Kabir’s works

achieve a canonical status? In what way emerging
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linguistic communities appropriated him?—these are

some questions which have something to do with our

notions of language and dialect. It is important because

that 19th century is also a period in the history of north

Indian languages when linguistic identities were

undergoing a change; from a hazy and liquid state to a

more defined categorized state.

The anthologized Kabir marks the disappearance

of a panth and appearance of Bhakti as a tradition. It

can be said that our existing scholarship on Kabir is

largely determined by early collections of Kabir’s

poems from oral traditions and manuscripts,

translations, commentaries and colonial narratives.

Translations formed and were part of different channels

of dissemination and the sites of reception. Translation

as a medium of textual production was embedded in

the socio-cultural contexts in which they were

produced. Translations gave fixity to the myths—either

related to the Bijak or to Kabir himself— which were

prevalent in the oral literature. But above all, the

colonial narratives and translations were crucial for

the nationalist elites to imagine of Bhakti as a uniform

category. And kabir becomes counterfoil to assert not

only a national idea of devotion but also the antiquity

of Hindi, the aspired national language.

Notes :

1. Kabirpanthis are a religious community who

practice the philosophy and the teachings of Kabir.

2. Scholars agree on the point that Nabhadas, an

important Bhakti poet, lived in the last decades

of 16th century and died in the first quarter of

17th century.

3. It is generally believed that Nabhadas, a poet in

Braj language, lived in the late 16th and early 17th

century.

4. Nothing much can be stated with certainty about

the life of Priyadas except the fact that he lived

in Brindavan. But the date of his commentary is

certain as he mentions the date in VikramiSamvat.

For details see Hare, 2011:91-96

5. A Rajasthani commentary titled Dadupanthi

Bhaktamal was written by a certain Raghavdas

in 1720. Marathi poet Mahipati refers to the

manuscript of Priyadas for his work

Bhaktavijaya, which he wrote in 1762.Two other

commentaries titled Bhaktakalpadrum and

Bhaktapradeepan came in the last decades of

18th century in Braj bhasha and Hindi respectively.

However, in this paper, I have referred to two

editions; first a translation by PanditKalicharan

from Brajbhasha to Hindi in 1874 and second, a

translation published by Kashi Chandraprabha

Press in the year 1905.

6.  See Hindu Infanticide, an Account of the

Measures adopted for suppressing the

practice of the Systematic murder by their

parents of female infants (1811) edited by

Edward Moor F.R.S. The work gives a reference

to the  Kabirpanthis while narrating the story of

Jarejah Mokaji.

7. James Robert Ballantyne(1813-1864) was a

Scottish scholar  who served as the principal of

the Sanskrit  College of Benares from 1846 to

1861. He also authored several books like,

Hindustani Grammar and Exercises (1838),

Elements of Hindu and Braj-BhakhaGrammar

(1839) and Christianity Contrasted with Indian

Philosophy( 1859).

8. Kabirpanthis are a religious community who

practice the philosophy and the teachings of Kabir.

9.  He was an English Orientalist who served as

secretary to the Asiatic Society of Bengal from

1811 to 1817.

10. Bijak is a compilation of Kabir’s poems Sakhi,

Shabda  and Ramaini are the three most

significant sections of the composition.

11. Evelyn Underhill was an Anglo-Catholic writer

who generally wrote on the themes of Christian

mysticism. Her best known work effort was a

philosophical work titled Mysticism which was

published in 1911.

12. Jacopone da Todi was an Italian Franciscan friar

who lived in the 13th century. He wrote laudi
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(songs in praise of the Lord) in Italian, Whereas,

Richard Rolle was an English religious writer,

Bible translator and hermit, who lived in the late

13th and early 14th century.
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Abstract:

India boasts of the new Indian woman who is

educated, empowered, self-sufficient and

contributing to the development of the nation. But

the truth is far from it. The inclusion of women into

the work force has always been there but underlying

it the tight controls that the families have on the

income, labour and sexuality of the women have

remained unchanged. Marriage only perpetuates

this state. In recent times, we see a welcome shift.

Many educated, working women are making

conscious decisions to remain single. Marriage for

working-women has become a liability and once

they have tasted the freedom of singlehood they

seldom want to bind themselves to the bonds of a

marriage. Unmarried, divorced, separated or

widowed- the single woman now constitutes 21%

of India’s female population above the age of 20

as reported by Joeanna Rebello Fernandes &

Shobita Dhar in their article “All the single

ladies...73m & growing” published on Nov 22,

2015 in Times of India. Thus, we find ourselves in

the crossroads of an ever evolving and ever

changing society. This change could usher the

society towards a more liberal setup which

accommodates single-women into it rather than

attaching a taboo with the singlehood of women.

This paper intends to study Anita Nair’s Ladies

Coupe and the train journey she undertakes

leading to a self-realisation and also her

psychological journey and her eventual emergence

as a woman aware of her self-worth. This is an

attempt to study the relation between women

education, employment, economic independence of

women and the nuances of singlehood and

theoretically connect the ongoing trend in the

society to its portrayal in the above mentioned

works.

Keywords: Singlehood, working woman,

marriage, self worth, financial mobility.

Indian women have been contributing to the

economy of the country for a long time now and have

made advances in various fields. The inclusion of

women into the work force has always been there but

the income of the women has belonged more to their

families than themselves. Nirmala Banerjee, a Professor

of Economics who has been actively associated with

women’s movements in India, in her essay titled

“Between the Devil and the Deep Sea: Shrinking

Options for women in Contemporary India” makes a

note that in India, decisions of the level of education

of the women and also of the kind of work they would

engage in is decided by the girls’ families and post-

marriage, their marital families. She writes, “The highly

disadvantaged economic position of Indian women is

thus mainly due to the tight controls that families still

impose on their bodies, their sexuality and their labour.”

(54) In India where marriages arranged by the family

are a norm, it is considered to be the inability on the

part of the family rather than the woman to secure a
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husband. In such a society, a woman living alone is

always seen as a magnet for troubles and scandals.

Divorced, separated and widowed women too face

the societal stigma. They are treated as castaways of

the society, bad influence on nubile girls, suspected as

snatchers of husbands, suspected of having secret

liaisons, gossiped about and at times pitied. They lack

the security of a husband and thus lack the symbols of

marriage and are not respected in the society: “I am a

curse. I am the shadow of the evil. I am the ghoul that

dams gene pools and feasts on husbands.” (Nair 135).

A woman being single and living alone especially points

to the fact that she has no protector or someone to

provide for her which also means that she might not

be economically affluent and hence has to fend for

herself which is more often than not suspected to be

of dubious nature. Moreover if she lives alone she

would only be looked at with suspicion and hatred. In

recent times, however this trend is someway shifting.

Many educated, working women are making conscious

decisions to remain single. Marriage for working-

women has become a liability and once they have

tasted the freedom of singlehood they seldom want to

bind themselves to the bonds of a marriage. We find

her representations in the contemporary Indian novels,

movies and popular culture.

In the past few decades scholars from various

disciplines have contributed to a large body of works

on singlehood and single women which are interesting

and inspiring. This literature locates singlehood as one

of the dimensions of the structural transition in family

life in late-modern societies and centers on exploring

the everyday lives of single women and examining

stereotypical labeling attached to and experienced by

them. Of the many books that speak of the single

woman’s experiences, Trimberger’s book The New

Single Woman is a case study of women in their mid

life trying to come into terms with a life which might

be without partners. While discussing the experiences

of women she raises certain essential questions about

singlehood and the stigma associated with it. Jill

Reynolds book The Single Woman: A Discursive

Investigation is another attempt to understand the

notion of singleness and it takes into account popular

culture, statistical records and interviews with single

women. While discussing why the study of singleness

is worth studying she writes, “There has been little

sustained analysis of the marginalization of women who

live alone without a long-term intimate partnership with

another adult. While not all women who are alone would

consider themselves to be feminists, it is likely that a

better understanding of this group will have important

lessons for feminism.” (13)

Most of the studies locate this newly defined

singleness in the change that has come over the society

in the recent times. Many of them grapple with the

stereotypical labelling attached to this state and the

experiences faced by the single women. Their identity

is typically cast into the category of outcasts from the

society which seems to be a residue of an earlier age.

But there are examples of women, both real and

literary characters, who have tried to defy the norms

and unshackle themselves from the chains of society

and live as independent single women by choice without

any qualms against their state. There have been lesser

studies on singlehood in India but Indian feminists have

been debating on the issue of individualisation that

feminism seeks to bring and the eventual autonomy

that it provides the women. Seemanthini Niranjana has

suggested, for example, that the concept of the

individual self is fundamentally a Western imposition,

at odds with Indian preferences for a more relational

model of identity (32). On the other hand, Nivedita

Menon has noted that many feminists in India ‘feel

the need to reject community identity as an overriding

one … [because] the rights claimed by communities

vis-à-vis the state – autonomy, selfhood, access to

resources – are denied by communities to “their”

women’ (31). Indian feminist discourse tends to agree

with the radical Western feminist view of sexuality as
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central in maintaining women’s subordination – the

notion, as Viswanath puts it, of ‘how patriarchy rests

on the foundation of the controlled female body’ (318).

Patriarchy is based on exploitation of the female body

and of the female labour.1

In the light of this emerging trend, this paper seeks

to study Anita Nair’s Ladies Coupe and try to analyse

the changing attitude of the society towards the single

woman and also the women’s changing self

assessment. Also the education the women have

received, their desires to live independent lives and

their witnessing the subordinate position of women in

marriages will be looked into as this paper delves into

the causes that make these women averse to marriage.

Ladies Coupe follows a middle-aged unmarried

working woman, Akhilandeshwari or Akhila’s train

journey and also her psychological journey to a self

realization. It is interesting to note how a woman

gathers self worth which had been shattered by the

societal attitudes after listening to stories of other

women. The term ‘single women’ in this paper is

intended to describe the women, never-married,

divorced, separated or widowed who are not in a long

term partnership with another individual.2 Household

works, helping the family in agricultural and farm work

and caring for the family take up a major portion of

women’s lives. But as The Census of India defines,

‘Work’ is the various tasks that an individual does for

wages or profit3 and the ‘working woman’ is one who

does those paid tasks.

Jill Reynolds while discussing the role of self-help

books as one of the earliest literature on singlehood

mentions their evolution with time comparing the

different books on the subject over the ages. She takes

into account the 1936 book on the subject Live Alone

and Like it by Majorie Hillis and compares it to the

Single and Loving it by Wendy Bristow published in

2000 and notices how the latter keeps in mind the

present day readers who are influenced by recent

feminist ideas. Books on single women tend to be those

which illustrate the lives and ideas of women living

alone and succeeding in doing so. The exemplary

anecdotes, success at work and social lives, statistics

and interviews are expected to lead the women walking

down the same path. Anita Nair’s book Ladies Coupe

to strikes a similar chord as the novel combines

accounts of six women from different age groups and

walks of life and their answers to the central character,

Akhila’s question whether a woman can live alone or

not.

This myth that a single woman is unfulfilled and

mostly unhappy is prevalent in Indian societies where

a good marriage is treated as the goal of a woman’s

life. Akhila, who goes on a journey travelling in a Ladies

Coupe with other ladies is asked whether she is happy

or not by an elderly co-traveller, Janaki (21). She is

also suggested that she would be able to get a suitor

from the matrimonial columns where men in the mid

forties or fifties seek suitable matured women to get

married to (20). Therefore, the negative associations

and the stigma associated with singlehood of women

are not denied.

Their whole lives of women in India prior to

marriage are only a preparation for it. As Banerjee

writes, “The pattern of families training their daughters

as housewives usually meant that girls also acquired

the necessary skills for women’s tasks…”(Banerjee

55), the women in the novel in discussion are shown

going through the ordeal from a very young age. Akhila

in Ladies Coupe, goes through a childhood which is

supposed to prepare her for a life of a blissfully married

woman. It is her mother who trains her to do the

household works. Raised by a mother who considered

husbands superior to wives and that a wife should not

take a man’s role and work to earn, Akhila is ingrained

to believe that a woman’s most important duty is to

marry. (14,15) Even school education was a

preparation to become a good wife where even the

teachers laid emphasis of the duty of a woman to

become a good wife. (Nair, 48, 49)  The other
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characters we are introduced to in the novel too voice

same ideas and upbringings. The elderly lady, Janaki

who has been married for forty years tells how she

was raised to believe that it is a woman’s duty to get

married and that the home is a woman’s kingdom. (23).

Prabha Devi, another of the travellers in the ladies

coupe Akhila was on, has a very similar upbringing in

terms of values and lessons imparted to her. Born to a

family of jewellers she was from a very young age

moulded to be a fashionable young lady fit to secure a

good marriage alliance. She was sent to a convent

school after she passed her tenth standard with a hope

that she would learn to speak proper English which

would further improve the chances to get a good

husband. (170)

The characters as they narrate their stories tell

about their loss of individuality in marriage and their

own quest to get what they wanted. Janaki, who has

been married for forty years, started hating her

husband after she reached a certain age. Apparently

in the story she tells, there is nothing wrong with her

husband, she is helped by him in her daily works. But

the realisation that she was wholly dependent on her

husband and incapable of managing on her own gnaws

her (34, 35) and because of that she looked down upon

women who could cope by themselves. (23) This

perhaps goes to illustrate the hatred that the society

fosters for single independent women. She says that

she got tired of being the fragile woman and started

believing that she could manage by herself. (23) Another

character is Prabha Devi who after marriage goes on

a trip to New York and gets inspired and transforms

herself from a coy Indian wife to a gay spirited woman

modelled after those she had seen on the tri She is

jarred when an admirer almost molests her and she

withdraws and reverts back to her old self losing herself

in the service for her family until the day she realises

that ceasing to want more for herself she had lost her

self and also her worth in the eyes of her husband.

(184,185) The act of learning to swim was what

liberated her from the confines that she had created

for herself. It made her realise that to want something

for herself and attain it freed her from the fear of

rejection that she anticipated (195). Familial

responsibilities and duties had led to her self-

obliteration, lowering of her worth and her husband

taking her for granted.

The story, that Margaret Shanthi tells is of a similar

vein who is a Chemistry teacher and is married to the

headmaster of a school. Her husband with whom she

fell in love was a domineering and self-willed person

not only in the marriage but also in his dealings with

his colleagues and students. He forces his opinions on

her and she does for a time until she decides to plot a

vengeance and succeeds in subduing his

aggressiveness. He was a man who took pride over

his looks and she destroys his pride by over-feeding

him till he grows to become a fat man low in self

esteem. (131, 133)

The example of the married life of Akhila’s parents

show the role of a woman as expected in the Indian

society. Her mother looked after all the needs of her

father and always placed him above all even her

children. There exists no identity of her mother without

her father. Her life is just a corollary to her husband’s.

With these examples in the book, Anita Nair tries to

emphasise that it is easy for a woman to lose herself

in a marriage unless she learns to hold her worth. The

novel without a glamorous portrayal of marriage goes

on to set an image of marriage which is uninviting.

Akhila, after her father, is left to look after her

family (48) and gets so busy getting into the shoes of

the sole bread-earner of the family that she never gets

married. However, the decision to remain single,

unmarried, divorced and away from family is not a

easy or natural as one thinks it to be. “Becoming a

new single woman at midlife—that is, accepting and

being happy with one’s singleness—is a long and often

conflicted process. We do not choose to be single, but

we have made a number of choices that have led us
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here.”(Trimberger 53). She takes up the job and starts

looking after her family which comprised of her mother

and three younger siblings: two brothers and a sister.

She turns thirty-four by the time she is helps each of

her siblings to settle down. She, a single-woman at

that age is left to do nothing more. ‘I didn’t choose to

remain single. It happened that way,’ she says when

asked by her co-travellers why she didn’t marry (20).

Padma, her younger sister is married off only when

she promises not to “forsake her”- an assurance of

lifelong monetary assistance to the prospective

bridegroom. The security is the fact that Akhila is too

old to get married (79).

Akhila’s position as a bread-earner doesn’t,

whatsoever, give her the position of the decision-maker.

She feels that she by playing the provider in the family

has got stuck with that role. She wishes to live by herself

and by this time marriage has become unimportant for

her (21) When she voices her desire to live alone there

is a uproar in the family and her younger brothers and

sister tell her how difficult it is for a lone woman to

survive in the society managing on her own. She

becomes unnerved and goes off on a journey to

Kanyakumari expecting to meet other women and learn

from then their experiences with life and try to find if

it was possible for a woman to live alone. She listens

to the stories the women tell and comes to the

realisation that she is a whole and not wanting in

anything and takes over the reins of her own life. Akhila

had become what she says the “cash cow” of the

family- a mere provider. When the novel closes, we

find a confident and different Akhila who is sure about

living alone. She weighs all the pros and cons and

decides that it was time enough to live life on her own

terms- ‘to wrest the reins of her life back’ (276).

Ladies Coupe by tracing the physical and

psychological journey of Akhila opens up an opportunity

to study the psychology of the single woman in Indian

societies. Financial security and education becomes

an important factor for liberating such women from

the cultural and societal constrains and provides them

a security which they otherwise seek in a marriage.

Notes :

1. Nirmala Banerjee discusses at length about the

controls exerted on women’s wealth, earning,

choice of labour by their families before and after

marriage. (Banerjee. P. 43-68)

2. Jill Renolds writes, “The meaning of ‘singleness’

is elusive” taking into consideration cohabitation

which is problematic and also the age-related aspect

of ‘singleness’. One aim in her book, she says, “is

to consider these new and different associations

now linked to the category ‘single’ and their

relationship with continuing and more long-standing

notions of the single status. (Reynolds. P. 13, 14,

15)

3. “Work is defined as participation in any

economically productive activity with or without

compensation, wages or profit. Such participation

may be physical and/or mental in nature.” – Census

Data 2001
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Abstract:

Nature has always sustained man, catering to

both his aesthetic and material needs. Yet, in spite

of it, man has adopted an attitude of subjugation,

exploitation and destruction towards Nature.

Ecocriticism voices concerns against such human

attitudes by drawing attention to these issues in

literary works. This paper will attempt to study

Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni’s The Palace of

Illusions (2008), a re-reading of the Mahabharata,

from an ecocritical standpoint. Divakaruni re-tells

the Indian epic Mahabharata with Draupadi as

her protagonist and narrator. An analysis of the

narration shows the novel as a critique of war and

environmental destruction. She censures men whose

ego and insatiable greed resulted in the extensive

destruction of both his kind and nature in the War

of Kurukshetra. The writer further contemplates

how man’s ego can blind him to the sufferings of

other creature as reflected in the acts of the archer-

warrior Arjun and his brothers. Such acts are

exemplars of the hierarchy that man creates for

himself and nature where he himself places at a

higher plane, a hierarchy that has come under

intense criticism at the hands of the ecocritics.

Moreover, Divakaruni delves into the psyche of her

protagonist to uncover how her change in attitude

towards her fellow beings is accompanied by a

corresponding change in outlook towards nature.

Furthermore, Bheeshma’s relationship to his mother,

the river-goddess Ganga calls for ecocritical

Nature and the Great War :

   An Ecocritical Reading of The Palace of Illusions

Porosha Sonowal

  Department of EFL, Tezpur University
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analysis as it reflects the role ascribed to Nature

by man as well as a rejection of the cultured life.

So, this paper will attempt to bring out the issues

of environment as voiced and treated in

Divakaruni’s The Palace of Illusions. For this, the

paper will rely on the tenets of ecocriticism to

underscore these issues.

Keywords: nature, man, ego, exploitation

Literature and Nature share an intimate and

intricate relationship across the globe and down the

ages. While, at times it has inspired poets and writers

with its beauty, inherent peace and overpowering

presence, at other times it has served as a reflection

or mirror to human’s inner turmoil and yearnings. Here,

we can recall poems of antiquity such as Homer’s

Iliad and Odyssey wherein gods and Nature in her

benign and malignant forms have determined the

course of human action. At home, epics like the

Ramayana and the Mahabharata too serve as

testimonies of it. Additionally, closer readings of these

texts reveal the human attitude towards nature as well

as concern for it. The inherent human streak of

exploitation of nature is seen time and again in these

texts.  Moreover, this human trait is criticised too.

Ecocriticism studies such aspects of literature. A

literary critic tries to explore and bring to the forefront

the textualization of this close yet complex relationship

between Literature and Nature.

This paper will attempt to analyze Chitra Banerjee

Divakaruni’s The Palace of Illusions (2008) from an

ecocritical standpoint. In her “mythic tale brimming
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with warriors, magic and treachery”, Divakaruni both

implicitly and explicitly voices concern for nature and

criticizes man’s anthropocentric attitude.

Ecocriticism studies the relationship between

literature and the environment. While, other theories

limit their scope among writers, texts and the society;

ecocriticism extends its reach to include the entire

ecosystem within it. It draws from a number of critical

approaches including structuralism, post-structuralism,

feminism, postcolonialism and Marxism in its approach.

Michael P. Branch traces the term “ecocriticism”

to William Rueckert’s ‘Literature and Ecology: An

Experiment in Ecocriticism’ (1978). The publication

of The Ecocriticism Reader: Landmarks in Literary

Ecology (1996), a collection of essays, by Cheryll

Glotfetty and Harold Fromm, is often considered as a

decisive moment for Ecocriticism.

It first arose in the late 1970s, though it became a

full-fledged literary movement in the United States in

the late 1980s and in the UK in the early 1990s.

Renowned literary critic, Peter Berry, traces

Ecocriticism in USA to the writings of the three major

19th century American transcendentalists— Ralph

Waldo Emerson (1803-1882), Margaret Fuller (1810-

1850) and Henry David Thoreau (1817-1862). These

writers tried to analyze, in detail, life in wilderness,

away from the concrete life that civilisation offers.

While on the other hand, in UK, Ecocriticism takes its

root from the British Romanticism, primarily from the

writings of William Wordsworth and S.T Coleridge.

Jonathan Bate’s Romantic Ecology: Wordsworth and

the Environmental Tradition (1991) is one of the

foundational texts of the ecocritical movement. But, it

is important to note that issues raised by ecocriticism

were voiced in the past as well, as for instance in

Raymond Williams’ The Country and the City (1973).

Within the ambit of ecocriticism lies ecofeminism.

Ecofeminism combines the tenets of feminism with

ecocriticism. It is best summed up in Mary Mellor’s

definition who defines it as:

Ecofeminism is a movement that sees a

connection between the exploitation and

degradation of the natural world and the

subordination and oppression of women. It

emerged in the mid-1970s alongside second-

wave feminism and the green movement.

Ecofeminism brings together the elements of

feminist and green movements, while at the

same time offering a challenge to both. It takes

from the green movement about the impact

of human activities on the non-human world

and from feminism the view of humanity as

gendered in ways that subordinate, exploit and

oppress women.

(Mellor, 01)

Annette Kolodny has emphasized on the penchant

of man to turn to nature for indulgence, pleasure and

recuperation in much the same way as he turns to

woman. As a theoretical framework, Ecocriticism

provides critics and readers an opportunity to analyse

and read texts from an ecological and feminist point of

view to discern the gendered treatment of nature.

Chitra Divakaruni’s The Palace of Illusions, a

re-telling of the Mahabharata has given rise to a lot

of intellectual debates and discussions, particularly for

its portrayal of Draupadi. The novel traces her life

from her birth to her “mahaprasthan, the path of the

great departure” (344) and presenting the readers with

a feminist narrative of the entire chain of events that

led to the War of Kurukshetra resulting in death of

millions and widespread destruction of man and his

environment, and thereby marking the end of Dvapara

Yuga.

An analysis of Divakaruni’s The Palace of

Illusions reveals her acute awareness of Nature, its

relationship to humankind and the human attitude

towards it. The Great War caused immense havoc to

human civilisation leaving behind decaying corpses,

wailing mothers, widowed brides and orphaned

children. But, in saying so, one cannot overlook the

destruction it caused to nature. In fact, by revolving

the entire story around Man’s ego and its consequent

war, Divakaruni brings in the focus to nature. War from

prehistoric times has devastated nature and with time
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its devastation has increased manifold. In the novel,

the author recounts how Yudhisthir went into depression

after his victory in Kurushetra “staring at the

devastated land where nothing would grow, thinking

of the millions whose death-anguish had poisoned the

air” (Divakaruni, 318). This protest against man-made

ruin finds its most unequivocal voice in Vyasa, the

author of the epic itself. Unable to remain a mere

spectator, the protagonist-narrator, Draupadi narrates

how Vyasa emerges in the narrative when both

Aswatthama and Arjun released their

Brahmaseershastras:

As the two flames coursed along the sky,

oceans began to dry up and mountains to

crumble. Men and beasts screamed their

terror, for the fabric of the world was about to

be ripped apart. Watching from the edge of

the tale, I was forced to intervene, though that

is not my preference. I stepped out between

the flames and raised my hands. By the power

of penances, for a moment the astras were

rendered immobile. I chided the two warriors

for forgetting themselves and their

responsibilities toward the earth-goddess. I

demanded that they recall their weapons.

(307)

Such intervention on the part of Vyasa bears

testimony of the text as a critique of war and

environmental devastation. Divakaruni is also critical

of the greed and exploitative streak in man that

destroys, subjugates and exploits nature for his selfish

needs or rather to satisfy his ego. Arjun’s act of setting

on fire the entire forest in Khandav is a proof of it. So

widespread was the destruction that hardly any cries

of animals were heard when the Pandavas came to

build their kingdom, Indrapastha, in it. This imperialist

instinct of humankind finds echo in Krishna’s words to

Draupadi alias Krishnaa:

But Krishna said, “How else could you have

settled here? Built your kingdom? Gained all that

fame? Changed the direction of history’s wheel?

Someone has to pay a price for that. You of all

people should know this, Krishnaa.”           (144)

And in this case, it is Nature who has to pay a

price for it. Krishna’s argument does not hold ground

for nature cannot be made to pay for an individual’s

yearning for greatness, fame and wealth or even to

change the course of human civilisation. Even, any

kind of settlement in the wilderness is anthropocentric

since by using natural resources according to their

whims and fancies, man reduces nature in a hierarchy,

as if they subsist for humans. Such a human attitude

that regards nature as its subordinate is vehemently

condemned by Ecocriticism. During their exile in forest,

the Pandavas recklessly used forest resources not only

for their survival but also for indulgence. In the novel,

Draupadi recounts how Nakul and Sahadev brought

fawns for her to pet. They felt no remorse to separate

a new born from its mother thereby reflecting their

anthropocentric attitude.

Moreover, treatment of human beings and nature

by individuals evinces their own nature. In the novel,

King Draupad is found adopting a hostile attitude

towards nature, treating it as his enemy or as aiding

his enemy. Draupadi says, “I hated most of all that the

ground had neither trees nor flowers. King Draupad

believed the former to be hazard to security… the latter

he saw no use for— and what my father did not find

useful, he removed from his life” (6). It corresponds

to his treatment of fellow beings as evident from his

treatment of Drona. In fact, his initial reluctance to

accept Draupadi further substantiates this notion for

he thought that it was Dhristadyumna alone who was

supposed to revenge his insult from Drona.

Nature brings with it the ideas of freedom from

the constraints of life. Draupadi often loathes her

existence within the concrete palace walls of Kampilya

and Hastinapur. She wants to escape to a world of

flowers, trees and birds for her company. Even when

Dussasan tried to unclothe her after her husbands, the

Pandavas lost her in the infamous game of dice, she

thinks of Krishna and finds herself in a tranquil garden:

The sounds of the courtroom faded—

Dussasan’s grunts, the whispers of the

watchers. Suddenly I was in a garden. There

were swans in a lake, a tree that arched above,
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dropping blue flowers, the sound of water

falling as though the world had no end. The

wind smelled of sandalwood. Krishna sat

beside me on a cool stone bench.

                                                                                                                          (193)

So, it can be said that nature is a healer of pain as

well as an abode of freedom. Yet, in the initial chapters

of the novel, we find Draupadi preferring human

planted gardens to the feral nature as she herself admits

“I, who preferred gardens to wilderness” (134). This

can be interpreted as her own confinement to the

societal norms as well as her own craving for authority,

a typical human trait. Her avidity for greater authority

in administrative matters, loathing of her husbands and

her voracity for revenge— are proofs of it. But in the

last moments of her life, her hatred gives way to a

liking for the wild, untamed nature:

Nature, whom I’d encountered often enough

in my wanderings, had always seemed my

enemy, her only purpose to add to my

discomfort. But today I couldn’t keep my eye

off the peaks, the way the light slid and

shimmered along them, turning them into

different shades of gold as the day grew older.

There was a sharp sweetness to the air. I

breathed it in great gulps, holding it until my

lungs ached, and still I couldn’t get enough.

(345)

This change in preference of the two forms of

nature can be seen as her own change of perspective

regarding life. After witnessing the ravages of war,

the horrifying ends of her loved ones as well as her

foes who had their egos as the cause of their downfalls.

Draupadi learns to let go of her own ego. She no longer

tries to govern over affairs but discusses things with

her elders, even with Kunti whom she had despised

ever since she got married to her sons. Thus, this

change is evident in her attitude towards nature for

she no longer tries to tame neither men nor nature.

Further, the relationship of Bheeshma with Nature

deserves a critical examination in the text. Bheeshma

is the son of the river-goddess, Ganga, so an intimate

relationship between him and Nature is implicitly

suggested. The despondency and apprehensions

resulting from court affairs and particularly the enmity

between the Kauravas and Pandavas often led him to

find peace and solace in nature. Speaking to Draupadi,

Bheeshma says,

She kept me until I was eight— my happiest

years, I think. She taught me everything I know

that’s of any value. She still comes to me

sometimes, here in the river, if I have a really

serious problem or need her opinion.”

(136)

To it, she observes

Did he mean them literally? Or did the river

soothe his mind, helping him to think better?

(136)

Such statements and observations in the novel

once again highlight the ecocritical concerns of

Divakaruni’s novel. Draupadi’s remark echoes the role

that Nature has been ascribed by men. However, it

can also be read as a defiance and rejection of the life

of glory and gory offered by civilisation in favour of a

life of simplicity and contentment amidst nature.

To conclude, it can be said that Divakaruni’s re-

telling of the epic raises serious concerns about

environment. Though the novel has been mainly read

as a feminist text, it has possibilities to be read with an

ecocritical approach. In fact, Divakaruni seems to

assert that the root of the problems of man and

environment is the same and it is human ego.
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Abstract:

Postcolonial literature refers to the work

written by authors with roots in those countries that

were once colonies established by the European

nations. Ever since this genre sprang up, it has

expanded to incorporate many representational and

political strategies. Amitav Ghosh’s novel The

Shadow Lines (1988) can be seen from the

postcolonial aspect as it has been critical of the

many issues that are being debated in

contemporary India. Here, the author has

beautifully interwoven the temporal and spatial

dimensions into a personal texture where the

unnamed narrator builds his own identity. The

various characters regulate and determine the

course of the action in the narrative. The novel

describes violence and riots at various levels and

deal with the effect of fear on memory where the

arbitrariness of the physical distance is aptly

illustrated by the narrator. It is ultimately the

narrator’s growth as a person that has led to the

investigation and deeper understanding of the

various themes in the novel. The novel has been

highly critical in presenting the history of the

colonised people written by them in the language

of the coloniser.

Key words: Postcolonial, Identity, Colonisation,

Narrative

“At the origin of India and Pakistan lies the

national trauma of Partition, a trauma that freezes fear

into silence, and for which The Shadow Lines seeks
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to find a language, a process of mourning, and perhaps

even a memorial”  (Suvir Kaul in “Separation Anxiety”)

Postcolonial literature in its strictest term refers

to a body of literature that were written by authors

with roots in those countries that were once colonies

established by the European nations. This genre of

literature sprang up during the 1950s as a counter to

the imperial ideology of the colonial era; it negotiates

with, contests, and subverts Euro-American ideologies

and representations. The very process of decolonization

and postcolonial movement questions the imperial

ideology of considering the rest of the world as mere

dark libidinal self of Europe and eulogizes the native’s

identity and culture. The intertwinement of the political

ideologies in postcolonial fiction is much more pungent

compared to the other literary genres.

Postcolonial deals with the effects of colonization

on cultures and societies. The prefix ‘post’ and the

‘hyphen’ in the term have raised vigorous debates

amongst critics. When spelled without a hyphen, this

term refers “to writing that sets out in one way or

another to resist colonial perspectives”, both before

and after colonisation. When spelled with a hyphen,

the term implies “a chronological order”, that is, a

change from a colonial to a postcolonial state.

However, the most common orthographic variant is

‘postcolonial’. Many critics have also suggested that

there are two divisions of the term.

The first one is ‘a set of diverse methodologies

that possess no unitary quality’, as maintained by Homi

Bhabha and Arun P. Mukherjee. The other division
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includes critics like Edward Said, Gayatri Spivak, and

Barbara Harlow who viewed postcolonial as a set of

cultural strategies “centred in history”. The

‘postcolonial’ specifies ‘a transformed historical

situation, and the cultural formations that have arisen

in response to changed political circumstances, in the

former colonial power’ (Young, 2001: 57). Sam

Durrant, a contemporary critic writes in Postcolonial

Narrative and the Work of Mourning (2003), “Post-

colonialism as a praxis is grounded in an appeal to an

ethical universal entailing a simple respect for human

suffering and a fundamental revolt against it”. Helen

Gilbert’s definition of ‘postcolonial’ arrests the diverse

contours of the term:

The term indicates a degree of agency, or…

a programme of resistance, against cultural

domination; … signals the existence of a

particular historical legacy… a … stage in a

culture’s transition into a modern nation-state;

[or] to suggest a form of co-option into

Western cultural economies… ‘postcolonial’

has become a convenient… term to describe

any kind of resistance, particularly against

class, race, and gender oppression. (Thieme

2003: x)

Postcoloniality has been expanded to incorporate

not only the narrative, representational and political

strategies of formerly colonised nations, but also the

modes of negotiation adopted by various groups when

dealing with the legacies of colonialism. Postcolonial

writing, therefore, can be defined as the ‘literary

processes through which formerly colonized people

assert their difference from, resistance to, and

negotiation with, European colonial masters and

cultures while attempting to develop similar strategies

to tackle contemporary globalizing and neo-colonial

process of domination by Euro-American powers’

(Nayar, 2008). In one of the first major theorizations

about ‘postcolonial literature’, Bill Ashcroft, Gareth

Griffiths, and Helen Tiffin defined it thus:

We use the term ‘postcolonial’ … to cover all

the cultures affected by the imperial

processfrom the moment of colonisation to the

present day. This is because there is a

continuity of preoccupations throughout the

historical process initiated by European imperial

aggression. We also suggest that it is most

appropriate as the term for the new cross-

cultural criticism which has emerged in recent

years and for the discourse through which this

is constituted. (1989: 2)

The seeds of postcolonial aesthetics were sown

in Franz Fanon’s The Wretched of the Earth (1961)

and its theory in Edward Said’s Orientalism (1978).

Through his writings, Fanon argues about the problem

of “native bourgeoisie” and also articulates the key

postcolonial concept, viz. that of “Otherness”, subject

formation and emphasis on linguistic and psychoanalytic

framework. However, the critical assessment of it dates

back to Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin’s epoch making

book, The Empire Writes Back (1989). Edward Wadie

Said is a Palestine-American theorist and critic whose

book, Orientalism (1978) is said to be the most

celebrated and debated work which seeks to study

the post-colonial texts in the former colonies in the

context of European imperialism. He has defined

Orientalism as “a western Style for dominating,

restructuring, having authority over the Orient”. Gayatri

Spivak almost corroborates this view in her book,

Outside in the Teaching Machine (1993) by stating

“post-coloniality – the heritage of imperialism in the

rest of the globe as a deconstructive case” where she

goes on to explain the political claims that are urgent

in decolonised space. In Culture and Imperialism

(1993), Said captures the basic assumptionbehind

colonialism and imperialism. ‘“They are not like us’,

and for that reason deserve to be ruled”. The colonized,

Said argues, becomes the “Other” and therefore, he

says that the established binary opposition of ‘the West’

and ‘the Other’ must be eradicated.

Homi K. Bhabha, one of the leading postcolonial

theorist and critic, building on Said’s notion of the Other

and Orientalism, emphasises the concerns of the

colonised through his work The Location of Culture

(1994). His work challenges the ambivalent attitude

of the colonisers between hatred and longing for the
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natives. He argues on the feeling of homelessness, of

being caught in between two clashing cultures, which

he rightly calls ‘unhomeliness’. Thus, the colonial

subject, because of this dislocation becomes a

psychological refugee. Bhabha’s work discussesthe

theme of hybridity, colonial ambivalence and

contingency.Unlike Said and Spivak, who emphasised

culture and imperialism as the notable forces

influencing postcolonial literature, Fredric Jameson

talks of the allegorical nature and highlights the history

of the erstwhile British colonies. He says that “all third

world texts are necessarily […] allegorical and in a

very specific way, they are to be read as what I will

call national allegories […]” (1986: 69). Aijaz Ahmad

questions Jameson by arguing that the latter’s concept

of ‘national allegory’ would be ‘positivist reductionism’

(1994: 97).Thus, Post-colonial theory repudiates anti-

colonial nationalist theory and implies a movement

beyond colonialism. Therefore, it is ‘transnational in

dimension, multicultural in approach and a movement

beyond the binary opposition of the power relations

between the colonizer/colonised and centre/periphery’

(Das, 2012).

Amitav Ghosh, born in the year 1956 in Kolkata,

is an Indian author and an academician who was

educated at the University of Delhi and Oxford. He

grew up in East Pakistan (now Bangladesh), Sri Lanka,

Iran and India listening to the stories of partition, Second

World War and the struggle for independence.

Therefore, history becomes a perennial theme in his

fictional narratives and his work is imbued with both

political and historical consciousness. Memories play

an important role in his novels. These memories are

being used to explain the notion of freedom, nationhood,

violence, otherness, subalternity, imagination, partition,

community and the idea of home and homelessness.

The novel, The Shadow Lines (1988) exploring the

effect upon a family of the partition of Bengal, won

the Indian Sahitya Akademi Award in the year 1989.The

Calcutta Chromosome: A Novel of Fevers, Delirium

and Discovery (1996) won him the Arthur C. Clarke

Award for best science fiction novel in 1990. These

apart, Ghosh is also known for his other works likeThe

Circle of Reason (1986), In an Antique Land (1992),

The Glass Palace (2000) etc. In his writings, we often

find traces of post-colonial consciousness, a crucial

element in the continuum of our cultural process and

self-awareness.

Ghosh’s novel The Shadow Lines (1988) can be

seen from the postcolonial aspect. The novel hasbeen

highly critical of the many issues that are being debated

in contemporary India. Ghosh in his novel, “sees history

as that trajectories of events that causes dislocations,

disjunctions, movements and migrations, eventually

replacing solid markers with shadow lines, destabilising

our nations of the past in the reverberations of the

present” (Bose, 2003). Healso discusses the notion of

‘imagined communities’. Benedict Anderson in his

essay “Imagined Communities” (1983) raises a few

questions fundamental to the history of idea, which

helps to look at the concept of ‘nation’ and ‘nationalism’

as evolving through constructs. He argues by stating

that, ‘nation is imagined as community, because

regardless of the actual inequality and exploitation that

may prevail in each, the nation always conceives as a

deep, horizontal comradeship. Ultimately, it is this

fraternity that makes it possible, over past two centuries

for so many millions of people, not so much to kill, as

willing to die for so much limited imaginings’. Thus,

nation is an imaginative phenomenon which is

unanimously accepted by its people and supposed to

be their common legacy and property. It unites its

people in the past and even in the present. Nation does

play the role of an adhesive element in collective

conscious of its people. Ernest Renan calls it ‘a soul

and spiritual principle’.

Amitav Ghosh in his novel The Shadow

Linesweaves the temporal and spatial dimensions into

a personal texture where the unnamed narrator builds

his own identity. The novel is a bildungsroman

(coming of age) novel, and is divided into two sections:

Going Away and Coming Home. The novel, gyrating

around the diaspora of East Pakistan after partition,

narrates the story of an Indian family residing in

Calcutta, which is rooted in Dhaka. The plot of the

novel revolves around the two families: the Datta
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Chaudhuris of Bengal and the Prices of London where

the narrator’s relationship with them becomes crucial.

The narrator, an anonymous ‘I’ is Tridib’s alter ego.

Tridib, the narrator’s eccentric uncle went to London

and lived with the Prices during the war. The metaphor

of ‘travel’ is used as a means of bridging the cultural

boundaries.The author gives liberty to his characters

to create their own imaginative world and perception

of reality. The various characters like Tridib, Ila, May

Price, Nick, Robi, the anonymous narrator,

Grandmother (Tha’mma) and Mayadebi regulate and

determine the course of the action in the narrative.

The narrative is not told in a contextual vacuum,

it instead corresponds to the growth of Calcutta as a

city and India as a nation over a period of three decades

or more. It is through Tha’mma that the issue of Bengal

partition and the entire idea of nation and nationhood

get discussed. Tridib problematizes the notion of history;

Ila brings to the fore the issues of diaspora and race.

The narrator plays a central role to the extent that it is

he who articulates the ideas held by these characters

and also integrates their subjective viewpoints.The

narrative begins with the eight-year old narrator talking

about his experiences as a school boy living in the

GolePark neighbourhood in Calcutta. He introduces

the readers to the two branches of his family tree; one

is the family of his Grandmother, Tha’mma and the

other of the Grandmother’s sister, Mayadebi. Tridib,

one of Mayadebi’s sons is the repository of all the

esoteric knowledge, one who can talk at length and it

is he who transfers to the young narrator a profound

sense of love for knowledge. Tha’mma’s world view

and her perception of historical events are important

aspects to be taken into consideration. Her critique on

the partition, idea of nation and narration are rooted in

her anecdotes. She is remarkably free from the traces

of cynicism so evocative of the victims of partition.

The story exquisitelyjuxtaposesby depictingthe life in

Dhaka before partition, life in London during war and

the life that the narrator leads in Calcutta during the

1960s. The unnamed narrator recounts in flashback

the various places and people described by Tridib, some

twenty years back. He lived through the stories of other

people and believed that the actual present alone can

serve as an impulse for the narrative construction of

memories. Ghosh represents the characters in the novel

as being caught in two different worlds and rejects the

artificially created boundaries as mere shadow lines.

While reading about the experiences of Tridib, the

narrator “lives a truer life in his memory and

imagination”.  Some intrinsic details about Tridib are

provided to the narrator by May Price who had been a

witness to the violence in Bengal and Dhaka. The

narrator’s experience is reflected through his mind and

imagination, whereas, Ila’s experience of travelling is

based on actual travel experiences in person.He admits

that he has created his own secret map of the world

around him. Their memories, states the narrator,

‘became part of my own secret map of the world, a

map of which only I knew the keys and the coordinates,

but which was not for that reason any more imaginary

than the code of a safe is to a banker’ (p. 214).

The historical consciousness in the novel is

portrayed through the depiction of the freedom

movement in Bengal, the Second World War, the

partition of India and the miasma of communal hatred

breaking out into riots in East Pakistan following the

‘Hazratbal’ shrine incident in Srinagar in 1964. It has

reflected the emotional and psychological trauma, not

limited to a particular community, but across

geographical boundaries. These are mere shadow lines

that reveal the fragility of partition violence, borderline

disputes and the catastrophic lines that claim to

separate people and communities. Towards the later

part, when the narrator recalls the newspaper report

in 1964 describing the ghastly communal riots and

curfew in Calcutta, he remarks “… sitting in the air

conditioned calm of an exclusive library, that I began

on my strangest journey: a voyage into a land outside

space, an expanse without distances; a land of looking-

glass events” (p. 247).

The novel describes violence and riots at three

different levels: one, between religious communities

within one nation or state, two, riots between two

states, and three, between different communities and

the government. ‘There are no reliable estimates of
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how many people were killed in the riots of 1964. The

number could stretch from several hundred to several

thousand; at any rate not very many less than were

killed in the war of 1962’ (p. 253).  Towards the end,

May meets the narrator and gives him an account of

what happened with Tridib who ran after her, feeling

guilty to be the cause of his unfortunate death. ‘Tridib

ran into the mob, and fell upon their backs. He was

trying to push his way through to the old man, I think.

Then the mob dragged him in. He vanished. I could

only see their backs… Then the men began to scatter.

I picked myself up and began to run towards them.

The men had melted away, into the gullies. When I got

there, I saw three dead bodies. They were all dead.

They’d cut Khalil’s stomach open. The old man’s head

had been hacked off. And they’d cut Tridib’s throat,

from ear to ear. That was that; that’s all there is to

tell’ (p. 276).

The Shadow Lines is thus a novel dealing with

the effect of fear on memory where the arbitrariness

of the physical distance is aptly illustrated by the

narrator. It is ultimately the narrator’s growth as a

person, his imagination, responsiveness and

intellectuality that has led to the investigation and deeper

understanding of the various themes in the novel —

be it the treatment of history, partition, communal strife

or the notion of home and homelessness. It is pertinent

to cite Robert Dixon’s comment: “The Shadow Lines

is therefore, a fictional critique of classical

anthropology’s model of discrete cultures and the

associated ideology of nationalism. The reality is the

complex web of relationships between people that cut

across nations and across generations”.

The Shadow Lines also presents history of the

colonised people written by them in the language of

the coloniser.Harish Trivedi has rightly stated that the

subaltern can speak and has always spoken for in his

or her own modes of expression, which was difficult

for the elite, bourgeois intellectual to grasp. He argues

that the issue is not whether the subaltern can speak;

rather it is whether they can speak the language of a

metropolitan centre that is English and the language of

high theory. Thus, the antipathy against the colonial

regime is overtlypresented in the novel. Meenakshi

Mukherjee in her essay ‘Maps and Mirrors: Co-

ordinates of Meaning in The Shadow Lines’concludes

by stating that ‘the apparently simple narrative of The

Shadow Lines is in fact a complex jigsaw puzzle of

varied time and place segments including some magic

pieces that mirrors others … The reiterative use of

the two images—mirrors and maps—interact in the

novel to stretch the narrative beyond mimetic realism

to incorporate an element of mystery, a bafflement at

the frontiers of knowing’.
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India is not a country (desa) , it is a

perspective (darsana); it is not a climate

but a mood (rasa) in the play of  the

Absolute – it is not the Indian who makes

India but “India” makes the Indian, and

this India is in all. ( 17-18 )

Chetan Bhagat  feelswith some difference what

Raja Rao writes in The Meaning of India. Bhagat is

pre-occupied with the social, the political and above

all the material but Raja Rao goes beyond and turns

metaphysical.  Bhagat is undoubtedly a patriot and in

his latest work MAKING INDIA AWESOME (2015)

he focuses on many voices, touches controversial issues

and presents the kaleidoscopic image of India.  He

acquires ‘almost cult status’ (International Herald

Tribune).  India Today depicts him as ‘a symbol of

new India’ and ‘a torch-bearer for an unafraid

generation…’ Bhagat defines ‘awesome’ and his

dream of India:

Awesome is something that is cool,

worthy of respect, and essentially inspires

awe. That is what I want India to be.

Bhagat is a dreamer and a down-to-earth writer

and this book is the blockbuster.  As a writer in the

twenty-first century he develops the frame work of

ideas of Salman Rushdie about India.  What Rushdie

comments on the fiftieth anniversary of Indian

independence is  worth quoting here:

India has taken the modern view of the

self and enlarged it to encompass almost

one billion souls.  The selfhood of India is

to capacious, so elastic, that it manages
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to accommodate one billion kinds of

difference.  It agrees with its billion selves

to call all of them “Indian”.  This is a

notion far more original than he old

pluralist ideas of “melting pot” or “cultural

mosaic”. (179)

Bhagat is quite sensitive to ‘one billion kinds of

differences’ which are rooted in language, culture,

religion, political ideologies and above all, the mind set

of the average Indians.  He discusses the differences

in a practical and novel way.  He raises the questions

like  pro-poor or pro-poverty?  Can India’s backward

polity provide a pro-growth.  Fifty shades of fair: why

colour gets under our skin?  Bhagat’s questions are

not rhetorical but practical and mind blowing.

The aim of this paper  is to analyse Bhagat’s views

on the nature and culture  of Indians and the

suggestions he extends for the betterment of India.  It

also attempts to analyse his literary style that contributes

to his immense popularity in our times.  It focuses on

the merits of the book that enriches Indian writing in

English. A comparison is also made with Francis Bacon

the father of  Modern English prose in order to evaluate

Chetan as an essayist in English of first-rate

importance. It is also shown that historically and

conceptually this book contributes to the realm of post-

colonial literatures.  This paper comprises three

sections: the first section spells out the objectives, the

second section deals with Bhagat’s message and style

and the third section evaluates it as a literary text.

II

In the first page of MAKING INDIA AWESOME
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Bhagat makes clarification about his stand before the

readers that the current political environment and

public sentiment are so cynical that it becomes difficult

on the part of a sensible person to dream of a better

India but an impartial and objective evaluation of his

book would reveal that he does succeed to a great

extent. In this context we must agree with Oscar Wilde

an aesthete that a good book is moral and a bad book

has a moral. It is the artistic presentation of ideas that

can create moral consciousness  provided the writer

has a moral vision.  The design of the book is as much

important as the vision it embodies.  Doubtless the

author aspires to make India a better place and designs

the book in such a way that his message reaches the

readers.  The author deals with governance, politics,

society, equality and resources which can be awesome.

By the epithet ‘awesome’ he means setting things

better , fixing societal values, enforcing minority and

utilizing best resource pool.  Thus, he emerges as the

champion of liberty, equality and fraternity- a

revolutionary in his own style.  He classifies Indians

into three types: ‘self focused and indifferent’, ‘caring

but aligned’ and above all ‘caring objective’.  In his

opinion the Indians who are self-centered and are

indifferent to the needs of their fellow beings form the

majority. His notion of ‘caring but aligned’ Indians

belong to the ‘taking sides category’.  They are not

indifferent to what is happening around them but are

neither impartial nor objective in the assessment of

human situation.  Only the ‘caring objective Indians’

assess the situations objectively and dream of a better

India.  Thus this book dwells upon the nature of Indians,

the problems of India and offers solution to the

problems and crises India our motherland faces. Thus

this book is very sacred for a lover of literature who

believes that the society can be transformed through

literature and literary artists are the ‘unacknowledged

legislators of the world’.

Bhagat’s India is more than a country; it is a

perspective and to make this perspective clear he raises

several pertinent questions.  One of the questions is:

If a father buys his child toffees instead

of books for School, it may make for a

happy child. But does it make a good

father?  (P-23)

‘The father’ can be symbolic representation of a

leader and ‘the child’, the common people.  If the leader

does something to please the people and win votes

due to cheap popularity and does not take concrete

steps for the real progress of the nation he cannot be

rated as an efficient leader.  Bhagat not only sets right

questions but also gives right answers in order to titillate

the intellect of the readers.  In the chapter the “Revenge

of the Oppressed: Why Corruption Continues to Be

Around Despite the Outcry Against It” he states that

“ Everybody wants to remove corruption.  However,

not every Indian feels it is the number one priority.

Thus Bhagat creates a unique dialogic situation in his

book in which he answers the question he poses.  Such

a style of writing is easily intelligible.  In this context

A.R. Rahman’s remark on him  is quite appropriate:

Many writers are successful at

expressing  what’s in their hearts or

articulating a particular point of view.

Chetan Bhagat’s books do both and more.

Bhagat expresses his emotion as well as his point

of view on any burning situation like corruption.  He is

witty and his mind is progressive and iconoclastic.

The titles of the chapters and sub-chapters of

MAKING INDIA AWESOME  are quite interesting

and brainstorming. For example, in the section politics

he deals with ‘seventeenth commandments for

Narendra Modi’ and ‘Rahul’s New clothes, and the

Naked Truth’.  He is not a propagandist of any party;

hence, he sheds light upon the activities of both Modi

and Rahul.  Many titles like’ We are the Shameless’,

‘Let us talk about sex’ and ‘Ladies stop being so hard

on yourself ‘,and ‘Open letter to Indian Change

Seekers’ and so on capture the imagination of the

readers.  The Russian formalists and the stylisticians

would approve of such style of writing.  They will call

it ‘foregrounding’.    The ‘foregrounding’ is a stylistic

device in which the writer arrests the attentions of

the readers.  Bhagat uses expressions for the titles

and sub-titles of the chapters in such a manner that

the readers would be inquisitive to go through the text.
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Bhagat entitles the book , MAKING INDIA

AWESOME . The followers of  the theory of

deconstruction would argue why Bhagat omits the

word progressive or developing or guru of the world

after the word ‘India.’  The answer is that Bhagat

does not believe in stereotyped responses. He is seeking

novelty. Bhagat states that he writes for the youths

and it is the youths who frequently use the term

awesome. Hence he uses it and to him the youth is the

embodiment of awesome resources.  Perhaps this is

the reason why he is so popular.

Bhagat uses colloquial language and states

unpleasant truth.  For example, in the chapter Rescue

the Nation he writes:

Our bureaucracy runs our country.  Our

politicians have little interest in the nuts

and bolts of running the county.  Politicians

like symbolism – meals at Dalit homes,

presidential selections and cartoons.  Or

they like issues that appeal to vote banks-

religious quotas, temple locations and

dividing up states. (p-59)

Bhagat candidly pictures the roles of the politicians

and bureaucrats of our country.  In a democratic system

the politicians are the bosses of the bureaucrats but in

our country it is bureaucrats who are the real rulers.

They frame the rules and govern the people right from

the grass-root level.  The politicians are more

concerned with publicity than the public.  Hence, he

ironically calls it ‘symbolism’.  Symbolism is a

movement in which the use of symbols is justified.

Politicians of our country are just like symbols.  They

represent certain ideas but it is the bureaucrats who

translate these ideas into action. Bhagat waxes

eloquent on the loopholes of the democratic system.

Like Bacon, the father of Modern English prose,

Bhagat uses aphoristic expressions.  Usually he puts

these expressions just below the title of the chapter.

In the chapter,  ‘Ladies, Stop Being so Hard on

Yourself’ he writes ‘ When you have reasonable

expectations from yourself, you can be happy.  And

being happy is, above all else, having it all ’.  In the

chapter entitled , “Five Things Women Need to Change

about Themselves” he writes, ‘ For all the talk of

women being denied their proper place in society, ladies

need to do some self-reflection too’ .  In the chapter

titled “Home Truths on Career Wives” he writes

‘Choosing a capable, independednt and career-oriented

woman can also bring enormous benefits’; in the

chapter “Wake up and Respect Your Inner Queen” he

writes, ‘Every girl in India deserves a journey of self-

discovery like Rani’.  Thus, a reader comes across

many an epigram while he goes through the book.  An

epigram is a short pointed witty saying and Bhagat is

adept in using it.  It is the use of epigrams that makes

Bhagat’s text highly readable, popular and raises it to

the level of the classic.

The final chapter of  MAKING INDIA

AWESOME is illuminative:

The road to awesomeness is long and

difficult for India.  The journey may be

tough, but it is not impossible. If we fix

our governance, societal values. equality

and resources, we will get there.  There

will be noises, dirty politics, indifference

and aligned biases all around us.  The

challenge will be for us to keep our dream

alive despite all these hurdles.  To be

singularly focused on what will make India

a better place, and  base our opinion on

any issue only on that criterion.  There

will be no villains and messiahs, and there

won’t be any place for mindless fandom

or hatred.  To fix India, we need to be

practical, rational and scientific. It does

not mean we lose our humanity and

compassion, but that we don’t let emotions

sway decisions taken in the national

interest. (P-175)

Bhagat gives the true picture of India – Indians

are not broad- minded nor patriotic.  It is difficult on

their part to visualize a world beyond the world of selfish

interest. Hence any Indian who longs to make it a better

place is sure to experience troubles, face public

criticism but he will have to brave all hazards. Hence
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he urges the readers not to be swayed by emotions

but strengthen the will power and sharpen the intellect

to do what is desirable for the sake of motherland.  In

the concluding chapter he instructs the common reader

to choose a particular field of work and excel in that

arena.  He asks them to have a realization that they

have certain commitments to make India better.

Haphazard action won’t do.  He reiterates that the

Indians should ‘cut the negativity’, use the ‘social

network with best possible intention’ (P-177) and be

‘modern scientific and open minded’.  He advises them

to ‘back the issue and not the person’. (P- 176)  Thus

Bhagat’s counsel is not from satan’s kingdom rather

than from a patriots’ world. None but a true lover of

India can instruct or advise or persuade the readers

like this.

III

MAKING INDIA AWESOME needs to be studied

in the light of post-colonial theories. Basically they deal

with three basic issues: history, language and theory.

History has to do with the context; language with

medium and theory with approach.  In the book The

Conquest of America Todorov post-colonial writer and

theorist  defines the view of the Other as ‘psychic

configuration’ (p-3) Bhagat depicts this psychic

configuration in his own inimitable style:

Our political class inherited a British

colonial system, which had zero

accountability to the colonized.  Quite

cleverly, they didn’t change laws to bring

in accountability, the cornerstone of any

democracy.  Till date, our netas try to rule

us like colonial rulers and hate any

proposals that reduce their powers or

demand accountability. (P-33)

Bhagat disapproves of colonial mentality and

advocates the harmonious relationship between the

leaders and  common people.

In the book A Handbook of Critical

Approaches to Literature  the authors in their first

chapter Getting Started: The Precritical Response

makes some pertinent remarks about the skill and

efficacy of reading:

the precritical response employing

primarily the sense and the emotions is

the aim of art.  Without it the critic might

as well be merely proofreading for

factual accuracy or correct mechanical

form.  It may be said to underlie or even

to drive the critical response. (p-6)

The authors of this book view that the employment

of senses and cultivation of  right emotions for a text

are necessary prerequisites for the understanding and

enjoyment of the text.  Such a view corresponds to

the Rasa and Dhvani  theory of the Indian aestheticians

like Ananda Vardhana and Bharata who hold that the

reader should have a heart to understand (Sahridya).

In  other words the readers should have the genuine

curiosity, passion and mental makeup to appreciate the

text lest the text should be misunderstood.  Infact

Bhagat’s  MAKING INDIA AWESOME needs to be

studied with genuine patriotic feelings and

inquisitiveness to discover India- the real India, the

progressive India.

Bhagat subscribes to the Bacon’s utilitarian view

of language that is ‘words are but the images of matter’

and this very idea focuses on clarity of expression.

Bhagat’s expression are not only clear but also witty.

What Edmund Gosse observes about Bacon’s use of

language is true of Bhagat.  John Strachan in the

introduction to the book Francis Bacon; Essays

writes;

Edmund Gosse, for example, contends –

in words which would have appalled the

author- that Bacon, ‘who thought it the

first distemper of learning that men should

study words and not matter, is now in the

singular condition of having outlived his

matter, or, a great part of it, while his

words are as vivid as ever’. (XVI)

What Gosse speaks about Bacon is true of

Bhagat. It is not accurate to say that  Bhagat’s essays

are absolutely sparse, Unadorned and meditative

dispersions.
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To conclude, MAKING INDIA AWESOME is a

guide for those who dream of making it a unique nation

– a nation which will be a model before other countries

of the world.  Bhagat’s style is persuasive rather than

argumentative.  He is the source of inspiration for the

youths to  go ahead with the programmes in which

they can excel.  The author has taken care to touch all

the vital issues; social, political, religious, communal

and humanistic.  If the aim of literature is to instruct

and delight the readers Bhagat does both.  On many

occasions he has been satirical, critical but never

cynical.  He has understood the pulse of the Indians

and depicted his experience, vision and aspiration in a

language that is quite appropriate.  His book has been

subtitled as new essays and columns.  Indeed the

essays and columns are new because he has

juxtaposed diverse ideas in a proper way.  Had Dr.

Johnson the literary dictator of  eighteenth  century

gone through these essays and columns he would have

hesitated to comment in the way he passed remarks

on John Donne, that is’ heterogeneous ideas are yoked

together by violence’.  Indeed Bhagat has analyzed

the diverse issues that have cropped up in the

independent India in such a manner that a sensitive

reader gets the picture of  real India.  He not only

focuses on the failure of agency but also the agency

of failure and suggests how to make the system: social,

political, religious, cultural, more effective and vibrant.

In the twenty-first century as science advances

literature declines but the publication of MAKING

INDIA AWESOME attempts to reverse this notion.

This book belongs to both the domains: Literature of

knowledge and Literature of power.
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The diasporic writers in Canada are primarily

concerned with the experience of being an immigrant.

They look back to the land they had left behind in

nostalgia. But at the same time they look forward to

confront new challenges in their new lands. When they

“write about the past, the present always matters”

(Vassanji 12) to them. History and memory define and

limit their creative, fictional works. M. G. Vassanji

(b.1950-), Rohinton Mistry (b.1952-), Neil Bissoondath

(b.1955-), Bapsi Sidhwa (b.1938-) and Michael

Ondaatje (b.1943-) have come from different lands to

settle in Canada. They set their works in different

countries and in different milieu. Their works are

essentially multi-regional and multi-cultural. First, there

is a conscious attempt at synchronization of the

inherited culture and adopted culture. Then memory

plays a significant role in these works. Through the

histories of individuals a re-collectable past is created

and then juxtaposed with the present. The concept of

diaspora, in itself, “places the discourse of ‘home’ and

dispersion in creative tension, inscribing a homing desire

while simultaneously critiquing discourses of fixed

origins” (Brah 192-193).

M. G. Vassanji (the pen name of Moyez

Ghulamhussein Vassanji), a Toronto based Indian

diasporic writer, settled in Canada in 1978. In each of

his novels he presents the Asian immigrants trapped in

two different worlds, fitting in neither. He deftly

portrays complicated relations existing between the

centre and the periphery, the present and the past, and

the personal and the public histories. Personal histories

often merge into national histories in most of his novels.

In the words of Harish Narang, “History fascinates
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Vassanji. If there is one common thread running

through all his fiction- novel as well as short stories- it

is his concern for history- history of individuals,

communities and nations” (7). Like most of his

protagonists, Vassanji has himself experienced the

anguish of dislocation and relocation. He expresses

this feeling effectively in his fictional world. The

present paper is an attempt to explore and analyse the

various nuances of the diasporic experience as

thematised by M. G. Vassanji in The Book of Secrets.

In The Book of Secrets – published in 1994 –

Vassanji narrates the experiences of the Shamshi

community in East Africa in colonial and postcolonial

times. The focus is on the interaction between the

Shamsis and the native Africans as well as the colonial

administrators (both the British and Germans). The

narrative has multiple points of view and complex

backward-forward movement. Through various

secrets a recollectable past is created and is juxtaposed

with the present. In fact, the novel is the journey from

past to the present.

It is a retired Goan school teacher Pius Fernades,

an expatriate in East Africa, who gets from one of his

pupils a diary – The Book of Secrets – belonging to

Alfred Corbin, the British administrator in the colonial

times. This diary enthuses him to join the various loose

ends in an attempt to comprehend the connections

between the present and the past. With the help of the

diary entries, visits to the places mentioned in the diary,

meetings with various persons, official documents,

Appendices, memoranda, letters written by Corbin and

his wife to Richard Gregory, an expatriate British poet-

teacher, and his own observations and reminiscences,
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he constructs the history of nations, communities and

people almost simultaneously. The structure of his

history is symmetrical: the novel begins with a prologue,

followed by two sections, the first having two parts,

and the second, three, each supplemented with a

Miscellany, and ends on an epilogue.

The story of the novel is worked out at different

levels, each skillfully dovetailed into the other. On the

individual level, it is the story or history of Mzee Pipa

Nurmohamed, referred to Pipa throughout the novel—

an urchin from Moshi in German East Africa

(Tanganyika, or Tanzania now)—and this family. On

the social level, it is the history of the Shamsis and

other Indian expatriate communities—the Goan

Christians, the Gujrati Hindu—the British and German

colonialists, the expatriate British, the Arabs, the half-

castes and the native Africans. On the Political plane,

it shows political developments during the colonial and

postcolonial rules in East African nations as such

Tanzania, Kenya and Uganda, with references to

England, India and even Canada. Thus the personal

history coalesces with the public and the past and the

present interact in peculiar ways.

The story of Pipa is at the centre of the novel.

Pipa enters the novel quite early and the novel ends

practically with his death in Dar-es-Salaam. It is from

German East Africa (Tanganyika) that he comes to

British East Africa (Kenya) with the sole purpose of

fixing the date of his marriage to Mariamu, the niece

of the Mukhi Jamali. Unwittingly and unwillingly, he

falls a prey to the vicious machinations of the Germans

and later of the British administrators, and does some

sort of spying work on behalf of the both on the eve of

the Second World War, and luckily escapes a sure and

brutal death, when exposed as a double agent. His

marriage to Mariamu leads to complications in his life.

He creates a ruckus on his wedding night as he finds

his wife already deflowered, allegedly by the British

ADC Alfred Corbin in whose house she lived for some

days. But he soon reconciles himself to this sad

occurrence. Mariamu gives birth to a son who is fair

and has grey eyes. Pipa is tormented by the thought of

his fatherhood. The thought continues to haunt and

bewilder him even after Mariamu’s mysterious murder

which is the main secret of the book. After the war, he

is relieved of his spying work. He moves to Moshi in

the German side, and then finally settles in Dar-es-

Salaam. In spite of his second marriage to Remti and

having children, he remains devoutly attached to the

memory of Mariamu.

When Mariamu’s apparition mysteriously appears

before Pipa, he begins to converse with it. He assigns

a whole room to the mementoes left by Mariamu—a

box with the Englishman’s diary and his pen. Nobody

is allowed to enter the room where he reads the diary

and tries to discover the secrets contained in it,

particularly about his fair son’s fatherhood. The

narrator, Fernandes, calls him a “Latter-day Orpheus”

(228), a well known mythical Greek hero, who

underwent strenuous difficulties and intense sufferings

and sorrows to keep the memory of his beloved

Eurydice alive. Financially, he continues to flourish until

the new rulers decide to take over all the rented

properties of the migrants, without paying any

compensation. The loss of his and Remti’s only son

and the confiscation of his property prove to be fatal

for him. Unable to bear the loss, he dies all of a sudden.

The story of Akber Ali, the fair son of Mariamu,

is as much interesting and mysterious. Smart and

handsome, Ali is quite ambitious. By marrying the

daughter of a big businessman in Dar, he acquires

name, fame and money. But soon he falls in love with

a Shamsi beauty called Rita and elopes with her to

London. In London, he is a literally rags-to-riches story.

Through sheer ingenuity and diligence he comes to be

the owner of a big finance company, enters international

trade in real state, and becomes a business tycoon.

But, then, he deserts Rita in preference to Rosita, an

Argentinean woman with British ancestry. During his

stay in London he meets Corbin, now retired from the

British Colonial Service after having served as

Governor in Uganda. We come to know nothing about

their conversations. It remains a mystery if Corbin

accepts or even acknowledges him as his son.

It is in the story of Akbar Ali that the story of the

narrator, Fernandes, fits in. A teacher from Goa in India,
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he serves the Shamshi Boys’ School. He gets Corbin’s

diary from one of his pupils and does his best to unravel

its secrets. He is intrigued to find his own life connected

with the past life of Pipa, Ali and Rita, one of his

favourite students. The arrival of Rita from London

makes him connect the present and the past. He hands

over the diary to Rita, promising not to divulge its

secrets. We learn a lot about his loneliness in an alien

country, his fondness of Rita, his liking of the British

expatriate poet-teacher Greogory and his nostalgic

feelings about India.

The dislocation and migration of the Shamsis to

Africa is elaborately dealt with in this novel, as in other

novels of Vassanji like The Gunny Sack and No New

Land. The coming to Kikono in British East Africa

(Kenya) of Abdul Jamal Meghji, the son of Jamal Dewji

of Lamu, his settlement as a shopkeeper and his

subsequent rise to the status of the Mukhi of his

community reminds us of Dhanji Govindji’s story of

migration in The Gunny Sack and that of Haji Lalani

in No New Land. It is significant to note that behind

the migrant communities’ dislocation are primarily

economic or political factors, or both. Corbin discovers

this fact in his conversation with Mukhi Jamali:

I asked him what his people

sought in this country, in the

wilderness, so far from their own

country and culture. “Peace and

prosperity” he said. I repeated his

words. “Yes, sir”, he asserted “with

your protection. We seek but little.

Already we have contributed to the

Uganda Railway. (49)

The narrator in The Gunny Sack, too, underlines

more or less the same motives which lie behind the

dislocation of the immigrant people. In The Book of

Secrets, the Shamsis are shown to be preoccupied with

their own family and community interests, their safety

and economic well being. When the War starts, Jamali

and his people deliberately shift to a neutral prayer.

They do not want to offend either of the warring parties,

the British and the Germans. Their loyalty is confined

to themselves as they desperately want a safe haven

during the troubled times of war.

The thought of immigrants being perpetually

dislocated is brought home by the author again and

again. The work at Sheth Samji involves Pipa driving

a blindfolded camel running the oil mill. The metaphor

of the came walking in circles is used to relate the

plight of a man who, like the camel, does not know

where he is going and where his destination is. It is

subtly employed to bring home the feelings of

homelessness among the immigrants. “We were

intensely aware of our homelessness”, (274) rues the

narrator at one point.

The terror of new policies of the new government

in Tanganyika and the consequent assaults on the

dignity, status and identity of the diasporas lead to the

second-generation migration. Most of the migrants

leave for England, the USA or Canada. Fernande’s

fellow expatriate teachers also opt out. The rich

become paupers overnight. They go to other alien lands,

almost empty-handed. It is ironic that only a few make

the conscious decision to go back to India, the land of

their ancestors. It is characteristic of Indians that they

create “India”, whether they are in London or Toronto.

In the initial days of Africanization, the new generation

of Indian migrants think they will adapt to the new

conditions, but they soon lose hope and faith.

Vassanji mixes fact and fiction adroitly in this novel

while dealing with the colonial and the postcolonial

history of the East African countries, Kenya and

Tanzania. He uses main historical events as an essential

background to impinge upon the lives of his fictional

characters and events. The suppression of the Black

natives by the colonialists and the subsequent violent

reaction to it by the natives in movements like Mau

Mau have been depicted vividly. The consequences

of such a volatile historical event as World War I have

been clearly brought out in the lives of Pipa and

Mariamu.

Among the members of the settler communities,

it is Pipa who forms an interesting relationship with

the colonial administrators. Unwittingly and

unknowingly, he comes to play in the hands of the

crafty Germans whose Arab agent Hamisi uses him
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to send some crucial letters of strategic importance

secretly to some German agents in the British East

Africa. When Maynard, the ruthless British ADC,

learns of Pipa’s activities just before the beginning of

war between the German and the English colonies, he

threatens him to work for the British. Pipa has to

acquiesce in, and thus, becomes a double-agent. When

either of the warring side suffers during the brief war

due to the alleged leaks of information, the likes of

Pipa become suspect. The Germans want to eliminate

him. The English actually arrest him, and intend to kill

him. Luckily, he comes out safe from their custody.

Thus, the novel dramatized the way the diasporas are

victimized by the ruling classes in every manner

possible.

Pipa’s whole life gets painfully and inextricably

linked with Corbin and Mariamu. He loses self-respect

and self-assurance as he moves from one compromise

to another. He tries to reconcile to the loss of his wife’s

virginity before marriage. Then he tries to make

compromise with the fact that the child his wife has

borne is not his. But he fails in his futile efforts at such

compromises. He continues to be pained and haunted

by these two dark spots in his life. Corbin’s diary, given

to him by his wife Mariamu, becomes a sort of

battlefield where every time he goes to fight, he gets

defeated. The secrets of his life remain unexposed.

He lives and dies in pathetic conditions. He is a glaring

example of the White man’s victimization and

exploitation.

Vassanji shows how native culture comes to be

subverted in the hands of the alien rulers who claim to

have “arrived” to civilize the “barbarian” people under

their rules. It is significant to note that even the mild

and somewhat generous Corbin, too, shares the colonial

view that Indians and Africans are uncivilized and that

it is the duty of the civilized Whites to civilize them.

He believes that they have been sent to Africa and

other colonies for civilizing the backward communities.

In the Governor’s Memoranda for PCs and DCs

(1910), the native policy is explicated on the same lines.

Corbin’s diary entry of 23-24 June shows an awkward

attempt made by the colonial master to make his

mission known to Mariamu, a poor, illiterate girl of the

Indian community:

...I found myself explaining the

political map to Europe to her – the

countries, the languages – drawing

crude comparisons. How to explain

my reason for being here, leaving

that fairyland to come to this

darkness... where I have no one of

my kind. To help you, your people,

I offered. She looked nonplussed.

On orders from my Sultan, then.

That, she understood. (80)

This diary entry is significant in the way it shows

the gap between the levels of understanding of people

of different races and nations. In her innocence or

ignorance, Mariamu fails to understand why a person

like Corbin would willingly give up his “fairyland” to

help the people of this dark land. She understands him

better when he refers to his Sultan on whose orders

he has come here. Even an ignorant person like her

knows that the white man’s presence in the dark land

cannot be entirely without a selfish motive. In fact,

white man like Corbin and Maynard wrongly dub all

the natives as savages. Though they have somewhat

patronizing attitude towards Indians, they still think of

them as backward, ignorant and superstitious orientals.

Harish Narang, while discussing the novels of Ngugi

wa Thiong’o, castigates the colonial thinking that

denies cultural attributes to African and other so-called

undeveloped societies:

After colonizing Kenya-as

also some other parts of Africa-

the British asserted that they had

come to bring enlightenment and

progress to a people who had no

social, political, economic or

cultural traditions. Not only was

this an obviously false contention,

but it is also contrary to the very

origin and development of a

society- any society. (39)
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What Narang suggests is that every society has

its own system of growth and development. Among

the Gikuyu community in Kenya (British East Africa

– the centre of action in The Book of Secrets), several

customs have interesting background and import.

Piercing of ears signifies the advancement from

childhood to boyhood; circumcision of both boys and

girls marks their ‘coming of age’ and raises the social

status of a father; nature worship suggests the people’s

intimacy with natural phenomena. Unable to appreciate

such subtle cultural nuances, the colonialists indulge in

dismantling the indigenous systems, giving rise to

natural public anger and protest. Narrativizing such

colonial practices is, however, “an act of liberation from

the bondage of anger” (Barat 28-29). In The Book of

Secrets, Corbin objects to many customs and rituals

being followed by the Shamsis and the Black natives.

He considers them as savage practices. At one point,

he stops an exorcist using his whip to relieve a girl

(Mariau) of a devilish spirit. The maalim openly tells

him that he should not interfere in matters which he

does not understand.

The relationship between the Indian migrants and

the Africans, as depicted in the novel, is not free from

problems born of culture, racial and religious

differences and political exigencies. The Shamsis, being

practical and business-minded, lose no time in making

necessary adjustment accommodation. The earliest

migrants which include Mukhi Jamali learn native

languages, mix up with local people and even marry

native women. Jamali has the native wife in Khanoum

and has half-caste children.

But Despite the cultural mix-up at the familial

level, the problems persist on the community level

between the Indians and the natives. In the colonial

era, these problems remain dormant. The fields of

operation being different, there arise no serious disputes

or violent clashes between the Indian shopkeepers and

the native tribal people who are mainly porters, soldiers

or farmers. The members of both the communities,

despite apparent apprehensions, depend upon one

another for their daily needs. The exploited, over-

worked and under-paid African porters are always

thought to pose a danger to an isolated Englishman or

an Indian. The under-currents of tensions between

Indians and Africans come to the fore when Khanoum

finds herself deserted by the Indian community after

her husband’s death.  To hurt her self-pride and self-

respect some elders of the Shamsi community

approach her to give the child to some Indian family, if

she so desires. She reminds them that once she, too,

was the leader of the community, looked after its

welfare, helped run its mosque, buried its dead and

welcomed new arrivals.

The Book of Secrets shows the well-entrenched

mutual feelings of dislike and hatred in the minds of

both the Indians and the Blacks. Indians and Africa

show their colour prejudice while dealing with the

blacks even today1. In the novel, even the enlightened

narrator Fernandes displays his aversion for the Blacks

while referring to the freedom struggle being waged

relentlessly by the natives in the neighbouring Kenya.

Obviously, the Indians, representing the business class,

prefer stability and like to be ruled by the British. The

Blacks want self-rule, and hate Indians for being the

British agents for furthering their interests. But still

there are people on both sides who are above such

prejudices. It is not very strange that the Indian diaspora

has always passively borne the brunt of racial

oppression. Racism, in the words of Dan Glenday and

Ann Duffy, “is an inherently political phenomenon and

race relations are essentially group power

contests”(112). To diminish racism, the migrants need

to politicize their response by vesting their interests in

political parties and state institutions, and thus

consolidate and demonstrate their political power.

Unluckily, the Shamsis do nothing of the sort.

The idea of dislocation, marginality and the loss

of identity are interrelated. When people feel

dislocated, they feel marginalized and also fear for their

identity.In the colonial world of Africa where the rear

centre of the power is formed of the expatriates (the

British or the Germans), The Indian and other migrant

communities are somehow able to keep their culture-

specific identities intact. There is no doubt that the

threats to their modes of living are many and real, but
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they face and overcome them boldly and tactfully. The

English missionaries Miss Elliot and Mrs. Baily have

worked on many a native Africans to make them

Christians and, by and large, have succeeded in their

so-called “civilizing” mission. But they fail with Indians

and call them “half-savages”.

The Indian Shamsis are always zealous to guard

their religious identity. Cultural memories “do not allow

the individual to snap ties with the past” (Jain xii). They

set up mosques and insist on prayers. Friday prayers

are special for all of them. In order to commemorate

the sixty years in office of their spiritual leader Suleiman

Pir, they decide to celebrate the event as a jubilee.

Thousands of Shamsis from different parts of the

different parts of the world come to Dar-es-Salaam,

the site for the celebration. They contribute millions

into a fund meant for new schools and homes for every

family. The children born during the year are given

names connected with the celebrated event such as

Diamond, Almas, Jubilee Begum, Jawahir, etc. When

Suleiman Pir passes away, the whole community weeps

in unison. He had been around so long that nobody

ever thought that he was mortal. For forty days the

Shamsis pray and wail for the man who “advised them

on everything, from what was a good thing to eat for

breakfast to the hazards of too much tea-drinking, from

throwing away the burkha-veil to adopting English in

schools” (266).

Though identity remains more or less stable, it

undergoes perceptible changes at time. With the change

in the value-system, nothing remains the same. Vassanji

shows in this novel how the traditional Shamsis shed

many of their inhibitions. They begin to insist on the

education of their girl-children. They open the girl’s

school for the purpose. They want their boys to be

well-educated, for which purpose they arrange the best

faculty and infrastructure for the Boy’s School.

Teachers come from India and England to provide

quality education. The forward-looking Shamsis give

up their insistence on “pudah/burkha” for their women.

The new generation of Shamsis boys and girls is all

set to acquire modern, liberal outlook. The girls openly

discuss tabooed topics like films, romance, love and

sex. The Hindi film songs are a craze with them. They

talk openly about film stars like Garbo, Betty Grabble,

Dilip Kumar, Raj Kapoor, Gary Cooper, Gene Kelly,

Carry Grant, Rita Hayworth and Nargis. The lines from

Hindi film Anarkali- “Yeh Zindgi Usiki hai...( the world

belongs to the one who loves...)” hummed by the young

girl reflect the new mode and mood of living. Rita, in

particular, is a model of a liberated woman. She is

unlike any other traditional Shamsi girl exemplifies in

her elopement with an already married man.

The Indian diaspora, on the community level, thus

shows a remarkable urge to look progressive and

forward in spite of their conservatism in certain

religious and cultural matters. In order to fit themselves

in the complex social structure of their adopted land,

some of them, particularly among the second and third

generations of Shamsis, speak Swahili fluently. They

also begin to learn English and play cricket. For the

welfare of their community, the Shamsis arrange to

open dispensaries, welfare organization, community

councils, sports clubs, youth organizations, and other

such associations. For entertainment Dar-es-Salaam

comes to have theatres where current Hindi films are

shown. In Girls’ school opened by the Shamsis, there

is an air of openness and modernity.

Through Rita’s account of racial discrimination

and oppression in London, Vassanji parallels racism of

the Black Natives in independent Africa with that of

the Whites in a developed country like England. Thought

details are not given, there are casual references to

the maltreatment of the migrants in London. Ali, too,

has to bear the brunt of racial behaviour. Though proud

and handsome, he begins his career by being a waiter.

As he keeps his spirits high and exploits every

opportunity, he soon succeeds in his ambitions and

becomes a highly rich and powerful person. However,

other immigrants are not so lucky as he is. A few even

“gassed themselves… in error or deliberately, who

knows” (284) Even Rita feels ill at ease, and regrets

her coming to London: “Did I have regrets? Yes who

wouldn’t? From Dar’s favourite girl, coddled and

pampered, to this –a drudge” (284).

Ali’s meteoric rise in an alien land is one of those
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pleasant diasporic experiences which make other

potential migrants to sit up and take note of. His ability

to quickly adjust to new surroundings in a foreign land

is remarkable. He reminds us of Jamal, a successful

lawyer from Africa in Canada, in Vassanji’s No New

Land. Ali and Jamal are both aggressive, go getters

and goal oriented. Nothing deters them from moving

ahead on the path of success Unlike Jamal, however,

Ali is ruthless in his approach to life. The London

society, of course, influences Ali’s moral values. Being

a half-caste, he is not bothered about his past identity.

He becomes derisive of Indian ways. He begins to

avoid the mosque and consider himself to be outside

the community.

It is characteristic of Vassanji to give expression

to the socio-political changes that shape the lives of

the diaspora in different countries. He parallels the

cases of racism in Africa with those in developed

countries. He shows in concrete terms how history

influences cultural and social systems. In The Gunny

Sack, there are elaborate references to the historical

events –the Maji Maji revolt, the Mau Mau upsurge,

riots in Kenya, the violent reaction against Indians in

Uganda- that changed forever the lives of the Indian

communities in Tanzania, Kenya and Uganda. In No

New Land, too, there are references to these events.

In The Book of Secrets, the focus remains on the

main characters – Pipa, Corbin,Ali and the dead

Mariamu—even thought are references to the winds

of change on the political plane that shake the whole

migrant communities. Interestingly, there are Mzee

Pipa and Pipa store in The Gunny Sack as also in

The Book of Secrets. Salim Juma, the narrator in The

Gunny Sack, has the same strong historical sense as

that of Pius Fernandes, the narrator in The Book of

Secrets.

It is remarkable how in the novel the individual,

social, historical and political levels are linked together

through the story of Pipa - Mariamu - Corbin, three

main characters of the story. To forge a complex of

these links Vassanji has used various narrative devices

– the diary entries, Fernandes’ explanatory narrative,

letters, recollections of the past, Appendics, memoranda

and the omniscient narration by the author himself.

The author retains some secrets at the end of the book

for the reader to ponder. All these devices “go on to

make the text a magnificent tapestry of narratives

devices – all in effort to capture the history of a

community...” (Narang 74).

What Vassanji has shown through the simple story

of the Shamsis in The Book of Secrets is that the

colonial past is not an aberration: the colonial situation

recurs through time, as becomes evident from the

colonial behaviour of exploitation and victimization of

the disaporas by the new rulers in South Africa.

Corbin’s diary – which has captured souls of people

and their secrets in its pages – becomes a metaphor

for never-ending mysterious relationships that come

to develop between persons, races and nations, as also

between the past and the present.

Notes

1. According to a news report, a Durban-based

cashier of Indian origin “insulted” the Black V.C.

of a technical college “by not putting the change in

his hand after serving him, but instead placing it on

the counter.” See The Tribune, Nov. 25, 2004. 20.
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’¸˜œ˚˛± ˜±Ó‘¬ˆ¬±¯∏± ø¬ı¯∏˚˛1 ¬Û±Í¬…¬Û≈øÔÓ¬ ’ôLˆ≈¬«Mê√ ¬Û√…, ·œøÓ¬-
1‰¬Ú± ’±1n∏ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1 ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± ’±·¬ıÀÏ¬ˇ±ª± ˝√√í¬ıº
1.01 – ’ªÓ¬1øÌfl¡± –

ø˙q ’±1n∏ øfl¡À˙±1 ¬ı± Œ‰¬˜Úœ˚˛± ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…fl¡ ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡
¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 ¤fl¡ ¸≈fl¡œ˚˛± Ò±1± ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ø‰¬ø˝êÓ¬ fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ˚ø√›
¤˝◊√√ Œ|Ìœ1 ̧ ±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 ¬ıœÊ√ õ∂±‰¬œÚ ̧ ±ø˝√√Ó¬…Ó¬ øÚø˝√√Ó¬ Ôfl¡±1 fl¡Ô±
¸¬ı«Ê√Ú ¶§œfl¡±˚«º ø¬ıù´¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 Œõ∂é¬±¬ÛÈ¬Ó¬ ø¬ı‰¬±1 fl¡ø1À˘ Œ√‡±
˚±˚˛ Œ˚ ¬Û‘øÔªœ1 ¸fl¡À˘± ˆ¬±¯∏±1 Œ˜Ãø‡fl¡ ¬Û1•Û1±|˚˛œ
1‰¬Ú±1±øÊ√Ó¬ ø˙q ¸±ø˝√ √Ó¬…1 ‰¬±ÀÚøfl¡ ¸˝√√ÀÊ√ ø¬ı√…˜±Úº
Œ˘±fl¡¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 ’ôL·«Ó¬ Œ˜Ãø‡fl¡ ·œÓ¬-˜±Ó¬, Œ˘±fl¡-fl¡Ô± ¬ı± ̧ ±Ò≈
fl¡Ô±, Ù¬fl¡1±-Œ˚±Ê√Ú±, õ∂¬ı‰¬Ú-¬ÛÈ¬ôL1, ̧ “±Ô1 ’±ø√1 ¤È¬± ’—˙ ◊̋√√
ø˙q-Î¬◊¬ÛÀ˚±·œ 1‰¬Ú±1 &Ì- ∆¬ıø˙©Ü… ¸±ªøÈ¬ Òø1ÀÂ√º ˜≈‡-
¬Û1•Û1± õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ Œ˜Ãø‡fl¡ ¬ı± Œ˘±fl¡¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…Ó¬ ø˙q ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1
’ªø¶öøÓ¬ ¸•Ûfl¡π˚˛ ›¬ÛÀ1±Mê√ fl¡Ô±ø‡øÚ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1
Œé¬SÀÓ¬± õ∂À˚±Ê√…º Ò±˝◊√√Ú±˜ ¬ı± øÚ‰≈¬fl¡øÚ ·œÓ¬, ›˜˘± ·œÓ¬,
¸±Ò≈fl¡Ô±, ̧ “±Ô1 ’±ø√ Œ˜Ãø‡fl¡ ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬… ◊̋√√ ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ø˙q ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬…1
õ∂±1øyfl¡ ô¶11 ø˙q-Î¬◊¬ÛÀ˚±·œ ·œÓ¬-˜±Ó¬ ’±1n∏ fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ˜”˘fl¡
1‰¬Ú±1 fl¡Ô± Œ “̧±ª1± ˛̊º ¤ ˛̊± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ¬ı±ø‰¬fl¡ ¬ı± Œ˜Ãø‡fl¡ ¬Û1•Û1±1
fl¡Ô±º ø¬ıù´¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…Ó¬ ø˘ø‡Ó¬ ¬Û1•Û1±1 ø˙q ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…˝◊√√ ¬Û±Ó¬øÚ
Œ˜À˘ ‡Ëœ©Üœ˚˛ ‰¬Ó≈¬«√˙-¬Û=√˙ ̇ øÓ¬fl¡±Ó¬º Î¬◊Mê√ fl¡±˘ÀÂ√±ª±1 ¬Û1±
ÿÚø¬ı—˙ ˙øÓ¬fl¡±1 õ∂Ô˜±—˙Õ˘Àfl¡ 1ø‰¬Ó¬ ø˙q ’±1n ∏
øfl¡À˙±À1±¬ÛÀ˚±·œ 1‰¬Ú±-1±øÊ√ ’±øÂ√˘ ˜”˘Ó¬– ÚœøÓ¬ ø˙é¬± ’±1n∏
Ò˜«œ˚˛ ø˙é¬±˜”˘fl¡º ¤˝◊√√ ¸•ÛÀfl«¡ ëIllustrated Family Ency-

clopediaí Ó¬ Î¬◊À~‡ ’±ÀÂ√-
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ìWritten literature has existed for more

than 3,000 years, but it is only in the last

300 years that literature has been created

especially for children. Before then,

children listened to oral fables and folk

fables.Early children's book were

educational, but in the 19th century many

new forms, or generes, developed such

as adventure and fantasy stories and

picture books.íí (P.203)

ÿÚø¬ı—˙ ˙øÓ¬fl¡±1 ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚˛±Ò« ’±1n∏ ø¬ı—˙ ˙øÓ¬fl¡±1
õ∂Ô˜±Ò«1 fl¡±˘ÀÂ√±ª±Ó¬ ø˙q ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 ¬1‰¬Ú± ¸—‡…±·Ó¬, &Ì·Ó¬
’±1n∏ Œ|Ìœ·Ó¬ ̋ ◊√√Ó¬…±ø√ ̧ fl¡À˘± ø√̇ 1 ¬Û1± õ∂‰≈¬1ˆ¬±Àª ¬ı‘øX Œ¬Û±ª±
Œ√‡± ∆·ÀÂ√º Œ¸˝◊√√ Œ˝√√Ó≈¬Àfl¡ Î¬◊Mê√ ¸˜˚˛ÀÂ√±ª±fl¡ ëø˙q ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1
Œ¸±Ì±˘œ ˚≈·í [Golden Age of children's literature] ¬ı≈ø˘
Œfl¡±ª± ̋ √√˚˛º Î¬◊À~‡À˚±·… Œ˚ ø˘ø‡Ó¬ ¬Û1•Û1±Ó¬ ø˙q ̧ ±ø˝√√Ó¬…1
Ê√ij ’±1n∏ Sê˜ø¬ıfl¡±˙1 Œé¬SÓ¬ Â√¬Û±˙±˘1 Î¬◊æ±ªÚ Ó¬Ô± Î¬◊ißÓ¬
Â√¬Û±˚La1 ¬ı…ª˝√√±À1 ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏ˆ¬±Àª ’ø1˝√√Ì± Œ˚±·±˝◊√√ÀÂ√º

1.02 – ø˘ø‡Ó¬ ¬Û1•Û1±Ó¬ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ø˙q ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… –
’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…Ó¬ ø˙q ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 ø˘ø‡Ó¬ ¬Û1•Û1±1

õ∂¸—· ø¬ı‰¬±1 fl¡ø1À˘ Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛ Œ˚ ‡Ëœ©Üœ˚˛ SÀ˚˛±√˙-‰¬Ó≈¬«√˙
˙øÓ¬fl¡±1 ¬Û1±˝◊√√ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ø˘ø‡Ó¬ ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸1 ¸”‰¬Ú±
˝√√íÀ˘› ø˙q ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… ¬ı≈ø˘ Œfl¡±ª± ¸≈fl¡œ˚˛± ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…À|Ìœ õ∂±‰¬œÚ
’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…Ó¬ Œ¬Û±ª± Ú±˚±˚˛º ’ªÀ˙… ¿Ò1 fl¡µ˘œ1
ëfl¡±ÌÀ‡±ª±í, ˙—fl¡1À√ª1 ëfl¡œÓ«¬Úí1 ø˙q˘œ˘± ’±1n∏ õ∂�√√±√
‰¬ø1S ’±ø√ ‡G, 1±˜ ¸1¶§Ó¬œ1 ëˆ¬œ˜ ‰¬ø1Ó¬í, ˜±ÒªÀ√ª1
Á≈¬˜≈1±¸˜”˝√√ ’±ø√ 1‰¬Ú±Ó¬ ø˙q-Î¬◊¬ÛÀ˚±·œ ̧ ±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 øfl¡Â≈√ ̆ é¬Ì-
∆¬ıø˙©Ü… 1øé¬Ó¬ ŒÚ±À˝√√±ª± Ú˝√√˚˛º Œ¸À˚˛ ˝√√íÀ˘›, ø¬ıqX ø˙q
¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 ’±1yøÌ ̋ √√˚˛ ÿÚø¬ı—˙ ̇ øÓ¬fl¡±1 ¬Û1±À˝√√º ¤˝◊√√ ̧ µˆ«¬Ó¬
¸ÀÓ¬…fÚ±Ô ˙˜«±1 ˜ôL¬ı… Î¬◊À~‡Úœ˚˛-

ì¬Û≈1øÌ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ø˙q ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… ¬ı≈ø˘ Œ¬ıÀ˘·
¤fl¡ Œ|Ìœ1 ̧ ±ø˝√√Ó¬… Ú±øÂ√˘ ̊ ø√› ëˆ¬œ˜ ‰¬ø1Ó¬í,
ëfl¡±ÌÀ‡±ª±í, ëø˙q˘œ˘±í ’±ø√ 1‰¬Ú±˝◊√√ ø˙q
’±1n∏ ¬ı˚˛¶® ≈√À˚˛±À|ÌœÀ1 ˜±Úø¸fl¡ Œ‡±1±fl¡
Œ˚±·± ◊̋√√øÂ√˘º ¤ ◊̋√√ Ò1Ì1 ¬Û≈øÔ1 Œ˚±À·ø√ ’±‡…±Ú
|ªÌ1 Œfl¡ÃÓ≈¬˝√√˘ øÚ¬ı‘øM√√ ∆˝√√øÂ√˘ ’±1n∏ ̆ À· ̆ À·
∆ÚøÓ¬fl¡ ’±1n∏ Ò˜«œ˚˛ ’±√˙«1 ̆ ·Ó¬ ø˙q1 ̧ ˝√√Ê√
¬Ûø1‰¬˚˛ ‚øÈ¬øÂ√˘º ¬ıÓ«¬˜±Ú ˚≈·1 ø˙q ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…˝◊√√
¬Û±Ó¬øÚ Œ˜À˘ ë’1n ∏ÀÌ±√˝ ◊ √ √ íÓ¬ [’¸˜œ˚˛±

¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 ¸˜œé¬±Rfl¡ ˝◊√√øÓ¬¬ı‘M√√, ¬Û‘.442]ºî
ÿÿÚø¬ı—˙ ̇ øÓ¬fl¡±ÀÓ¬ ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ø˙q ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬… 1‰¬Ú±1 Ò±1±

’±1y ˝√√˚˛ ˚ø√› ˚≈ÀX±M√√1 fl¡±˘ÀÂ√±ª±Ó¬À˝√√ ˝◊√√ ¬Û”Ì«·øÓ¬ ’±1n∏
¬Ûø1¬Û!¬Ó¬± ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡À1º ’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 Œé¬SÓ¬ ë’1n∏ÀÌ±√˝◊√√
˚≈·íÀÓ¬ Œfl¡˝◊√√¬ı±·1±fl¡œ ‡Ëœ©Ü±Ú ø˜Â√ÀÚ1œ1 ˘·ÀÓ¬ ’¸˜œ˚˛±
Œ˘‡Àfl¡, ëŒÊ√±Ú±fl¡œ ˚≈·íÓ¬ ¬ıUÀfl¡˝◊√√Ê√Ú ’¸˜œ˚˛± Œ˘‡Àfl¡ ø˙q
’±1n∏ øfl¡À˙±1 Î¬◊¬ÛÀ˚±·œ ¬Û≈øÔ 1‰¬Ú±Ó¬ ˜ÀÚ±øÚÀª˙ fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º
øfl¡c ¤˝◊√√ Œé¬SÓ¬ ¸À‰¬Ó¬Ú ¬‘√ø©ÜøÚÀé¬¬Û fl¡1± Œ˘‡fl¡1 ’±øªˆ«¬±ª
˝√√˚˛ ˚≈ÀX±M√√1 ˚≈·Ó¬À˝√√º Œ¸À˚˛À˝√√ ˜À˝√√ù´1 ŒÚ›À· ø˘ø‡ÀÂ√-

ìø˙q¸fl¡˘1 ¬ı±À¬ı ¸≈fl¡œ˚˛±Õfl¡ ¸±Ò≈fl¡Ô± ¬ı± ·ä
Œfl¡±ª±1 ̧ À‰¬Ó¬Ú ̊ P ̊ ≈ÀX±M√√1 ̊ ≈·1 ¤øÈ¬ ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏
˘é¬Ìº Œ√˙-ø¬ıÀ√˙1 Œ¬ÛÃ1±øÌfl¡ Œ˘Ãøfl¡fl¡
’±‡…±Ú, ’±˜±1 Œ√˙1 ¬ı≈1?œ-Œ˘±fl¡·œøÓ¬
’±ø√1 ¬Û1± ·‘˝√√œÓ¬ fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ, fl¡±äøÚfl¡ ‰¬ø1S1
fl¡Ô± ’±ø√1 ¬Ûø1Àª˙Ú ¤øÈ¬ 1œøÓ¬Ó¬ ¬Ûø1ÌÓ¬
∆ √̋√ÀÂ√ø √̋√ [’¸˜œ ˛̊± ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬…1 1+¬ÛÀ1‡±, ¬Û‘.337-
38]ºî
¬Û≈1øÌ ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬…Ó¬ ø˚√À1 ø˙q ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬… ¬ı≈ø˘ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ̧ ≈fl¡œ ˛̊±

¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… Ò±1± Ú±øÂ√˘, ŒÓ¬ÀÚ√À1 ø˙q ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 ¸fl¡À˘± ˘é¬Ì-
∆¬ıø˙©Ü… ¸±˜ø1¬ı ¬Û1± ¤fl¡fl¡ ’±1n∏ ¸¬ı«Ê√Ú¶§œfl‘¡Ó¬ Ó¬Ô± ¬ıU˘
¬ı…ª˝√+Ó¬ øÚø«√©Ü ̧ —:± ¤øÈ¬› ̧ ˝√√Ê√ÀÓ¬ øÚ1+¬ÛÌ fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û1± Œ˝√√±ª±
Ú±˝◊√ √º Ó¬Ô±ø¬Û ¸±Ò±1Ì fl¡Ô±Ó¬ fl¡í¬ıÕ˘ ˝√√íÀ˘- ø˙q ’±1n∏
øfl¡À˙±11 1n∏ø‰¬, ¬ı˚˛¸, ’øˆ¬:Ó¬± ’±ø√1 õ∂øÓ¬ ¸À‰¬Ó¬Ú ˘é¬…
1±ø‡ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±Àfl¡ ¬ÛøÏ¬ˇ ’±Úµ Œ¬Û±ª±1 ˘·ÀÓ¬ ø˙q ’±1n∏
Œ‰¬˜Úœ˚˛±1 Œ¬ıÃøXfl¡, ˜±Úø¸fl¡ ’±1n∏ ∆ÚøÓ¬fl¡ ø√˙1 ø¬ıfl¡±˙Ó¬
ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏ˆ¬±Àª ¸˝√√±˚˛ fl¡1± fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±, Ú±È¬fl¡, ·ä, Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸,
fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ˜”˘fl¡ 1‰¬Ú±, Ê√œªÚœ˜”˘fl¡ 1‰¬Ú± ’±ø√fl¡ ø˙q ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1
·GœÓ¬ Òø1¬ı ¬Û±ø1º ŒÚøk ¤G±1‰¬Ú Ú±˜1 ¤·1±fl¡œ ¬Û±(±Ó¬…1
ø˙é¬±ø¬ıÀ√ ø˙q ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 ¸—:± √±ø„√√ Òø1 ¤ÀÚ√À1 ∆fl¡ÀÂ√-

ì...all books written for children, exclud-

ing works such as comic books, joke

books, cartoon books and non fiction

works that are not intended to be read

from front to back, such as dictionaries,

encyclopedies, and other reference ma-

terials.î

’ªÀ˙… ¤È¬± fl¡Ô± ¶§œfl¡±˚« Œ˚ ø˙q ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 ¬Ûø1øÒ
¸œø˜Ó¬ ·Gœˆ≈¬Mê√ Ú˝√√˚˛º ø˙qfl¡ ˜ÀÚ±1?Ú1 ˜±ÀÊ√À1 ø˙é¬±
õ∂√±Ú1 ¬ı±À¬ı, ø˙q1 ¬ı ˛̧̊  ’±1n∏ ̃ Úô¶N1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ &1n∏Q ’±À1±¬Û
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fl¡ø1 1‰¬Ú± fl¡1± ø˙q-Î¬◊¬ÛÀ˚±·œ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±, Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸, Ú±È¬fl¡,
fl¡äø¬ı:±Úøˆ¬øM√√fl¡ 1‰¬Ú±, Ê√œªÚœ ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…, w˜Ì ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…,
’Ú≈¬ı±√˜”˘fl¡ 1‰¬Ú±, ’±À˘±‰¬Úœ ’±ø√ ¸fl¡À˘±Àfl¡ ¤˝◊√√ Ò±1±Ó¬
¸±˜ø1¬ı ¬Û±ø1º ¤˝◊√√À¬ı±1fl¡ ¬ı˝√√˘ˆ¬±Àª ·√…Ò˜«œ, ¬Û√…Ò˜«œ ’±1n∏
·√…-¬Û√… ø˜ø|Ó¬ 1‰¬Ú± ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ˆ¬·±¬ı ¬Û±ø1º

1.03 –  ’¸˜œ˚˛± ø˙q-fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1 1‰¬ø˚˛Ó¬±¸fl¡˘ –

’¸˜œ ˛̊± ø˙q ’±1n∏ øfl¡À˙±1 ̧ ±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 ¤È¬± ̂ ¬±· ̧ ±˜ø1ÀÂ√
ø˙q ’±1n∏ Œ‰¬˜Úœ˚˛±¸fl¡˘1 Î¬◊¬ÛÀ˚±·œÕfl¡ 1‰¬Ú± fl¡1± ¬Û√… ’±1n∏
fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±¸˜”À˝√√º ø˙q ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 ’±Ú ’±Ú ˆ¬±·1 ˘·Ó¬ ø1Ê√±˝◊√√
‰¬±À˘ Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛ Œ˚ Œ¸˝◊√√À¬ı±11 Ó≈¬˘Ú±Ó¬ ø˙q fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1 ¸—‡…±
fl¡˜ Ú˝√√íÀ˘› Œ¬ıøÂ√› Ú˝√√˚˛º ’±Àfl¡Ã Œfl¡¬ı±Ê√ÀÚ± fl¡ø¬ıÀ˚˛ ø˙q
’±1n∏ Œ‰¬˜Úœ˚˛±1 ¬ı±À¬ı fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±, ¬Û√…, ·œøÓ¬Ò˜«œ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± ’±ø√
1‰¬Ú±Ó¬ ˝√√±Ó¬ ø√À˘› fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± ¬Û≈≈øÔ1 ¸—‡…± øfl¡c Ó¬±fl¡1º ø¸ ø˚
øfl¡ Ú˝√√›“fl¡, ’¸˜œ˚˛± ø˙q fl¡±¬ı…-fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1 ˙±‡±Õ˘ ’ø1˝√√Ì±
Œ˚±À·±ª± fl¡ø¬ı¸fl¡˘1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ ¬ı˘À√ª ̃ √̋√ôL, ̃ √̋√•ú√ Œ‰¬±À˘ ◊̋√√̃ ±Ú
‡“±, ≈√·«±õ∂¸±√ ˜øÊ√µ±1 ¬ı1n∏ª±, ’±Úµ ‰¬f ’±·1ª±˘±, ÒÚ±˝◊√√
¬ı1±, ¤˜. ˝◊√√¬ıË±˝√√œ˜ ’±ø˘, Œ˝√√˜‰¬f Œ·±¶§±˜œ, ŒÊ√…±øÓ¬õ∂¸±√
’±·1ª±˘±, ’Ó≈¬˘‰¬f ˝√√±Ê√ø1fl¡±, 1‚≈Ú±Ô Œ‰¬ÃÒ±1œ, Úø˘Úœ¬ı±˘±
Œ√ªœ, ˚Ó¬œfÚ±Ô ≈√ª1±, ø˜SÀ√ª ˜˝√√ôL, Úªfl¡±ôL ¬ı1n∏ª±, ∆ˆ¬1ª
‰¬f ‡±È¬øÚ˚˛±1, ̆ œ˘± ·Õ·, ··Ú ‰¬f ’øÒfl¡±1œ, ø¬ı¯∏˚˛ ø¬ıù´±¸œ,
˚À:ù´1 ̇ «̃±, ’ÚôL Œ√ª˙ «̃±, ’ø‰¬Ú Œ˜±˜± ◊̋√√À√Î¬◊, Œõ∂˜Ò1 √M√√,
øÎ¬À•§ù´1 ‰¬ø˘ √̋√±, ̂ ”¬À¬ÛÚ ¬ √̋√±Ê√ø1fl¡±, øÚ «̃̆ õ∂ˆ¬± ¬ı1√Õ˘, 1±ÀÊ√f
fl≈¡˜±1 ̂ ”¬¤û±, ̧ ≈À1fÚ±Ô Œ˜øÒ, Ù≈¬˘fl≈¡˜±1œ fl¡ø˘Ó¬±, fl¡1¬ıœ ŒÎ¬fl¡±
˝√√±Ê√ø1fl¡±, ˆ¬±1Ó¬œ ¬ı1n∏ª±, ˜À˝√√f ¬ı1±, ˙˙œf fl≈¡˜±1 ’øÒfl¡±1œ,
ø¬ıø1ø= fl≈¡˜±1Œ˜øÒ, ˝◊√√fõ∂¸±√ ˙˝◊√√fl¡œ˚˛±, ‰¬•Ûfl¡˘±˘ ∆¬ı˙…,
˜ÀÚ±1˜± ¬ı1À·±˝√√±ø¤û, ÚÀ·Ú ¬ı1±, ˜≈fl≈¡È¬ ·Õ·, Œ·±¬Ûœ Ó¬±˜≈˘œ,

¬ıœÀ1f Ú±Ô √M√√, Œ¬ıÌ≈ ø˜| ’±ø√ ¬ıU fl¡ø¬ı-¸±ø˝√√øÓ¬…fl¡1 Ú±˜
Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±ø1º

1.04 – ¬ÛÏ¬ˇ±˙˘œ˚˛± ¬Û≈øÔ1 ’¸˜œ˚˛± ø˙q - fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± –

 ’¸˜œ˚˛± ˜±Ó‘¬ˆ¬±¯∏± ø¬ı¯∏˚˛1 ¬ÛÏ¬ˇ±˙˘œ˚˛± ¬Û±Í¬…¬Û≈øÔ¸˜”˝√√1
¤fl¡ ¬ıU˘ ’—˙ ’±&ø1 ’±ÀÂ√ ø˙q Î¬◊¬ÛÀ˚±·œ ·√…-¬Û√… 1‰¬Ú± ◊̋√√º
’¸˜1 ¬ÛÏ¬ˇ±˙˘œ˚˛±  ¬Û±Í¬…¬Û≈øÔ¸˜”˝√√Ó¬ Œ¸±ÌÓ¬ ¸≈ª·± ‰¬À1±ª±¬
¬Û√…, fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±, ·œÓ¬ ¬ı± ·œøÓ¬Ò˜«œ 1‰¬Ú± ’±ø√1 ¤fl¡±—˙Ó¬
1‰¬ø˚˛Ó¬±1 Ú±˜ Î¬◊À~‡ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛, ¤fl¡±—˙Ó¬ 1‰¬fl¡1 Ú±À˜±À~‡
Ú±Ô±Àfl¡ ’±1n∏ ¤˝◊√√À¬ı±11 ø¬ı¬Û1œÀÓ¬ ’±Ú ¤fl¡±—˙ ¬Û±Í¬ ’±ÀÂ√
ø˚À¬ı±1 ¬Û±Í¬…¬Û≈øÔ ¸—fl¡˘Ú ’±1n∏ ¸•Û±√Ú± ¸ø˜øÓ¬À˚˛
˚ÀÔ±¬ÛÀ˚±·œÕfl¡ ¸—À˚±Ê√Ú fl¡1± ¬Û√… ¬ı± fl¡±¬ı…Ò˜«œ 1‰¬Ú±º
¬ÛÏ¬ˇ±˙˘œ ˛̊± ¬Û±Í¬…¬Û≈øÔÓ¬ ø˚¸fl¡˘ fl¡ø¬ı1 1‰¬Ú± ◊̋√√ Í¬± ◊̋√√ ¬Û± ◊̋√√ ’±ø˝√√ÀÂ√
ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ ¬ı˘À√ª ˜˝√√ôL, ˜˝√√•ú√ Œ‰¬±À˘˝◊√√˜±Ú ‡“±,
≈√·«±õ∂¸±√ ˜øÊ√µ±1 ¬ı1n∏ª±, ÒÚ±˝◊√√ ¬ı1±, ’±Úµ ‰¬f ’±·1ª±˘±,
¤˜. ˝◊ √ √ ¬ı Ë±˝√ √œ˜ ’±ø˘, Œ˝√ √˜‰¬f Œ·±¶§±˜œ, ŒÊ√…±øÓ¬õ∂¸±√
’±·1ª±˘±, ’Ó≈¬˘‰¬f ˝√√±Ê√ø1fl¡±, ˚Ó¬œfÚ±Ô ≈√ª1±, Úªfl¡±ôL
¬ı1n∏ª±, ∆ˆ¬1ª ‰¬f ‡±È¬øÚ˚˛±1, ø˜SÀ√ª ˜˝√√ôL, ··Ú ‰¬f
’øÒfl¡±1œ, ˆ”¬À¬ÛÚ ˝√ √±Ê√ø1fl¡± ’±ø√1 Ú±˜ ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏ˆ¬±Àª
Î¬◊À~‡À˚±·…º

¸•xøÓ¬fl¡ fl¡±˘Ó¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ’¸˜1 øÚ•ß õ∂±Ôø˜fl¡ ¬Û «̊± ˛̊1
’¸˜œ˚˛± ˜±Ó‘¬ˆ¬±¯∏± ø¬ı¯∏˚˛1 ¬ÛÏ¬ˇ±˙˘œ˚˛± ¬Û±Í¬…¬Û≈øÔ¸˜”˝√√Ó¬ [¤˝◊√√
¬Û±Í¬…¬Û≈øÔ Œ|Ìœ1 Ú±˜fl¡1Ì fl¡1± ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√ ë’—fl≈¡1Ìí ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û] ø¬ıøˆ¬iß
Ò1Ì1 ø˙q Î¬◊¬ÛÀ˚±·œ ¬Û√…, fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±, ·œÓ¬ ’±ø√ ¸øißø¬ı©Ü ∆˝√√
Ôfl¡± ¬Ûø1˘øé¬Ó¬ ˝√√˚˛º ¤˝◊√√ ¸˜¢∂ fl¡±ø¬ı…fl¡ ¬Û±Í¬ ¬ı± 1‰¬Ú±¸˜”˝√√fl¡
ø¬ı‰¬±1-ø¬ıÀ˙°¯∏Ì fl¡ø1 ’±ø˜ ¤ÀÚÒ1ÀÌ Œ|Ìœø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Ú fl¡ø1¬ı
¬Û±À1“±-

¬ÛÏ¬ˇ±˙˘œ ˛̊± ¬Û±Í¬…¬Û≈øÔ1
¬Û√…, fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±, ·œÓ¬

1‰¬ø˚˛Ó¬±1 Ú±À˜±À~‡ Ôfl¡±
¬Û√…, fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±

1‰¬ø˚˛Ó¬±1 Ú±À˜±À~‡
ÚÔfl¡± ¬Û√…

·œÓ¬ ¬ı± ·œøÓ¬Ò˜«œ
1‰¬Ú±

ø˙À1±Ú±˜˚≈Mê√
1‰¬Ú±

ø˙À1±Ú±˜˝√√œÚ
1‰¬Ú±

Œ˜Ãø‡fl¡ ·œÓ¬
¬ı± Œ˘±fl¡·œÓ¬

·œøÓ¬fl¡±11
1‰¬Ú±
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˘é¬…Ìœ˚˛ Œ˚, ¬ÛÏ¬ˇ±˙˘œ˚˛± ¬Û±Í¬…¬Û≈øÔÓ¬ ¤˝◊√√ ¬Û√…Ò˜«œ,
fl¡±ø¬ı…fl¡ ’±1n∏ ·œøÓ¬Ò˜«œ 1‰¬Ú±À¬ı±11 Œfl¡Ó¬À¬ı±11 ¸•Û”Ì« ’—˙
˜”˘ ¬Û±Í¬ ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û, øfl¡Â≈√˜±Ú1 ¸•Û”Ì« ’—˙ ˜”˘ ¬Û±Í¬1 ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬
õ∂¸—· ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ’±1n∏ øfl¡Â≈√˜±Ú1 ‡øGÓ¬ ’—˙ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏ ˜”˘ ¬Û±Í¬1
’±1yøÌÓ¬, ̃ ±Ê√1 ’—˙Ó¬, Œ˙¯∏ ’—˙Ó¬ ’±1n∏ ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬ ̧ —À˚±Ê√Ú
∆ √̋√ Ôfl¡± Œ√‡± ̊ ± ˛̊º ¬ıÓ«¬˜±Ú ’¸˜1 ‰¬1fl¡±1œ õ∂±Ôø˜fl¡ ø¬ı√…±˘ ˛̊1
øÚ•ß õ∂±Ôø˜fl¡ ô¶11 ’¸˜œ˚˛± ˜±Ó‘¬ˆ¬±¯∏± ø¬ı¯∏˚˛1 ¬Û±Í¬… Ó¬Ô±
’ˆ¬…¸Ú ¬Û≈øÔÓ¬ ¸øißø¬ı©Ü ¬Û√…, fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±, ·œÓ¬ ’±ø√1 ˚Ô±¸yª
Î¬◊X‘øÓ¬¸˝√√ ›¬ÛÀ1±Mê√ ø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Ú ’Ú≈˚±˚˛œ Ó¬˘Ó¬ ’±À˘±fl¡¬Û±Ó¬
fl¡1±1 õ∂˚˛±¸ fl¡1± ˝√√í˘-

1.04.1 – õ∂±Ôø˜fl¡ ô¶11 Â√±S-Â√±Sœ1 Î¬◊ÀVÀ˙… õ∂Ì˚˛Ú fl¡1±
¬ÛÏ¬ˇ±˙˘œ˚˛± ¬Û±Í¬…¬Û≈øÔ¸˜”˝√√Ó¬ ¸—À˚±øÊ√Ó¬ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±, ¬Û√…, ·œøÓ¬-
1‰¬Ú±1±øÊ√1 øfl¡Â≈√˜±ÚÓ¬ 1‰¬ø˚˛Ó¬±1 Ú±˜ Î¬◊À~‡ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛º
˜Úfl¡ø1¬ı˘·œ˚˛± Œ˚ øÚ•ß õ∂±Ôø˜fl¡ ¬Û˚«±˚˛1 ëfl¡í Œ|Ìœ1 ¬Û1±
ø¡ZÓ¬œ ˛̊ Œ|ÌœÕ˘Àfl¡ ̧ ‰¬1±‰¬1 1‰¬fl¡1 Ú±˜ Î¬◊ø~ø‡Ó¬ 1‰¬Ú± ̧ øißø¬ı©Ü
fl¡1± Œ√‡± Ú±˚± ˛̊º ̧ •xøÓ¬ ̧ ¬ı«ø˙é¬± ’øˆ¬˚±Ú1 ’ôL·«Ó¬ ’¸˜1
‰¬1fl¡±1œ õ∂±Ôø˜fl¡ ø¬ı√…±˘˚˛1 Ó‘¬Ó¬œ˚˛1 ¬Û1± ¬Û=˜ Œ|ÌœÕ˘Àfl¡
õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ˜±Ó‘¬ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ¬Û±Í¬…¬Û≈øÔÓ¬ ø˚À¬ı±1 fl¡±¬ı…Ò˜«œ
1‰¬Ú±˝◊√√ Í¬±˝◊√√ ¬Û±˝◊√√ÀÂ√ Œ¸˚˛± õ∂Ò±ÚÓ¬– ’Ó≈¬˘‰¬f ˝√√±Ê√ø1fl¡±,
ŒÊ√…±øÓ¬õ∂¸±√ ’±·1ª±˘±, ˝√√ø1Ú±1±˚˛Ì √M√√¬ı1n∏ª±, ’±Úµ ‰¬f
’±·1ª±˘±, ˜˝√√•ú√ Œ‰¬±À˘˝◊√√˜±Ú ‡“±, Úªfl¡±ôL ¬ı1n∏ª±, Œ˝√√˜‰¬f
Œ·±¶§±˜œ, ’ø•§fl¡±ø·1œ 1±˚˛À‰¬ÃÒ≈1œ, ∆ˆ¬1ª ‰¬f ‡±È¬øÚ˚˛±1 ’±ø√
ø˙q-¸±ø˝√√øÓ¬…fl¡1 1‰¬Ú±º1

’¸˜œ˚˛± ø˙q ’±1n∏ øfl¡À˙±1 ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…Õ˘  ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…±‰¬±˚«
’Ó≈¬˘‰¬f ˝√√±Ê√ø1fl¡± [1903-1986]-1 ’ª√±Ú ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏ˆ¬±Àª
Î¬◊À~‡Úœ˚˛º Œfl¡¬ı±‡ÀÚ± fl¡±¬ı… ’±1n∏ ¬ÛÏ¬ˇ±˙˘œ˚˛± ¬Û≈øÔÓ¬
√̋√±Ê√ø1fl¡±1 ¬ıUÀfl¡ ◊̋√√È¬± ø˙q Î¬◊¬ÛÀ˚±·œ Î¬◊ißÓ¬ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± ◊̋√√ Í¬± ◊̋√√ ¬Û± ◊̋√√ÀÂ√º

ë˜±øÌfl¡œ-˜±Ò≈1œí, ë1n∏Ì≈fl¡-Ê≈√Ú≈fl¡í, ë1n∏ÌÊ≈√Ú1 øÊ˘ø˜˘í ’±ø√
ŒÓ¬›“1 ø˙q-fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1 ̧ —fl¡˘Úº ë’±˜±1 ·“±›í ̋ √√±Ê√ø1fl¡±˝◊√√ 1‰¬Ú±
fl¡1± ¤øÈ¬ ̧ ≈µ1 ø˙q-Î¬◊¬ÛÀ˚±·œ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±º ̧ ±¬ı«Ê√ÚœÚ ’±Àª√Ú˜ ˛̊
¬Û√…øÈ¬Ó¬ ¢∂±˜…Ê√œªÚ1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ø√˙ ‰¬±é≈¬¯∏ 1+¬ÛÓ¬ fl¡ø¬ıÀ˚˛ Ó≈¬ø˘
Òø1ÀÂ√-

ìqªøÚ ’±˜±1                    ˆ¬1± ¬ı±1œ‡øÚ
qªøÚ Ó¬±À˜±˘-¬Û±Ì,

qªøÚ ’±˜±1          Œ¸±Ì±˘œ ¬ÛÔ±1
ˆ¬ø1 ¬ÛÀ1 ¬Ûfl¡± Ò±Úºî

¤ÀÚ√À1 fl¡ø¬ıÀ˚˛ ¬Û√…øÈ¬Ó¬ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ’±√˙« ·±›“ ¤‡Ú1
Â√ø¬ı Ù≈¬È¬± ◊̋√√ Ó≈¬ø˘¬ıÕ˘ ̧ ±Ô«fl¡ õ∂ ˛̊±¸ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ¬ıÓ«¬˜±Ú ̧ ˜ ˛̊Ó¬ ø˙q

¸fl¡À˘, ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏Õfl¡ Ú·1-‰¬˝√√1±=˘Ó¬ ¬ı¸¬ı±¸ fl¡1± ø˙qÀª
·±“ª˘œ ˛̊± Ê√œªÚ1 ¤ÀÚ ø‰¬S ̧ ˝√√Ê√ÀÓ¬ Œ√ø‡¬ıÕ˘ Ú±¬Û± ˛̊º ·øÓ¬Àfl¡
Sê˜±i§À˚˛ ̆ ≈5 ̋ √√í¬ıÕ˘ Ò1± ¢∂±˜… ¬Ûø1Àª˙1 ̧ ≈µ1 ’±ˆ¬±¸ õ∂√±Ú
fl¡1±1 ¬ı±À¬ı ¬Û√…øÈ¬1 &1n∏Q ’±1n∏ õ∂±¸—ø·fl¡Ó¬± ’Ú¶§œfl¡±˚«º
fl¡ø¬ıÀ˚˛ ¬Û√…øÈ¬ ¸±˜ø1ÀÂ√ ˝◊√√øÓ¬¬ı±‰¬fl¡ fl¡Ô±À1º

¬ÛÏ¬ˇ±˙˘œ˚˛± ¬Û±Í¬…¬Û≈øÔÓ¬ ¸øißø¬ı©Ü ’Ó≈¬˘‰¬f ˝√√±Ê√ø1fl¡±1
’±Ú ¤øÈ¬ ’Ú≈¬Û˜ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ëŒ˜±1 Œ√˙ ˆ¬±˘íº Ê√±Ó¬œ˚˛
Œ‰¬Ó¬Ú± Ó¬Ô± Œ√˙Àõ∂˜1 ̂ ¬±ª Ê√·± ◊̋√√ ŒÓ¬±˘± ¬Û√…øÈ¬1 ø˙À1±Ú±˜Ó¬
ëŒ√˙í ˙søÈ¬ ¬ı…ª˝√+Ó¬ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ ˚ø√› ˝◊√√˚˛±Ó¬ ˆ¬±1Ó¬¬ı¯∏« Œ√˙‡Ú1
Ó≈¬˘Ú±Ó¬ ’¸˜ 1±Ê√…‡Ú1 õ∂±fl‘¡øÓ¬fl¡ ‹ù´˚«À˝√√ ¶Û©Üˆ¬±Àª õ∂fl¡±˙
¬Û±˝◊√√ÀÂ√º ¬Û√…øÈ¬1 ¬Û1ªÓ«¬œ ’—˙Ó¬ Ò±Ú, ˝√√±ø¬ı-¬ıÚøÚ, ¤ø1-˜≈·±-
¬Û±È¬¬Û˘≈, ‰¬1±˝◊√ √, ¬ı±1˜±˝√√ Ù≈¬˘± Ù≈¬˘, Ù¬˘ ’±ø√1 fl¡Ô±›
’±fl¡¯∏«Ìœ˚˛ˆ¬±Àª Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ˜±Ó‘¬ˆ”¬ø˜1 &Ì-˜ø˝√√˜± ¬ıÌ«±˝◊√√
fl¡ø¬ıÀ˚˛ ’±˙±¬ı…?fl¡ fl¡Ô±À1 ¬Û√…øÈ¬ ¸±˜ø1ÀÂ√-

ìfl¡íÓ¬ ’±ÀÂ√ ¤ÀÚ Í¬±˝◊√√ ¸1·-Ù≈¬˘øÚ
fl¡íÓ¬ ’±ÀÂ√ ¤ÀÚ ’±˝◊√√ Œ¸±Ì1-Œ·“±¸±Úœ/
ˆ¬±˝◊√√-ˆ¬Úœ ø˜ø˘ ˚íÓ¬ Ô±Àfl¡± ø‰¬1fl¡±˘
¸fl¡À˘± Œ√˙Ó¬ fl¡ø1 Œ˜±1 Œ√˙ ˆ¬±˘ºî

¸˜¢∂ ¬Û√…øÈ¬ÀÓ¬ fl¡ø¬ıÀ˚˛ ø˚‡Ú ø¬ı1˘ ̃ ±Ó‘¬ˆ”¬ø˜1 Œ¸Ãµ˚«,  ̃ ø˝√√˜±
’±1n∏ ‹ù´˚«1 &Ì ¬ı±1•§±1 ¬ı‡±øÚÀÂ√, ø¸À˚˛ ˜ÚÓ¬ Œ¬Û˘±˝◊√√ ø√ÀÂ√
¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1Ôœ ˘ÑœÚ±Ô Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª±˝◊√√ 1‰¬Ú± fl¡1± ’¸˜1 Ê√±Ó¬œ˚˛
¸—·œÓ¬1 ëë¬Û‘øÔªœ1 fl¡íÀÓ¬± ø¬ı‰¬±ø1 Ê√Ú˜ÀÈ¬± ŒÚ±À¬Û±ª± fl¡ø1À˘›
¬Û±Ó¬íí ˙±1œøÈ¬Õ˘º

’Ó≈¬˘‰¬f ˝√√±Ê√ø1fl¡± 1ø‰¬Ó¬ ’±Ú ¤øÈ¬ Î¬◊»fl‘¡©Ü ø˙q-
Î¬◊¬ÛÀ˚±·œ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± ëø¬ÛÍ¬±1 Œ˜˘í ¤› ¬ÛÏ¬ˇ±˙˘œ˚˛± ¬Û±Í¬…¬Û≈øÔÓ¬
¶ö±Ú ̆ ±ˆ¬ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ’¸˜œ˚˛± ¬Û1•Û1±·Ó¬ Ê√±Ó¬œ˚˛ ‡±√… ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û
¬ı…ª˝√√±1 ∆˝√√ ’˝√√± Ô˘≈ª± Ê√±-Ê√˘¬Û±Ú1 Î¬◊¬Ûfl¡±ø1Ó¬± ’±1n∏ ¸˜˚˛1
¬Ûø1ªÓ«¬ÚÓ¬ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß fl¡±1Ì¬ı˙Ó¬– ˘±1n∏, ø¬ÛÍ¬±-¬ÛÚ± ’±ø√1 Í¬±˝◊√√
˘≈ø‰¬, ø¬ı¶≈®È¬, 1¸À·±~± ’±ø√À˚˛ √‡˘ fl¡1± fl¡Ô±1 ’±ˆ¬±¸ ¸≈µ1
1œøÓ¬À1 ¬Û√…øÈ¬Ó¬ √±ø„√√ Ò1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º fl¡ÀÔ±¬Ûfl¡ÔÚ1 Œfl¡Ã˙˘
õ∂À˚˛±À·À1 ø¬ı¯∏˚˛¬ıd Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ, ¬ı…—·±Rfl¡ 1œøÓ¬À1 fl¡±ø¬ı…fl¡
1+¬ÛÓ¬ fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ ¬Ûø1Àª˙Ú ’±ø√À˚˛ ¬Û√…øÈ¬fl¡ ’±À˜±√Ê√Úfl¡ fl¡ø1
Ó≈¬ø˘ÀÂ√º fl¡ø¬ı1 1‰¬Ú± ∆˙˘œ1 øÚ√˙«Ú-

ì‰≈¬„√√± ø¬ÛÍ¬±˝◊√√            ˜±øÓ¬À˘ ‚¬Û1±˝◊√√
ìŒ‡±˘±‰¬±¬Û1œ˚˛± ¬ı±˝◊√√/

Œ√˙1 fl¡Ô±                   √˝√√1 fl¡Ô±
qøÚÂ√ÀÚ Ú±˝◊√√∑

¤˝◊√√ Œ√˙Ó¬ ’±1n∏                Œ¬ıøÂ√ø√Ú
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Ú±˝◊√√ ’±˜±1 ˆ¬±Ó¬î
ìøfl¡˚˛ fl¡ª ŒÓ¬ÀÚ         ≈√‡ ˘·± fl¡Ô±∑î

¸≈Ó≈¬˘œÀ˚˛ ø√À˘ ˜±Ó¬ºî
¬Û√…øÈ¬1 ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛¬ıd ‡≈À¬ı ◊̋√√ ̧ ˜À ˛̊±¬ÛÀ˚±·œ ’±1n∏ ̋ ◊√√̊ ˛±1 1‰¬Ú±

∆˙˘œÀ˚˛› ø˙q¸fl¡˘fl¡ ’±fl¡¯∏«Ì fl¡À1º
’¸˜œ˚˛± ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ ø˙q Î¬◊¬ÛÀ˚±·œ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± 1‰¬Ú± fl¡1±

’±Ú ¤·1±fl¡œ õ∂‡…±Ó¬ fl¡ø¬ı ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ˜˝√√•ú√ Œ‰¬±À˘˝◊√√˜±Ú ‡“±
[1870-1935]º ’±·À1 ¬Û1± ŒÓ¬›“1 ¬ıU fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±˝◊√√ ˆ¬±À˘˜±Ú
¬ıÂ√1 ¬ÛÏ¬ˇ±˙˘œ˚˛± ¬Û±Í¬…¬Û≈øÔÓ¬ Í¬±˝◊√ √ ¬Û±˝◊√ √ ’±ø˝√√ÀÂ√º ÚœøÓ¬-
Î¬◊¬ÛÀ√˙˜”˘fl¡ ø˙qÀ¬Û±À˚±·œ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± 1‰¬Ú±Ó¬ øÚ¬Û≈Ì ø˙q-
¸±ø˝√√øÓ¬…fl¡ ‡“±1 ëfl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± ¬Û≈øÔí [1902] ’±1n∏ ë˜øÓ¬1 Œ˚±fl¡±í
[1924] ’¸˜œ˚˛± fl¡±¬ı…-¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…Õ˘ Œ˘‡1 ’ª√±Úº õ∂Ô˜‡Ú
fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±-¬Û≈øÔ ¬ıU¬ıÂ√1Õ˘Àfl¡ ¬ÛÏ¬ˇ±˙˘œ˚˛± ¬Û±Í¬…¬Û≈øÔ ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û
‰¬ø˘øÂ√˘ , ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚˛‡Ú ˝◊√√Â√˘±˜œ˚˛ ˆ¬±ªÒ±1±¸•Ûiß ¬Û√¬Û≈øÔº
∆Ú¸ø·«fl¡ õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬-¬ıÌ«Ú±, ∆ÚøÓ¬fl¡ ø˙é¬±˜”˘fl¡ fl¡Ô±1 ’ªÓ¬±1Ì±
’±ø√ ‡“±1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1 ˘é¬…Ìœ˚˛ ∆¬ıø˙©Ü…º ¸•xøÓ¬ ’¸˜œ˚˛±
˜±Ó¬‘ˆ¬±¯∏± ø¬ı¯∏˚˛1 ¬Û±Í¬… ’±1n∏ ’ˆ¬…¸Ú ¬Û≈øÔÓ¬ ¸øißø¬ı©Ü ŒÓ¬›“1
¤øÈ¬ Î¬◊ißÓ¬ ø˙q - Î¬◊¬ÛÀ˚±·œ ¬Û√… ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ë¬1±øÓ¬¬Û≈ª±íº øÚˆ“¬±Ê√
’¸˜œ˚˛± ˜±Ó¬ fl¡Ô±À1 ¸˝√√Ê√-¸1˘ˆ¬±Àª ø˙q1 ¬ı±À¬ı fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±
1‰¬Ú± fl¡1± fl¡ø¬ı¸fl¡˘1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ ˜˝√√•ú√ Œ‰¬±À˘˝◊√√˜±Ú ‡“±1 Ú±˜
Ê√Úøõ∂ ˛̊Ó¬±À1 ¬Ûø1ø‰¬Ó¬º õ∂±fl‘¡øÓ¬fl¡ øÚ ˛̊̃  ’Ú≈̧ 1Ì fl¡ø1 1±øÓ¬¬Û≈ª±
Œ¸±Úfl¡±À˘ ŒÈ¬±¬ÛøÚ1 ¬Û1± Ê√±ø· øÚÊ√ fl¡±˜Ó¬ ’±RøÚÀ˚˛±·
fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ fl¡ø¬ıÀ ˛̊ ø˙q¸fl¡˘fl¡ ’± 3̋√√±Ú Ê√Ú± ◊̋√√ÀÂ√ ë1±øÓ¬¬Û≈ª±í ̇ œ ∏̄«fl¡
¬Û√…øÈ¬Ó¬ñ

ì1œÌ±, ¬ıœÌ±, ˜œÚ±   Î¬◊øÍ¬˘ ’±È¬±˝◊√√
¤˘±˝√√ÀÓ¬ Œfl¡›   q˝◊√√ Ôfl¡± Ú±˝◊√√º
¸fl¡À˘±Àª Œ‰¬±ª±   ¬ Û≈≈øÔ Œ˜ø˘ ˘˝◊√√
ø˙Àfl¡ øÚÊ√ ¬ÛÏ¬ˇ±   ˜Ú øÔ1 fl¡˝◊√√ºî
ëÂ√±SÚ±— ’Ò…˚˛Ú— Ó¬¬Û–íñ ø˘‡±-¬ÛÏ¬ˇ± ¬ı± ¬Û≈øÔ ’Ò…˚˛Ú

fl¡1±ÀÈ¬±Àª˝◊√√ ø˙é¬±Ô«œ1 ˜”˘ fl¡Ó«¬¬ı…º Â√±S ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û 1±øÓ¬¬Û≈ª±
Œ¸±Úfl¡±À˘ q ◊̋√√ Î¬◊øÍ¬ øÚÊ√1 fl¡Ó«¬¬ı… ¬Û±˘Ú fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ Ó¬»¬Û1 Œ √̋√±ª±
¤fl¡±ôL ’±ª˙…fl¡º ¸˜˚˛˜ÀÓ¬ ’±˜±fl¡ øÚÊ√1 fl¡±˜ fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘
’±˜±1 Œ‰¬Ã¬Û±˙1 Ú±Ú±Ú Î¬◊¬Û±√±ÀÚ ’Ú¬ı1Ó¬ Œ¸“±ª1±˝◊√√ Ô±Àfl¡º
¤˝◊√√ fl¡Ô± fl¡ø¬ı ̃ ˝√√•ú√ Œ‰¬±À˘˝◊√√˜±Ú ‡“±˝◊√√ 1„√√± Œ¬ıø˘, ‰¬1±˝◊√√, Ù≈¬˘,
¬ıÓ¬± √̋√, Œ˜Ã-˜±ø‡ ’±ø√1 ̆ ·ÀÓ¬ ø˙q “̋√√Ó¬1 ̆ ·1œ ˛̊±¶§1+¬Û ̃ ø √̋√̃ ,
fl¡ø1˜ ’±ø√1 fl¡±˚«fl¡˘±¬Û1 Î¬◊√±˝√√1ÀÌÀ1 ø¬ıªø1 ∆fl¡ÀÂ√º ¤ÀÚ√À1
fl¡ø¬ıÀ˚˛ ø˙q¸fl¡˘fl¡ fl¡1Ìœ˚˛ øÚÓ¬… õ∂±Ó¬–fl¡˜« ¸•Û±√Ú1
Ê√ø1˚˛ÀÓ¬ ¸≈-’ˆ¬…±¸ ·øÏ¬ ˇ  Ó ≈ ¬ ø˘¬ıÕ˘ Œõ∂1Ì±-¬Û1±˜˙«

’±·¬ıÏ¬ˇ±˝◊√√ÀÂ√ñ
ì¤ÀÓ¬fl¡ÀÓ¬ Ó≈¬ø˜    Î¬◊Í¬± ˘1±-˘ø1
¬Û±Úœ ˘˝◊√√ ŒÒ±ª±    ˝√√±Ó¬ ˜≈‡ ˆ¬ø1º
øfl¡Â≈√¬Û1 Ù≈¬ø1    ¬Û≈øÔ Œ˜ø˘ ˘˝◊√√
ø˙fl¡± øÚÊ√ ¬Û±Í¬     ˜Ú øÔ1 fl¡˝◊√√ºî
ˆ¬±„√√øÚÀfl“¡±ª1 ’±Úµ‰¬f ’±·1ª±˘± [1894-1939]

ëŒÊ√±Ú±fl¡œí ’±1n∏ ëø¬ıÊ≈√˘œí ’±À˘±‰¬Úœ1 ’Ú…Ó¬˜ õ∂Ò±Ú fl¡ø¬ı
’±øÂ√˘º øÚˆ¬±“Ê√ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ˆ¬±¯∏±À1 ¸˝√√Ê√-¸1˘ ø¬ı¯∏˚˛¬ıd1
’±Ò±1Ó¬ ’±·1ª±˘±˝◊√√ Œfl¡˝◊√√¬ı±È¬±› ¸≈µ1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± 1‰¬Ú± fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º
ŒÓ¬›“1 ¡Z±1± 1ø‰¬Ó¬ ë˜1˜1 ’± ◊̋√√í ̇ œ ∏̄«fl¡ ø˙q fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±øÈ¬1 ’±Àª√Ú
¸±¬ı«Ê√ÚœÚ ’±1n∏ ø‰¬1ôLÚº ¸ôL±Ú1 õ∂øÓ¬ ˜±Ó‘¬À˚˛ fl¡1± ’¬Ûø1¸œ˜
Œ¶ß̋ √√, Ó¬…±·, fl¡©Ü Î¬◊¬Û˘øt1 Ê√ø1 ˛̊ÀÓ¬ ø˙é¬±Ô«œfl¡ ̃ ”̆ …À¬ı±Ò ø˙é¬±
õ∂√±Ú1 Œé¬SÓ¬ ¬Û√…øÈ¬ ¤fl¡ ¸±Ô«fl¡ õ∂À‰¬©Ü± ¬ı≈ø˘¬ı ¬Û±ø1-
ìŒfl¡±ÀÚ Œ˜±fl¡ Ó≈¬ø˘-Ó¬±ø˘ fl¡ø1À˘ Î¬±„√√1

˜Î¬◊¸Ú± ø˜Í¬± ˜±ÀÓ¬ ¬Û±˝√√ø1 ˆ¬±·1 ,
fl¡ø1øÂ√˘ Œ¶ß˝√√ Œ˜±fl¡ ≈√·±˘Ó¬ ‰≈¬˜± ‡±˝◊√√
--ŒÓ“¬Àª Œ˜±1 ¬Û”Ê√Úœ˚˛± ˜1˜1 ’±˝◊√√ºî
Ê√ÚÚœfl¡ Œfl¡f fl¡ø1 ø˘‡± ¬Û √…øÈ ¬1 Ê√ø1˚˛ÀÓ¬

ø˙q¸fl¡À˘ øÚÊ√ ˜±Ó‘¬1 ˘·ÀÓ¬ ’±Ú1 ˜±Ó‘¬¸fl¡˘1 õ∂øÓ¬ |X±-
ˆ¬øMê√ õ∂√˙«Ú fl¡1±1 ∆ÚøÓ¬fl¡ ø˙é¬± ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±À1º ¸ôL±Ú1
õ∂øÓ¬ ˜±Ó‘¬1 ¸œ˜±˝√√œÚ ˜1˜1 fl¡Ô± ¬ıÌ«±˝◊√√ fl¡ø¬ıÀ˚˛ ¬Û√…øÈ¬1 õ∂Ô˜
‰¬±ø1›È¬± ô¶ªfl¡1 Œ˙¯∏Ó¬ ̧ —À˚±Ê√Ú fl¡1± ëëŒÓ“¬Àª Œ˜±1 ¬Û”Ê√Úœ˚˛±
˜1˜1 ’±˝◊√√íí ¬ı±fl¡…˙±1œÀ˚˛ Ê√ÚÚœ1 õ∂øÓ¬ ¬Û≈Ú– ¬Û≈Ú– fl‘¡Ó¬:Ó¬±
:±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º

¬ÛÏ¬ˇ±˙˘œ˚˛± ¬Û±Í¬…¬Û≈øÔÓ¬ ’ôLˆ≈¬«Mê√ ’±Ú ¤øÈ¬ qª˘± ¬Û√…
∆ √̋√ÀÂ√ Œ √̋√̃ ‰¬f Œ·±¶§±˜œ [ 1872-1928] ø¬ı1ø‰¬Ó¬ ë¬ı1Õ√ø‰¬˘±íº
ëŒÊ√±Ú±fl¡œ ̊ ≈·í1 õ∂Ò±Ú 1˜Ú…±ø¸fl¡ fl¡ø¬ı Œ·±¶§±˜œ1 Î¬◊Mê√ ¬Û√…øÈ¬Ó¬
¬ı¸ôLfl¡±˘œÚ Ò≈̃ ≈̋ √√±-¬ıÓ¬±˝√√fl¡ ¬ı1Õ√ø‰¬˘± ¬ı≈ø˘ ¬ı…øMê√-’±À1±¬Ûfl¡1Ì
(Personification) fl¡1± ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º ø √̋√̆ -√̆  ̂ ¬±ø„√√ ̆ ·1œ˚̨±1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬
˜±fl¡1 ‚1Õ˘ ¬ı≈ø˘ Ï¬±¬Ûø˘ Œ˜˘± ¬ı1Õ√ø‰¬˘±fl¡-

ì˜±1±˝◊√√ ø√¬ı            ˜±ÕÒ Ù≈¬˘
¬ı±À¬Û1±˝◊√√ ø√¬ı ‡±1n∏,

fl¡fl¡±À˚˛1±˝◊√√ ø√¬ı       fl¡±À¬Û±1-fl¡±øÚ
ˆ¬±À˚˛1±˝◊√√ ø√¬ı Œfl¡1n∏î

¤˝◊√√ ¬ı≈ø˘ ¸±ôLÚ± ø√ ˘±À˝√√ - ÒœÀ1 ˚±¬ıÕ˘ ’Ú≈À1±Ò
fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º  Û√…øÈ¬1 Ê√ø1˚˛ÀÓ¬ Â√±S-Â√±SœÀ˚˛ ¬ıí˝√√±·fl¡±˘œÚ ’¸˜1
õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬, ‰¬íÓ¬1 ø¬ıU ’±ø√1 Î¬◊¬Ûø1 Ò≈˜≈˝√√±1 √À1 õ∂±fl‘¡øÓ¬fl¡ ≈√À˚«±·1
fl¡Ô± Ê√±øÚ¬ı ¬Û±ø1¬ıº
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’¸˜œ˚˛± ø˙q ¸±ø˝√ √Ó¬…1 Ê√·Ó¬Ó¬ Úªfl¡±ôL ¬ı1n∏ª±
[1926-2002] 1 ¶ö±Ú ’±·˙±1œÓ¬º ø˙q ’±1n∏ Œ‰¬˜Úœ˚˛±1
Î¬◊¬ÛÀ˚±·œÕfl¡  ŒÓ¬›“ Œfl¡¬ı±‡ÀÚ± ¬Û≈øÔ 1‰¬Ú± fl¡1±1 Î¬◊¬Ûø1 ø˙q-
fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1 ¬Û≈øÔ ’±1n∏ ø˙q-’±À˘±‰¬Úœ ¸•Û±√Ú±À1› ’¸˜œ˚˛±
ø˙q-¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…Õ˘ ¬ıU˜”˘œ˚˛± ’ª√±Ú ’±·¬ıÏ¬ˇ±˝◊√√ÀÂ√º ŒÓ¬›“1 ¡Z±1±
1ø‰¬Ó¬ ¤øÈ¬ ¬ıU˘ Ê√Úøõ∂˚˛ ø˙q Î¬◊¬ÛÀ˚±·œ ŒÒÀ˜˘œ˚˛± ¬Û√… ∆˝√√ÀÂ√
ë˘À‚±Ìíº ¬ÛÏ¬ˇ±˙˘œ˚˛± ¬Û±Í¬…ˆ≈¬Mê√ ¤˝◊√ √ ¬Û√…øÈ¬1 Ê√ø1˚˛ÀÓ¬
ø˙q¸fl¡À˘ ¶ö±Úœ˚˛ ‡±√…1 ø¬ı¯∏À˚˛ Ê√±øÚ¬ı ¬Û±ø1¬ıº õ∂Ô˜ ¬Û≈1n∏¯∏1
¡Z±1± ¬ıøÌ«Ó¬ ¬Û√…øÈ¬1 ¤fl¡±—˙ ‘√©Ü±ôL ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û Î¬◊X‘Ó¬ fl¡1± ˝√√í˘-

ì ¤Àfl¡±Àfl¡ ŒÚ‡±›“ ’±øÊ√
        ¤Àfl¡¬ı±À1 Œˆ¬±fl¡ Ú±˝◊√√
’±ÀÂ√ ˚ø√ ’±Ò±À¸1
       ø‰¬1± ø√¬ı± ˆ¬±˘ ‰¬±˝◊º√√î

¬ıU˜≈‡œ õ∂øÓ¬ˆ¬±1 ·1±fl¡œ ’ø•§fl¡±ø·1œ 1±˚˛À‰¬ÃÒ≈1œ
[1885-1967] ’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… Ê√·Ó¬Ó¬ ë’¸˜ Œfl¡˙1œí
Ú±À˜À1 Ê√Ú±Ê√±Ó¬º ¤˝◊√√·1±fl¡œ Ê√±Ó¬œ˚˛Ó¬±¬ı±√œ fl¡ø¬ı-·œøÓ¬fl¡±11
¤fl¡À|Ìœ1 1‰¬Ú± ˜”˘Ó¬– ¶§À√˙ Œõ∂˜˜”˘fl¡ ˆ¬±ªÒ±1±¸•Ûißº
ø˙q ’±1n ∏ øfl¡À˙±1¸fl¡˘1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ’±RøÚˆ«¬1˙œ˘Ó¬±,
’±R¸˜±À˘±‰¬Ú±1 ˆ¬±¬ı ·øÏ¬ˇ ŒÓ¬±˘±1 Œ˚±À·ø√ ˜”˘…À¬ı±Ò ø˙é¬±
õ∂√±Ú fl¡1± ¤È¬± Î¬◊ißÓ¬ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ 1± ˛̊À‰¬ÃÒ≈1œ1 ë’±·ÀÓ¬ øÚÀÊ√
øÚfl¡± ˝√√íº fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±øÈ¬1 Œ˚±À·ø√ fl¡ø¬ıÀ˚˛ ’±Úfl¡ ¬Û1±˜˙« ø√˚˛±1
¬Û”À¬ı« øÚÊ√1 ø √̋√̊ ˛±-˜Ú1 ̃ ø˘ Ò≈̋ ◊√√-¬Û‡±ø˘ ∆˘ øÚfl¡± ̋ √√í¬ıÕ˘ Î¬◊¬ÛÀ√̇
ø√ÀÂ√º fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±øÈ¬Ó¬ ë¸Ó¬…1 ¸√±˚˛ Ê√˚˛í, ë’±À¬Û±Ú ˆ¬±À˘˝◊√√ Ê√·Ó¬
ˆ¬±˘í, ëfl¡˜«˝◊√√ Ò˜«í, ë˚P fl¡ø1À˘ 1P ¬Û±˚˛í ’±ø√ ¬ıU˘ ¬ı…ª˝√+Ó¬
¬ı±Ìœ1 ’Ú≈1ÌÚ qøÚ¬ıÕ˘ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛-

ì’±Úfl¡ Œfl¡±ª±1 ’±·ø‡øÚÀÓ¬
       øÚÀÊ√ ¸“‰¬± fl¡í
øÚÊ√ ¸Ó¬…Ó¬ øÚÊ√1 1+¬ÛÓ¬
       ‘√Ï¬ˇÓ¬±À1 1í
ŒÓ¬À˝√√ ˝√√í¬ı Œ˝√√±ª±, Œ˘±ª± Œfl¡±ª±, Œ1±ª± øÍ¬fl¡ñ
Ê√œªÚ ˆ¬1±˝◊√√ Ê√˜± ˝√√í¬ı ÒÚ-Œ¸±Ì-’±øRfl¡ºî

∆ˆ¬1ª ‰¬f ‡±È¬øÚ˚˛±1 [1889-1927]1 ë¸1n∏ ŒÂ√±ª±˘œ
’±1n∏ ¬Û‡œí ¬ÛÏ¬ˇ±˙˘œ˚˛± ¬Û±Í¬…¬Û≈øÔÓ¬ ¸øißø¬ı©Ü ’±Ú ¤øÈ¬ ¸±Ô«fl¡
¬Û√…º ’±˜±1 ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… Ê√·Ó¬Ó¬ ë˜±øÚ˜≈øÚ ˙±fl¡1 fl¡ø¬ıí ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û
¬Ûø1ø‰¬Ó¬ ¤˝◊√√·1±fl¡œ fl¡ø¬ı1 Î¬◊Mê√ ¬Û√…øÈ¬1 ̃ ±ÀÊ√À1 õ∂fl¡±˙ ¬Û±˝◊√√ÀÂ√
‰¬1±˝◊√√-ø‰¬ø1fl¡øÓ¬1 õ∂øÓ¬ ø˙q1 ˜1˜-Œ¶ß˝√√1 ˆ¬±¬ıñ

ì’±˝√√, ¬Û‡œ ’±˝√√,
Ù≈¬˘ ø√˜ Œfl“¡±‰¬ ˆ¬ø1

‡≈ª±˜ Î¬◊√1 ¬Û≈ø1,
¸±øÊ√ ø√˜ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘œ ¬ı±˝√√,
’±˝√√ ¬Û‡œ, ¬Î¬◊ø1 Î¬◊ø1 ’±˝√√º...î

˜”˘ ¬Û±Í¬ ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ¬ÛÏ¬ˇ±˙˘œ˚˛± ¬Û±Í¬…¬Û≈øÔÓ¬ ’ôLˆ≈¬«Mê√ ¤˝◊√√
¬Û√… ¬ı± fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±À¬ı±11 ¬ı±ø˝√√À1› øfl¡Â≈√˜±Ú fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± ˜”˘ ¬Û±Í¬1
ø¬ÛÂ√ÀÓ¬± ̧ —À˚±· fl¡ø1 ø√˚˛± Œ√‡± ̊ ±˚˛º ̊ Ó¬œfÚ±Ô ≈√ª1±1 ëfl¡fl¡±
’±1n∏ Ú±øÓ¬ ̆ í1±í, ̋ √√ø1Ú±1±˚˛Ì √M√√¬ı1n∏ª±1 ëŒ˚øÓ¬˚˛±1 ø˚ÀÈ¬± ¬ıÚí,
’ø•§fl¡±ø·1œ 1±˚˛À‰¬ÃÒ≈1œ1 ëˆ¬±ø„√√¬ı ˘±ø·¬ı ø˙˘í, ŒÊ√…±øÓ¬õ∂¸±√
’±·1ª±˘±1 ë’!¬Ì˜±øÚ1 ·±Úí, Úªfl¡±ôL ¬ı1n∏ª±1 ë’±˜±1
ˆ¬±1Ó¬¬ı¯∏«í, ë1„√√1 Œ‡˘±í ’±ø√ ¤˝◊√√ Œ|Ìœ1 1‰¬Ú±º

¤ ◊̋√√ø‡øÚÀÓ¬ ø˙q fl¡±¬ı…-fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1 ˆ¬± ∏̄± ¸•ÛÀfl«¡ øfl¡Â≈√ fl¡Ô±
Î¬◊Ú≈øfl¡˚̨±¬ı ¬Û±ø1º ø˙qÀª ¬Û√… ’±1n∏ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± ’±›1± ◊̋,√√ ·œÓ¬ ·± ◊̋√√
’±À˜±√ ¬Û±˚̨º ̧ √̋√ÀÊ√ ’±¬ı‘øM√√ fl¡ø1¬ı ¬ı± ·±¬ı ¬Û1±Õfl¡ ø˙q1 Î¬◊ÀVÀ˙…
1ø‰¬Ó¬ ¬Û√…, fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± ¬ı± ·œÓ¬ ’±ø√1 ˙s1±øÊ√ Œfl¡±˜˘ ’±1n∏
õ∂fl¡±˙ˆ¬—·œ Î¬◊¬Û ≈̊Mê√ Â√µ¬Û”Ì«, ̆ ˚̨ ≈̊Mê√ Œ √̋√±ª± Î¬◊ø‰¬Ó¬º ¤ ◊̋√√ ̧ µ «̂¬Ó¬
¸ÀÓ¬…fÚ±Ô ˙ «̃±1 ˜ôL¬ı… õ∂øÌÒ±ÚÀ˚±·… –-

ìø˙q ¸±ø˝√ √Ó¬…1 õ∂fl¡±˙ˆ¬—·œ ’±1n∏ ˆ¬±¯∏±
¸•ÛÀfl«¡› ¸Ó¬fl«¡ ‘√ø©Ü 1‡± ¤fl¡±ôL õ∂À˚˛±Ê√Úº
ˆ¬± ∏̄± ̧ 1˘ øfl¡c ’±fl¡ ∏̄«Ìœ ˛̊, ¬ı ˛̧̊  ’Ú≈̧ ø1 ÚÓ≈¬Ú
˙s õ∂À˚˛±·1 ¸≈¬Ûø1fl¡øäÓ¬ ’“±‰¬øÚ, ø¬ı˜”Ó«¬ ˆ¬±¬ı
’±1n∏ Ò±1Ì± ¸”‰¬fl¡ ˙s1 ˚Ô±¸yª ¬Ûø1˝√√±1,
Â√Î¬ˇ±Ê√±Ó¬œ˚˛ ¬ı± ¸≈1 ˘·±˝◊√√ ·±¬ı ¬Û1± ¬ı± ¸˝√√ÀÊ√
˜≈‡¶ö fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û1± ¬Û√Ê√±Ó¬œ˚˛ 1‰¬Ú±1 ¸‚Ú
õ∂À˚˛±·, ̂ ¬±¯∏±1 Î¬◊»fl¡F± ̧ ‘ø©Ü fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û1± é¬˜Ó¬±,
Ê√øÈ¬˘ ¬ı±fl¡… ¬ı± involved  ¬ı±fl¡…1 ¬Ûø1˝√√±1,
|n∏øÓ¬˜Ò≈1, ’Ú≈õ∂±¸˚≈Mê√ ¬ı±fl¡… ¬ı± Â√Î¬ˇ±1 õ∂À˚˛±·
’±1n∏ ø¬ı¯∏˚˛ ¬ıd1 ˘·Ó¬ ‡±¬ÛÀ‡±ª± ø‰¬S1
¬ı…ª˝√√±1ñ ¤˝◊√√À¬ı±11 ¸˜±ÀªÀ˙ ø˙q-¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…
¢∂˝√√Ìœ˚˛ fl¡ø1 ŒÓ¬±À˘ [¬Û‘.442]ºî
¬ıÓ«¬˜±Ú õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ¬ÛÏ¬ˇ±˙˘œ˚˛± ¬Û±Í¬…¬Û≈øÔ1 ’ôL·«Ó¬ ¬Û√…,

fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± ’±ø√1 ’øÒfl¡±—˙À1 ˆ¬±¯∏± ’±1n∏ 1‰¬Ú±Õ˙˘œ ›¬ÛÀ1±Mê√
fl¡Ô±À¬ı±11 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ 1øÊ√Ó¬± Œ‡±ª± ø¬ıÒ1º Î¬◊√±˝√√1Ì¶§1+À¬Û ˜”˘
¬Û±Í¬1 ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬ ’øÓ¬ø1Mê√ õ∂±¸—ø·fl¡ ¬Û±Í¬ ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ¸—À˚±Ê√Ú fl¡1±
Úªfl¡±ôL ¬ı1n∏ª±1 ë1„√√1 Œ‡˘±í ¬Û√…øÈ¬1 ¬Û1± Î¬◊X‘øÓ¬ ø√¬ı ¬Û±ø1-

ì1„√√± Úœ˘± ˝√√±˘Òœ˚˛±
’fl¡˘¸1œ˚˛±
1„√√± Úœ˘± ø˜ø˘ ≈√À˚˛±
˝√√í˘ Œ¬ı„≈√√Úœ˚˛±ºî
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Î¬◊À~‡À˚±·… Œ˚ ¤˝◊√√Ò1Ì1 øfl¡Â≈√˜±Ú ¬Û√… ¬ı± fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬
Œfl¡Ó¬À¬ı±1 ˙s õ∂À˚˛±· Œ˝√√±ª± Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛, ø˚À¬ı±1fl¡ ’±¬Û±Ó¬
‘√ø©ÜÓ¬ ø˙q1 ¬ı±À¬ı fl¡øÍ¬Ú Œ˚Ú ̆ ±À· ̊ ø√› √1±‰¬˘ÀÓ¬ ¤ÀÚÀ¬ı±1
˙s1 ¬ı…ª˝√√±À1 ÚÓ≈¬Ú ˙s ø˙fl¡±1 Œ˚±À·ø√ ø˙q1 ˙s-ˆ¬±G±1
È¬Úøfl¡˚˛±˘ fl¡1±Ó¬ ¸˝√√±˚˛ fl¡1± ¬ı≈ø˘ Ò1±ÀÈ¬±À˝√√ ¸˜œ‰¬œÚ ˝√√í¬ı Œ˚Ú
˘±À·º øÚ√˙«Ú ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ̋ √√ø1Ú±1±˚˛Ì √M√√¬ı1n∏ª±1 ëŒ˚øÓ¬˚˛±1 ø˚ÀÈ¬±
¬ıÚí fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬ ¬ı…ª˝√+Ó¬ ë·˝√ √ø1í, ë¸˜”À˘í, ’ø•§fl¡±ø·1œ
1±˚˛À‰¬ÃÒ≈1œ1 ëˆ¬±ø„√√¬ı ˘±ø·¬ı ø˙˘í fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1 ëé¬Ó¬-ø¬ıé¬Ó¬í,
ë¸≈1Ò≈Úœí, ë˙Ó¬Ò±1í ëfl¡˘Çí ’±ø√ ˙sÕ˘ ’±„≈√√ø˘˚˛±¬ı ¬Û±ø1º

1.04.2 – ¬ıÓ«¬˜±Ú õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ õ∂±Ôø˜fl¡ ø¬ı√…±˘˚˛1 ’¸˜œ˚˛±
˜±Ó‘¬ˆ¬±¯∏± ø¬ı¯∏˚˛1 ¬Û±Í¬… ’±1n∏ ’ˆ¬…¸Ú ¬Û≈øÔÓ¬ ¸øißø¬ı©Ü ’±Ú
¤fl¡ Œ|Ìœ1 ¬Û√… ¬ı± fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± ’±ÀÂ√ ø˚À¬ı±1Ó¬ 1‰¬ø ˛̊Ó¬±1 Ú±À˜±À~‡
Œ¬Û±ª± Ú±˚±˚˛º Ó¬≈√¬Ûø1 ¤˝◊√√À¬ı±11 øfl¡Â≈√˜±Ú ¬Û√… ¬ı± fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±
ø˙À1±Ú±˜ ≈̊Mê√ ’±1n∏ ’±Ú øfl¡Â≈√˜±Ú ø˙À1±Ú±˜ø¬ı˝√√œÚº ¤ ◊̋√√ ¬Û «̊± ˛̊1
1‰¬Ú±1 ¸1˝√√¸—‡…Àfl¡˝◊√√ ˜”˘Ó¬– ¬Û√…Ò˜«œ ’±1n∏ ¤ÀÚÒ1Ì1 Ú±Ú±Ú
ø˙q-Î¬◊¬ÛÀ˚±·œ ¬Û√… ˜”˘ ¬Û±Í¬ ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ¸—À˚±Ê√Ú Œ˝√√±ª±1
Î¬◊¬Ûø1› ̃ ”̆  ¬Û±Í¬1 ø¬ÛÂ√ÀÓ¬± ̧ øißø¬ı©Ü Œ √̋√±ª± Œ√‡± ̊ ± ˛̊º 1‰¬ø ˛̊Ó¬±1
Ú±À˜±À~‡ ÚÔfl¡± ø˙À1±Ú±˜˚≈Mê√ ¬Û√… ’±1n∏ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬
ëŒ‡˘ Œ‡˘ Ú±Ú± Œ‡˘í, ëŒÊ√Î¬◊øÓ¬í, ëŒ1˘·±Î¬ˇœí, ëø‰¬˘Úœ ’±1n∏
˜±Â√í, ë¬Ûø‡˘±í, ë&ª±˝√√±È¬œÕ˘ ˚±›“í, ëŒÊ√±ÚÕ˘ ˚±›“ ¬ı˘±í, ë˜˝◊√√
·Â√í, ë’±˜±1 ¬ÛÏ¬ˇ±˙±ø˘í, ëŒ¬ı±µ±1 ø¬ıÕ˘í, ë1±gøÚ‚11 ’±˘±¬Ûí,
ëŸ¬Ó≈¬ ’±À˝√√ Ÿ¬Ó≈¬ ˚±˚˛í, ë’±·ø˘ ¬ı±“˝√√Ó¬ ¬ı·˘œ1 ¬ı±˝√√í, ë·ÀÂ√ ˚ø√
Œ‡±Ê√ fl¡±ÀÏ¬ˇí ’±ø√ ¬Û√…1 Ú±˜ ˘í¬ı ¬Û±ø1º ¤˝◊√√ ¬Û√…À¬ı±11
ø¬ı¯∏˚˛¬ıd, õ∂fl¡±˙ˆ¬—·œ, 1‰¬Ú±1œøÓ¬ ’±ø√ ¸fl¡À˘± ø√˙ õ∂±Ôø˜fl¡
ô¶11 Â√±S-Â√±Sœ¸fl¡˘1 ¬ı±À¬ı ’øÓ¬ ‡±¬Û Œ‡±ª± ø¬ıÒ1º
ø˙q¸fl¡˘1 1n∏ø‰¬-’øˆ¬1n∏ø‰¬, ¬ı˚˛¸, :±Ú-’øˆ¬:Ó¬± ’±ø√
¸fl¡À˘± ø√˙1 ¬õ∂À˚˛±Ê√Ú ¬Û”1±¬ı ¬Û1±Õfl¡ ’Ú≈fl”¡˘ˆ¬±Àª,
¸À‰¬Ó¬Úˆ¬±Àª ¤ÀÚÀ¬ı±1 ¬Û√… 1‰¬Ú± ’±1n∏ ¸—fl¡˘Ú fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂº

ø˙q1 ¬ı±À¬ı 1ø‰¬Ó¬ ¬Û√… ¬ı± fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1 ˘é¬…Ìœ˚˛ ∆¬ıø˙©Ü…
∆˝√√ÀÂ√- ’ôL…ø˜˘ Â√µ1 ¬ı…ª˝√√±1, ø¬ı¯∏˚˛¬ıd ’±1n∏ õ∂fl¡±˙ˆ¬—·œ1
¸1˘Ó¬±º ¸‰¬1±‰¬1 Œ√ø‡ Ôfl¡± ø¬ı¯∏˚˛À¬ı±1 ’±À˜±√Ê√Úfl¡ˆ¬±Àª
Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÀÚÀ1 ø˙q¸fl¡˘1 fl¡äÚ± ’±1n∏ Œ˜Ãø˘fl¡ ø‰¬ôL±˙øMê√1
ø¬ıfl¡±˙ ¸±ÒÚ1 ¸À‰¬Ó¬Ú õ∂˚˛±¸ õ∂±˚˛À¬ı±1 ¬Û√…ÀÓ¬ õ∂26√ißˆ¬±Àª
øÚø˝√√Ó¬ ’±ÀÂ√º ëŒ‡˘ Œ‡˘ Ú±Ú± Œ‡˘í ¬Û√…øÈ¬1 Ê√ø1 ˛̊ÀÓ¬ ø˙qÀª
ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Œ‡˘1 ø¬ı¯∏À˚˛ Ê√±øÚ¬ı ¬Û±ø1¬ıº ¬Ûø1˚˛±˘1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ¸√¸…1
∆¸ÀÓ¬ ¸¶Ûfl«¡ ’±1n∏ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 fl¡±˚« ¸•ÛÀfl«¡ ¬Ûø1‰¬˚˛ fl¡1±˝◊√√
ø√˚˛± ¤øÈ¬ ̂ ¬±˘ ¬Û√… ëŒÊ√Î¬◊øÓ¬íº Î¬◊À~‡À˚±·… Œ˚ øÚ‰≈¬fl¡øÚ ·œÓ¬,
›˜˘± ·œÓ¬ ’±ø√1 ’±ø «̋√√Ó¬ 1ø‰¬Ó¬ ¤ ◊̋√√ ¬Û√…À¬ı±1Ó¬ ’Ú…Ó¬˜ ̆ é¬…

∆ √̋√ÀÂ√- ø˙q¸fl¡˘1 qX ̇ s Î¬◊2‰¬±1Ì ’±1n∏ ’±¬ı‘øM√√ fl¡1±1 é¬˜Ó¬±1
ø¬ıfl¡±˙ ¸±ÒÚ fl¡1±º ëŒ¬ı±µ±1 ø¬ıÕ˘í ¬Û√…øÈ¬1 Ê√ø1˚˛ÀÓ¬ ¸±Ò≈1
’±À˜Ê√ õ∂√±Ú fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ŒÓ¬ÀÚ√À1 ë1±gøÚ‚1Ó¬ ’±˘±¬Ûí
Ú±˜1 ‡≈UÈ¬œ˚˛± ¬Û√…øÈ¬1 Ê√ø1˚˛ÀÓ¬ ø˙q¸fl¡À˘ 1±gøÚ‚11 Ôfl¡±
øÚÓ¬…-¬ı…ª˝√√±˚« ¬ı±‰¬Ú-¬ıÓ«¬Ú1 Ú±˜ ’±1n∏ Œ¸˝◊√√À¬ı±11 ¬ı…ª˝√√±1
¸•ÛÀfl«¡ ’ª·Ó¬ ˝√√í¬ı ¬Û±ø1¬ıº ëŸ¬Ó≈¬ ’±À˝√√ Ÿ¬Ó≈¬ ˚±˚˛í ¬Û√…øÈ¬
’¸˜œ˚˛± ̃ ±˝√√ ’±1n∏ Ÿ¬Ó≈¬À¬ı±11 Ú±˜ ø˙q¸fl¡˘fl¡ ø˙Àfl¡±ª±1 ¤fl¡
¸≈µ1 õ∂˚˛±¸º ¬Û√…øÈ¬À˚˛ ’±ø˜ õ∂±Ôø˜fl¡ ø¬ı√…±˘˚˛Ó¬ ¬ÛøÏ¬ˇ¬ıÕ˘
Œ¬Û±ª± ë˜±˝√√À¬ı±11 ·œÓ¬í ¬Û√…øÈ¬1 fl¡Ô± ˜ÚÓ¬ Œ¬Û˘±˝◊√√ ø√À˚˛-

ì‰¬íÓ¬ ¬ıí˝√√±·Ó¬ Ÿ¬Ó≈¬ ¬ı¸ôL
ø¬ıø1À‡ ¸˘±˚˛ ¬Û±Ó¬,
ŒÊ√Í¬ ’±˝√√±1Ó¬ ¢∂œÉ Ÿ¬Ó≈¬
fl¡˘ ¬ÛÀfl¡ Ú±Ú± Ê√±Ó¬ºî [Ÿ¬Ó≈¬ ’±À˝√√ Ÿ¬Ó≈¬ ˚±˚˛]
’±Àfl¡Ãñ
ì¬ıí˝√√±· ˜±˝√√Ó¬ ·Â√1 Î¬±˘Ó¬
       Ù≈¬À˘ fl¡À¬ÛÃ Ù≈¬˘,
ŒÊ√Í¬˜˝√√œ˚˛± 1í√1 Ó¬±¬ÛÓ¬
      ˙1œ1 ø¬ı˚˛±fl≈¡˘ºî [˜±˝√√À¬ı±11 ·œÓ¬]

ø¬ıø‰¬S fl¡Ô±1 ̧ ˜±Àª˙ ‚È¬± ë’±·ø˘ ¬ı“±˝√√Ó¬ ¬ı·˘œ1 ¬ı±˝√√í
¬Û√…øÈ¬À˚˛› ø˙q¸fl¡˘fl¡ ¬ı1Õfl¡ ’±À˜±√ ø√À˚˛º ø˙q1 fl¡äÚ±
’±1n∏ ø‰¬ôL± ˙øMê√1 ’¸±˜±Ú… ø¬ıfl¡±˙ ‚È¬±¬ı ¬Û1± ¤È¬± ˆ¬±˘ ¬Û√…
∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ë·ÀÂ√ ˚ø√ Œ‡±Ê√ fl¡±ÀÏ¬ˇíº fl¡äÚ±1 ’±Ò±1Ó¬ ¬ı±ô¶ª ø‰¬ôL±1
Œ‡±1±fl¡ Œ˚±À·±ª± ¬Û√…øÈ¬Ó¬ ’±ÀÂ√-

ì˝√√±ø¬ı ¤ø1  ·Â√ ˚ø√
     ’±˜±1 ˘·Ó¬ ˚±˚˛,
‰¬±˝◊√√Àfl¡˘, ø1'±, ·±Î¬ˇœÀ¬ı±11
     øfl¡ ˝√√í¬ı ø¬ı˘±˝◊√√ºî

¤˝◊√√À¬ı±11 Î¬◊¬Ûø1› ≈√È¬±-¤È¬± ·√… ¬Û±Í¬1 ˜±Ê√ÀÓ¬± ¤ÀÚ
¬Û√…Ò˜«œ 1‰¬Ú±˝◊√√ ¶ö±Ú ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡1± ¬Ûø1˘øé¬Ó¬ ˝√√˚˛º

1.04.3 – ˝◊√√øÓ¬¬Û”À¬ı« ’±À˘±ø‰¬Ó¬ ˆ¬±· ≈√øÈ¬1 Î¬◊¬Ûø1› ¬ıÓ«¬˜±Ú
õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ¬ÛÏ¬ˇ±˙˘œ˚˛± ¬Û±Í¬…¬Û≈øÔ1 ¤È¬± ’—˙ ¸±˜ø1 ’±ÀÂ√
·œøÓ¬Ò˜«œ 1‰¬Ú±˝◊√ √º ¤˝◊√ √ Œ|Ìœ1 ·œÓ¬-˜±Ó¬À¬ı±11 ¤fl¡±—˙
Œ˜Ãø‡fl¡ˆ¬±ª ‰¬ø˘ ’˝√√± ·œÓ¬ ¬ı± Œ˘±fl¡·œÓ¬1 ’ôL·«Ó¬ ’±1n∏
’±ÚÀÈ¬± ˆ¬±· ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ·œøÓ¬fl¡±11 1‰¬Ú±º Œ˜Ãø‡fl¡ ¬Û1•Û1±Ó¬
õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ∆˝√√ ’˝√√± ø˚À¬ı±1 ·œÓ¬ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ˜±Ó‘¬ˆ¬±¯∏± ø¬ı¯∏˚˛1
¬Û±Í¬…¬Û≈øÔÓ¬ ¸øißø¬ı©Ü ∆˝√√ÀÂ√, Œ¸˝◊√√À¬ı±1 ˜”˘Ó¬– øÚ‰≈¬fl¡øÚ ·œÓ¬,
›˜˘± ·œÓ¬, ˜±ø˘Ó¬± ¬ı± Œ¬ı˘±Î¬, ø¬ı˚˛±·œÓ¬, ø¬ıU·œÓ¬, ¬ıÚ·œÓ¬
Œ|Ìœ1º øÚ‰≈¬fl¡øÚ ·œÓ¬1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ ëUÀ1 fl¡±ÌÀ‡±ª± Ú±ø˝√√ø¬ı 1±øÓ¬í,
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ë’±˜±À1 ˜˝◊√√Ú± q¬ı ¤í ’±ø√ ·œÓ¬ ˜”˘ ¬Û±Í¬1 ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬ ¸—À˚±·
∆˝√√ ’±ÀÂ√º ë·± ◊̋√√ ·± ◊̋√√ ̊ ±›“í ¬Û√…øÈ¬ √1±‰¬˘ÀÓ¬ ¤øÈ¬ Î¬◊»fl‘¡©Ü ›˜˘±
·œÓ¬º ¬ıU õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ¤˝◊√√ ·œÓ¬ Œfl¡˝◊√√Ù“¬±øfl¡À˚˛ ø˙q¸fl¡˘fl¡ ¬ı1Õfl¡
’±fl¡ø¯∏«Ó¬ fl¡À1-

ì1í√±ø˘ ¤  1í√ Œ√
’±ø˘ fl¡±øÈ¬ Ê√±ø˘ ø√˜
¬ı1 ¬Ûœ1± ¬Û±ø1 ø√˜
Ó¬±ÀÓ¬ ¬ıø˝√√ ¬ıø˝√√ 1í√ Œ√ºî

ëÙ≈¬˘Àfl“¡±ª11 ·œÓ¬í ¤øÈ¬ ’±‡…±Ú˜”˘fl¡ ·œÓ¬ ¬ı± ˜±ø˘Ó¬±
Œ|Ìœ1 1‰¬Ú±º ˝◊√ √ Ê√Ú|n∏øÓ¬˜”˘fl¡ ’±‡…±ÚÒ˜«œ ·œÓ¬, ˚íÓ¬
Ù≈¬˘Àfl“¡±ª11 fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ ¬ıøÌ«Ó¬ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√-

ì fl¡±Í¬1 ¬Û‡œ Œ‚“±1±     ŒÊ√Î¬◊øÓ¬ ‰¬ø1À˘
                Î¬◊ø1 ˚±›“ fl¡ø1˘,
  Â√˜±˝√√1 ¬ı±È¬Àfl¡          ˚±˚˛ ¤Àfl¡ øÀ√Ú
          ˜±ø˘Úœ1 ¬ı±1œÀÓ¬ ¬Ûø1˘ºî

Î¬◊Mê√ ¬Û±Í¬øÈ¬1 ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬ ø¬ı˚˛±Ú±˜, ø¬ıU·œÓ¬, ¬ıÚ·œÓ¬ ’±ø√1
¤Àfl¡±È¬±Õfl¡ Ù“¬±øfl¡ ¸—À˚±Ê√Ú fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º

’¸˜œ˚˛± ˜±Ó‘¬ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ¬Û±Í¬…¬Û≈øÔ¸˜”˝√√Ó¬ ŒÊ√…±øÓ¬õ∂¸±√
’±·1ª±˘±, ø¬ı¯≈ûõ∂¸±√ 1±ˆ¬±, ˆ”¬À¬ÛÚ ˝√√±Ê√ø1fl¡± ’±ø√ fl¡ø¬ı-
·œøÓ¬fl¡±11 ¸≈1±À1±ø¬ÛÓ¬ ·œøÓ¬-fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±˝◊√√ Œ˙±ˆ¬±¬ıÒ«Ú fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º
¤˝◊√√ Ò1Ì1 ·œøÓ¬-1‰¬Ú±1±øÊ√ ̃ ”˘ ¬Û±Í¬ ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ̧ •Û”Ì«1+À¬Û, ̃ ”˘
¬Û±Í¬1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ’±—ø˙fl¡ˆ¬±Àª ’±1n∏ ˜”˘ ¬Û±Í¬1 ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬ ’±—ø˙fl¡
’±1n∏ ¸•Û”Ì«ˆ¬±Àª ¸øißø¬ı©Ü fl¡1± Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛º 1+¬ÛÀfl“¡±ª1
ŒÊ√…±øÓ¬õ∂¸±√ ’±·1ª±˘± [1903-1951] 1 ¤øÈ¬ ¬ıU˘
Ê√Úøõ∂˚˛ 1‰¬Ú± ë·“±ª˘œ˚˛± Œ¸ªfl¡1 ·œÓ¬í, ˚íÓ¬ ·“±ª1 Œ¸Ãµ˚«
’±1n∏ ˜±Ó‘¬ˆ”¬ø˜1 õ∂øÓ¬ Œõ∂˜ ¸≈µ1ˆ¬±Àª õ∂fl¡±˙ ¬Û±˝◊√√ÀÂ√-

ì’í ’±˜±1 ·±›“
’±˜±1 ·“±ª1 ˜±Ú 1±ø‡
˜ø1¬ıÕ˘ ˚±›“º
Œ¸Î¬◊Ê√œ˚˛± ¬ÛÔ±1ÀÓ¬
ˆ¬1¬Û”1 Ó¬±À˜±À˘À1
”√Õ1Ó¬ øÊ√ø˘øfl¡ Ôfl¡±
’í ’±˜±1 ·±›“ºî

˜”˘ ·√… ¬Û±Í¬1 ’±1yøÌÓ¬ ̧ —À˚±øÊ√Ó¬ ¤øÈ¬ ·œÓ¬ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√-
ì·ÀÂ√ ·ÀÂ√ ¬Û±øÓ¬ ø√À˘ Ù≈¬˘À1 ˙1±˝◊√ √íí ˙œ¯∏«fl¡ ·œÓ¬øÈ¬º
’±·1ª±˘±1 ¤˝◊√√Ò1ÀÌÀ1 ¸—À˚±øÊ√Ó¬ ’±Ú ¤øÈ¬ Î¬◊»fl‘¡©Ü ·œÓ¬
∆˝√√ÀÂ√- ìÚ”¬Û≈À1 ˜±ÀÓ¬ 1n∏ÌÊ≈√Úî ˙œ¯∏«fl¡ ·œÓ¬øÈ¬º

fl¡˘±&1n∏ ø¬ı¯≈ûõ∂¸±√ 1±ˆ¬± [1909-1969] 1

¤øÈ¬ Ê√Úøõ∂˚˛ Ó¬Ô± ¬ıU˘ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ·œÓ¬ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ëëø¬ı˘ÀÓ¬ ˝√√±ø˘ÀÂ√
Ò≈Úœ ˛̊± ¬Û≈√˜œíí  ̇ œ ∏̄«fl¡ ·œÓ¬øÈ¬º ¬ÛÏ¬ˇ±˙˘œ ˛̊± ¬Û±Í¬…¬Û≈øÔÓ¬ ̧ øißø¬ı©Ü
¤ ◊̋√√ ·œÓ¬øÈ¬ ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄Õfl¡ ø˙q¸fl¡˘1 ¬ı±À¬ı ’øÓ¬ Î¬◊¬ÛÀ˚±·œº ø˙q1
˜ÀÚ±Ê√·Ó¬Ó¬ fl¡äÚ±1 Œ¬ı±˘ ¸±øÚ Ù≈¬˘, ‰¬1±˝◊√√, Ê≈√ø1, ¬ıÚøÚ1
1+¬Ûø‰¬S √±ø„√√ Ò1± ¤ÀÚ 1‰¬Ú± ø¬ı1˘--

ì... ”√1 ”√1øÌÀÓ¬ Ê≈√ø1øÈ¬ Ú±ø‰¬ÀÂ√
øÓ¬1 ø¬ı1 øÓ¬1 ø¬ı1 fl¡˝◊√√
øÚÊ√±Ú ¬ıÚøÚÓ¬ Œfl¡ÀÓ¬fl¡œ ‰¬1±À˚˛
¸≈Uø1 ˜±ø1ÀÂ√ 1˝◊√√ºî

”̂¬À¬ÛÚ ̋ √√±Ê√ø1fl¡± [1925-2011] ’¸˜1 ̧ —·œÓ¬ ”̧̊ «,
≈̧Ò±fl¡Fº ̧ ≈1-¸—À˚±øÊ√Ó¬ ·œøÓ¬-fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± 1‰¬Ú±1 Œé¬SÓ¬ ’¸˜œ ˛̊±

¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… Ê√·Ó¬Ó¬ ŒÓ¬›“1 ¶ö±Ú ¤fl¡fl¡ ’±1n∏ ’ÚÚ…º ’¸˜œ˚˛±
˜±Ó‘¬ˆ¬±¯∏± ø¬ı¯∏˚˛1 ¬ÛÏ¬ˇ±˙˘œ˚˛± ¬Û±Í¬…¬Û≈øÔÓ¬ ¸øißø¬ı©Ü ˝√√±Ê√ø1fl¡±1
¤øÈ¬ ø¬ı‡…±Ó¬ ·œÓ¬ ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√- ë’¸˜ ’±˜±1 1+¬Û √̋√œíº ’¸˜1 ‹øÓ¬ √̋√…
õ∂fl¡±˙fl¡ 1‰¬Ú±À¬ı±11 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ ¤˝◊√√ ·œÓ¬øÈ¬ ’Ú…Ó¬˜ Œ|á¬º
·œøÓ¬fl¡±11 ¶§À√˙õ∂œøÓ¬, õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬ õ∂œøÓ¬ ˆ¬±¬ı1 ’fl‘¡øS˜ õ∂fl¡±˙
‚øÈ¬ÀÂ√ ¤ ◊̋√√ ·œÓ¬øÈ¬Ó¬º ë¬ıËp¡¬Û≈Sí Ú±˜1 ·√… ¬Û±Í¬ ¤øÈ¬1 ̧ ±˜1øÌÓ¬
ˆ”¬À¬ÛÚ ˝√√±Ê√ø1fl¡±1 ’±Ú ¤øÈ¬ ø¬ı‡…±Ó¬ ·œÓ¬1 ¤È¬± Ù“¬±øfl¡
¸—À˚±øÊ√Ó¬ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√-

ì˜˝√√±¬ı±U ¬ıËp¡¬Û≈S
˜˝√√±ø˜˘Ú1 Ó¬œÔ«
fl¡Ó¬ ˚≈· Òø1 ’±ø˝√√ÀÂ√
õ∂fl¡±ø˙ ¸˜i§˚˛1 ’Ô«ºî

1.05 – Î¬◊¬Û¸—˝√√±1 –
’¸˜œ˚˛± ø˙q fl¡±¬ı… fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± Ó¬Ô± ø˙q ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1

Œfl¡Ó¬À¬ı±1 Œ√±¯∏-≈√¬ı«˘Ó¬± ’±ÀÂ√º ¸Ó¬ÀÓ¬ ‰¬fl≈¡Ó¬ ¬Û1± ¤ÀÚ
’±À “̧±ª±˝√√ ’±1n∏ ’ˆ¬±ª1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ Œfl¡ ◊̋√√È¬±˜±Ú Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡1± ̋ √√í˘-
[fl¡] ¬ı˚˛¸1 ô¶11 ¬õ∂øÓ¬ ˜ÀÚ±À˚±· øÚø√ ø˙q ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… 1‰¬Ú±

fl¡1±º
[‡] ø˙qÀª øÚÀÊ√ ø˘‡± ø˙q-Î¬◊¬ÛÀ˚±·œ ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 ¤fl¡±ôL

’ˆ¬±ªº Ó¬≈√¬Ûø1 ø˚ø‡øÚ 1‰¬Ú± fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ Ó¬±À1± ̧ —fl¡˘Ú ’±1n∏
õ∂fl¡±˙1 ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏ ¬ı…ª¶ö± Ú±˝◊√√º

[·] ø˙q ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… 1‰¬Ú±ÀÓ¬ ¤fl¡±ôLˆ¬±Àª ’±RøÚÀ˚˛±· fl¡1±
Œ˘‡fl¡1 ’ˆ¬±ªº

[‚] ø˙q ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…, ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏Õfl¡ ø˙q-fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±¸˜”˝√√ ¸—fl¡˘Ú fl¡ø1
¬Û≈øÔ ’±fl¡±À1 õ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡1±Ó¬ õ∂fl¡±˙fl¡1 ’Ú±¢∂˝√√ ˆ¬±¬ıº

[„√√] ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛ ’±1n∏ ¬Û±Í¬fl¡1 ¬Û «̊± ˛̊ ’Ú≈̊ ± ˛̊œ ̂ ¬± ∏̄± ’±1n∏ 1‰¬Ú±Õ˙˘œ
õ∂À˚˛±·1 Œé¬SÓ¬ ’¬Û±1·Ó¬± ’±1n∏ ’¸±˜?¸…Ó¬±º
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[‰¬] ø˙q-Î¬◊¬ÛÀ˚±·œ 1‰¬Ú± ¬ı± ¬Û±Í¬1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ ˚Ô±˚Ô ø‰¬S
¸—À˚±·1 ’ˆ¬±ª ’±1n∏ Â√¬Û± Œfl¡Ã˙˘1 SêøÈ¬º

˜Úfl¡ø1¬ı˘·œ˚˛± fl¡Ô± ¤À˚˛ Œ˚- ˝◊√√øÓ¬¬Û”À¬ı« ’±À˘±‰¬Ú±
fl¡1± ¬ÛÏ¬ˇ±˙˘œ˚˛± ¬Û±Í¬…ˆ≈¬Mê√ ø˙q- Î¬◊¬ÛÀ˚±·œ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±, ¬Û√…, ·œÓ¬
’±ø√Ó¬ ¤ÀÚÒ1Ì1 Œ√±¯∏-SêøÈ¬ Ó≈¬˘Ú±˜”˘fl¡ˆ¬±Àª ‡≈¬ı fl¡˜Õfl¡
Œ√‡± ̊ ± ˛̊º ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄Ó¬– ¬ıMê√¬ı… ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛ ’±1n∏ ̂ ¬±¬ı ¶Û©Ü fl¡ø1 ŒÓ¬±˘±1
¬ı±À¬ı ¬Û±Í¬1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ ̊ Ô±˚Ôˆ¬±Àª ̧ —À˚±Ê√Ú fl¡1± 1—-ø¬ı1„√√1 ø‰¬S ◊̋√√
Œ¸˝◊√√À¬ı±11 ø˙q-Î¬◊¬ÛÀ˚±·œ &Ì-∆¬ıø˙©Ü… ’±˝√√1ÌÓ¬ ¬ı±1n∏Õfl¡
¸˝√√±˚˛ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ̧ ±˜ø¢∂fl¡ ø¬ı‰¬±1Ó¬ fl¡í¬ı ¬Û±ø1, ’¸˜œ˚˛± ̃ ±Ó‘¬ˆ¬±¯∏±
ø¬ı¯∏˚˛1 ¬ÛÏ¬ˇ±˙˘œ˚˛± ¬Û±Í¬… ’±1n∏ ’ˆ¬…¸Ú ¬Û≈øÔ¸˜”˝√√Ó¬ Œ¸±ÌÓ¬
¸≈ª·± ‰¬À1±ª±1 Œé¬SÓ¬ ø¬ıø¬ıÒ ø˙q ’±1n∏ øfl¡À˙±1-Î¬◊¬ÛÀ˚±·œ
¬Û√…, fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± ’±1n∏ ·œøÓ¬Ò «̃œ 1‰¬Ú± ◊̋√√ ’Ú¬ı√… ¬ı1„√√øÌ Œ˚±·± ◊̋√√ÀÂ√º

Œ˙¯∏ ŒÈ¬±fl¡± –

 1. øÚ¬ıgøÈ¬Ó¬ ̧ —À˚±øÊ√Ó¬ ¬Û√…, fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± ’±1n∏ ·œÓ¬1 Î¬◊X‘øÓ¬¸ ”̃̋ √√
’¸˜ ‰¬1fl¡±11 1±øÊ√…fl¡ ¬Û±Í¬…¬Û≈øÔ õ∂Ì˚˛Ú ’±1n∏ õ∂fl¡±˙Ú øÚ·˜1
¡Z±1± õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ Ó¬Ô± ¸•xøÓ¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ õ∂±Ôø˜fl¡ ø¬ı√…±˘˚˛1
’¸˜œ˚˛± ˜±Ó‘¬ˆ¬±¯∏± ø¬ı¯∏˚˛1 [õ∂Ô˜ Œ|Ìœ1 ¬Û1± ¬Û=˜
Œ|ÌœÕ˘Àfl¡] ¬Û±Í¬…¬Û≈øÔ¸˜”˝√√1 ¬Û1± Œ˘±ª± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º

õ∂¸—· ”̧‰¬œ –
1º ·Õ·, ̆ ≈˝◊√√‰¬º ̂ ¬À¬ıfÚ±Ô ̇ ˝◊√√fl¡œ˚˛±1 ø˙q-¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… – ¤øÈ¬

ø¬ıÀ˙°¯∏Ì±Rfl¡ ’Ò…˚˛Úº ’õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ ¤˜.øÙ¬˘. ·Àª¯∏Ì±

¢∂Lö-fl¡øÌfl¡±º &ª± √̋√±È¬œ ø¬ıù´ø¬ı√…±˘ ˛̊ – ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ̂ ¬±1Ó¬œ ˛̊
ˆ¬±¯∏± ø¬ıˆ¬±·, 2007-08º

2º ŒÎ¬fl¡±, Úø˜Ó¬± [¸•Û±.]º ’¸˜ √¬Û«Ìº ¬Û≈Ú1 ˜≈^Ìº
&ª±˝√√±È¬œ – ¬ı±Ìœ  ˜øµ1, 2009º

3º Ó¬±˜”˘œ, ˙±ôLÚ≈ º ’¸˜œ˚˛± ø˙q ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… ¸˜œé¬±º õ∂Ô˜
õ∂fl¡±˙º Œ˚±1˝√√±È¬ – Œ˜Ã‰¬±fl¡ ¬õ∂fl¡±˙Ú, 2010º

4º ŒÚ›·, ˜À˝√√ù´1 º ’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 1+¬ÛÀ1‡±º Úª˜
Ó¬±„√√1Ìº &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – ‰¬f õ∂fl¡±˙, 2000º

5º ¬ı1À·±˝√√±ø¤û, Œ˝√√±À˜Ú [¸•Û±]º ’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1
¬ı ≈1?œ [¯∏á¬ ‡G]º ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚˛ ¬õ∂fl¡±˙º &ª±˝√ √±È¬œ–
’±ø¬ıÀ˘fl¡, 2012º

6º ¬ı1n∏ª±, Úªfl¡±ôL [¸•Û±.]º ˜1n∏ª± Ù≈¬˘º ¯∏á¬ õ∂fl¡±˙º
&ª±˝√√±È¬œ – ’¸˜ õ∂fl¡±˙Ú ¬Ûø1¯∏√, 2014

7º ˙˜«±, ¸ÀÓ¬…f Ú±Ôº ’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 ¸˜œé¬±Rfl¡
˝◊√√øÓ¬¬ı‘M√√º Úª˜ ¸—¶®1Ìº &ª±˝√√±È¬œ– Œ¸Ã˜±1 õ∂fl¡±˙,
2006º

8º Parsons, Jayne (ed.). Illustrated Family

Encyclopedia, Reprinted, London: Dorling

Kindersley Limited, 2007

9º en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/children's literature.

r ¬r
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¸—øé¡5 ¸±1

¸±ø˝√√øÓ¬…fl¡¸fl¡˘1 ¸˜±Ê√1 õ∂øÓ¬ √±˚˛¬ıXÓ¬± Ô±Àfl¡º fl¡±1Ì
ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡ ¸˜±Ê√1 ¤Àfl¡± ¤Àfl¡±Ê√Ú ¸√¸…º Œ¸˝◊¬ı±À¬ı
ŒÊ√±Ú±fl¡œ ̊ ≈·1 ·äfl¡±1 ̧ fl¡˘1 Ôfl¡± ̧ ˜±Ê√ √± ˛̊¬ıXÓ¬± ·ä¸ ”̃̋ √√1
˜±ÀÊ√À1 ¬Û”Ì« ̃ ±S± ◊̋ õ∂fl¡±˙ ∆˝√√øÂ√˘º ̆ ÑœÚ±Ô Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª±1 ¬Û1±
¸”˚«fl≈¡˜±1 ˆ”¤û±Õ˘Àfl¡ ¸fl¡À˘±Àª ¸˜fl¡±˘œÚ ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡
¸˜¸…±¸˜”˝√√fl¡ ‰≈¬øÈ¬·äÓ¬ 1+¬Û±˚˛Ì fl¡ø1 ˜±ÚªÓ¬±1 ¬Ûø1‰¬˚˛ ø√ÀÂ√º
’±Ú˝√√±ÀÓ¬ Ê√œªÚ1 ‚±Ó¬-õ∂øÓ¬‚±Ó¬¬¸˜”˝√√ Œ˚ÀÚ√À1 õ∂Ó¬…é¬
fl¡ø1øÂ√˘, ŒÓ¬ÀÚ√À1 √±ø„√√ Òø1¬ıÕ˘ Œ‰¬©Ü± fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º ŒÊ±Ú±fl¡œ
fl¡±fl¡Ó¡1 Œ˚±À·ø ’±Rõ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡1± ’¸˜œ˚˛± ‰≈¡øÈ¡·ä˝◊ Œ¸˝◊
¸˜˚˛Ó¡ ø¡ıøˆ¡ißÊÚ Œ˘‡fl¡1  ˝±Ó¡Ó¡ Êœ¡Û±˘ ∆˝ Î¬◊øÍ¡øÂ˘º
ŒÓ¡ÀÚ ¤·1±fl¡œ ·äfl¡±1 ˝í˘ ¸”˚« fl≈¡˜±1 ˆ”¬¤û±º fl¡˜ ¸—‡…fl¡
‰≈¡øÈ¡·ä 1‰¡Ú±À1 ¤·1±fl¡œ ·äfl¡±1 1+À¡Û õ∂øÓ¡á¡± ˘±ˆ¡ fl¡1±
ˆ”¤û±1 ·ä¸˜”˝ øÚ–¸ÀµÀ˝ Œ˘‡Ó¡ ˘í¡ı˘·œ˚˛±º ·øÓ¡Àfl¡ ¤˝◊√√
·Àª¯∏Ì± ¡ÛS1 Êø1˚˛ÀÓ¡ ˆ”¬¤û±1 ·ä¸˜”˝ ø¡ıÀù≠¯∏Ì fl¡1±1
˘·ÀÓ¡ Œ¸˝◊ ·ä¸˜”˝Ó¡ ˜±Úªœ˚˛ ‘ø©Üˆ¡—·œ Œfl¡ÀÚÀ1 õ∂fl¡±˙
¡Û±˝◊ÀÂ, Ó¡±1 ø¡ı‰¡±1-¡ø¡ıÀù≠¯∏Ì ’±·¡ıIˇ±¡ıÕ˘ õ∂˚˛±¸ fl¡1± ∆˝ÀÂº

˜±ÚªÓ¡±1 Ò±1Ì±–

˜±ÚªÓ¡±¡ı± ¡ı≈ø˘ fl¡íÀ˘ ¤fl¡ ø¡ı˙±˘ Ò±1Ì±fl¡ ¡ı≈Ê±˚˛º ˝◊
¤fl¡ ¶§Ó¡La ˜Ó¡¡ı± ¡ı± ‘ø©Üˆ¡—·œº ˚íÓ¡ ˜±Ú≈˝ ø˝‰¡±À¡Û ˜±Úªœ˚˛
ˆ¡±¡ı-’Ú≈ˆ”¡øÓ¡À¡ı±À1 ¸¡ı«±øÒfl¡ &1n∏Q ¡Û±˚˛º ˜±Úªœ˚˛ ‘ø©Üˆ¡—·œ1
’ôL1±˘ÀÓ¡ ˜ÚªÓ¡±¡ı±1 Ò±1Ì±ÀÈ¡± øÚø˝Ó¡ ∆˝ ’±ÀÂº
˜±ÚªÓ¡±¡ı±1 ’±1yøÌ ˝◊Î¬◊À1±¡Ûœ˚˛ ¸ˆ¡…Ó¡±1 ˜±ÊÓ¡ ·Ï¡ˇ ∆˘
Î¬◊øÍ¡øÂ˘ ˚ø› õ∂±‰¡…1 ¸ˆ¡…Ó¡±ÀÓ¡± ˜±ÚªÓ¡±¡ı±1 ¸”‰¡Ú± ¡ıU
˙øÓ¡fl¡±1 ’±·ÀÓ¡ ∆˝øÂ˘º ˜±ÚªÓ¡±¡ı±1 Ò±1Ì± ¡Ûø(˜œ˚˛±
¸ˆ¡…Ó¡±1 ¡Û1± ’±ø˝À˘› ˆ¡±1Ó¡ÀÓ¡± ˜±ÚªÓ¡±¡ı±1 Ò±1Ì±1
˝◊øÓ¡˝±¸ ¡Û≈1øÌº

˝◊øÓ¡˝±¸1 ¡Û±Ó¡ ˘≈øÈ¡˚˛±À˘ ¤ÀÚ ¡ıU Î¬◊±˝1Ì Œ¡Û±ª±

¸”˚« fl≈¡˜±1 ˆ¬”¤û±1 ·äÓ¡ ˜±Úªœ˚˛ ‘ø©Üˆ¡—·œ

1œÌ± Œ˜øÒ
¸˝fl¡±1œ ’Ò…±¡Ûfl¡,fl¡±˜¡Û≈1 ̃ ˝±ø¡ı…±˘ ˛̊, Ú·“±›

(rinamedhi346@gmail.com)

˚±¡ı ø˚À¡ı±1 ¸±ø˝Ó¡… ’±1n∏ ø‰¡ôL±ø¡ı1 ˜±ÀÊÀ1 ˜±ÚªÓ¡±¡ı±1
Î¬◊Àij¯∏ ‚øÈ¡øÂ˘º ’¸˜1 ¡ı≈1?œÀÓ¡± ˜±ÚªÓ¡±¡ı±1 ¸”‰¡Ú±
¡Û±(±Ó¡… ø‰¡ôL±Ò±1±1 ˜±ÀÊÀ1 õ∂Àª˙ fl¡ø1À˘› ¡ıU ’±·ÀÓ¡˝◊
¸±ø˝Ó¡…1 ˜±ÀÊÀ1 ’¸˜Ó¡ ˜±ÚªÓ¡±¡ı±1 ˜±ÊÓ¡ øÚø˝Ó¡ Ò±1Ì±1
¸”S¡Û±Ó¡ ‚øÈ¡øÂ˘º ˜˝±¡Û≈1n∏¯∏ ˙—fl¡1ÀÀª ’¸˜Ó¡ ø˚ ÚªÕ¡ı¯ûª
Ò˜« õ∂‰¡±1 fl¡ø1øÂ˘, Œ¸˝◊ Ò˜«1 ’ôL1±˘Ó¡ ˘≈fl¡±˝◊ ’±øÂ˘ ˜˝»
Î¬◊ÀV˙…º ’¸˜Õ˘ fl¡øÏ¡ˇ˚˛±˝◊ ’Ú± ÚªÕ¡ı¯ûª Ò˜«1 Êø1˚˛ÀÓ¡
˜±Ú≈˝1 ˜±ÊÓ¡ ¤fl¡ ÚªÊ±·1Ì ¸‘ø©Ü fl¡ø1¡ıÕ˘ ¸é¡˜ ∆˝øÂ˘º
ˆ¡øMê Ò˜« õ∂‰¡±11 Î¬◊ÀVÀ˙… ˜˝√√±¬Û≈1n∏¯∏Ê√Ú±˝◊ ø˚ ¸˜”˝ ¸±ø˝Ó¡…
1‰¡Ú± fl¡ø1 ∆·ÀÂ, Œ¸˝◊ ̧ ±ø˝Ó¡…1 ̃ ±ÀÊÀ1 ŒÓ¡›“ ̃ ±Ú≈˝1 Ê˚˛·±Ú
·±˝◊ÀÂº ŒÓ¡›“ Œfl¡±ª± ñ

ìfl≈¡fl≈¡1 ‰¡G±˘ ·«ˆ¡À1± ’±R±1±˜

Œ˝Ú, Ê±øÚ ¸¡ı±Àfl¡± fl¡ø1¡ı± õ∂Ì±˜ºî

ÛÙ“¡±øfl¡À˚˛ Ó¬±˝√√±øÚÀÓ¡ ˜±ÚªÓ¡±1 ¡Û”Ì« õ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º

˜±ÚªÓ¡±¡ı±1 ¡Û”Ì« ø¡ıfl¡±˙ ¡ıU ’±·ÀÓ¡ ˝íÀ˘› ŒÊ±Ú±fl¡œ
˚≈·1 ¸±ø˝Ó¡…1 ˜±ÀÊÀ1À˝ ˜±ÚªÓ¡±¡ı±À¡ ¡Û”Ì« õ∂øÓ¡á¡± ˘±ˆ¡
fl¡ø1À˘º ’¸˜œ˚˛± ̧ ±ø˝Ó¡…1 ø¡ıfl¡±˙1 Œé¡SÓ¡ ŒÊ±Ú±fl¡œ fl¡±fl¡ÀÓ¡
Œ˚ÀÚÀ1 ’ø1˝Ì± Œ˚±·±˝◊øÂ˘, øÍ¡fl¡ ¤Àfl¡À1 ˜±ÚªÓ¡±1
ø¡ıfl¡±˙ ’±1n∏ õ∂øÓ¡á¡±Ó¡ ŒÊ±Ú±fl¡œ ˚≈·1 ¸±ø˝Ó¡…˝◊ ˜≈‡… ˆ”¡ø˜fl¡±
¢∂˝Ì fl¡ø1øÂ˘º fl¡ø¡ıÓ¡±, Ú±È¡fl¡, ·ä, Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸ ’±ø ¸±ø˝Ó¡…1
ø¡ıøˆ¡i ß ø ¡ıˆ¡±·À¡ı±11 ˜±ÀÊÀ1 ’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸±ø˝Ó¡…Ó¡
˜±ÚªÓ¡±¡ı±À ˆ≈¡˜≈øfl¡ ˜±À1º

¸”˚«fl≈¡˜±1 ˆ”¬¤û±1 ‰≈¬øÈ¬·äÓ¬ ˜±ÚªÓ¬±¬ı± –√

¸”˚«fl≈¡˜±1 ˆ”¬¤û± [1894-1964] ’¸˜œ˚˛± ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä1
’±1yøÌ fl¡±˘ÀÂ√±ª±1 ’±Ú ¤·1±fl¡œ ·äfl¡±1º ŒÊ√±Ú±fl¡œ ˚≈·1
‰≈¬øÈ¬·äfl¡ ø¬ıø˙©ÜÓ¬± √±Ú fl¡1± ˆ”¬¤û±˝◊√√ ˜±S ¬Û±‰¬È¬± ·ä ’¸˜œ˚˛±
¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…Õ˘ ’±·¬ıÏ¬ˇ±˝◊√√ ∆Ô ∆·ÀÂ√º ø˚‡Ú ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬ ë¬Û=˜œí Ú±À˜À1
õ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º
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fl¡˜ ¸—‡…fl¡ ·ä 1‰¬Ú±À1 ’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…Ó¬ ·äfl¡±1
ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û õ∂øÓ¬á¬± ̆ ±ˆ¬ fl¡1± ̂ ”¬¤û±1 ·ä¸ ”̃̋ √√ fl¡˘± Œfl¡Ã˙˘1 Ù¬±˘1
¬Û1± ≈√¬ı«˘ ˝√√íÀ˘› ·ä¸˜”˝√√1 ¸±ø˝√√øÓ¬…fl¡ ˜”˘… ’±ÀÂ√º

¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…Ó¬ ˜±ÚªÓ¬±¬ı±√1 Ò±1Ì± ’øÓ¬ õ∂±‰¬œÚ ˝√√íÀ˘›
˜±Úªœ˚˛ ø‰¬ôL± Ò±1Ì±fl¡ ·ˆ¬œ1ˆ¬±Àª Œ‰¬±ª±1 õ∂˚˛±¸ ’¬ı±«‰¬œÚº
’Ô±«» ˜±Ú≈˝√√1 ˜±Úø¸fl¡ ø¶öøÓ¬ Œfl¡±ÀÚ Œfl¡ÀÚ Ò1ÀÌ ø‰¬ôL± fl¡À1,
¤˝◊√√À¬ı±1 fl¡Ô±1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ ÚÕfl¡ Œ‰¬±ª±1 ¬Û1œé¬±-øÚ1œé¬± ̧ ±ø˝√√Ó¬…1
˜±ÀÊ√À1 õ∂Àª˙ fl¡ø1øÂ√˘ ÚÓ≈¬ÚÕfl¡º ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏Õfl¡ ŒÊ√±Ú±fl¡œ-˚≈·Ó¬
’¸˜œ ˛̊± ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä1 ’±1yøÌfl¡±˘ ̋ √√íÀ˘› ̋ ◊√√̊ ˛±ÀÓ¬ ◊̋√√ õ∂Ô˜ ̃ ±Úªœ ˛̊
‘√ø©Üˆ¬—·œÀ1 ·äfl¡±1 ¸fl¡À˘ ·ä 1‰¬Ú± fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º

¸”˚«fl≈¡˜±1 ˆ”¬¤û±1 õ∂±fl¡ ¬ı± ¸˜fl¡±˘œÚ ¸˜˚˛Ó¬ ÚÕfl¡ ·Ï¬ˇ
∆˘ Î¬◊Í¬± ̃ Ò…ø¬ıM√√ ̧ ˜±Ê√‡Ú ’±øÂ√̆  ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ̧ ˜¸…±À1 ̂ ¬±1±Sê±ôLº
õ∂±‰¬œÚ ˜”˘…À¬ı±Ò1 ’¬ıé¬˚˛ ¤˝◊√√ ¸˜˚˛ÀÂ√±ª±1 Î¬◊À~‡Úœ˚˛ ø√˙º
’±Ú˝√√±ÀÓ¬ ˜±Úª fl¡˘…±Ì ¸±ÒÚ fl¡1± ’±1n∏ ˜±Úª1 ¬Û”Ì±«—·
fl¡˘…±ÀÌ˝◊√√ ˜±ÚªÓ¬±¬ı±√1 ˜”˘ Î¬◊»¸º ·øÓ¬Àfl¡ ˜±ÚªÓ¬±¬ı±√œ
Œ˘‡fl¡¸fl¡À˘ ˜±ÚªÓ¬±1 ‘√ø©Üˆ¬—·œÀ1 ·ä¸˜”˝√√1 ‰¬ø1S ø‰¬SÌ
’±1n∏ fl¡±ø˝√√ÚœÓ¬ &1n∏Q ø√øÂ√˘º ‰¬ø1S¸˜”˝√√ ˜±ÚªÓ¬±1 ’±√˙«À1
¬Ûø1¬Û”Ì« Œ˝√√±ª±ÀÈ¬± ŒÓ¬›“À˘±Àfl¡ ø¬ı‰¬±ø1øÂ√˘º ¤ÀÚ ˜±Úªœ˚˛
‘√ø©ÜÀfl¡±ÀÌÀ1 1‰¬Ú± fl¡1± ë˜±øÚfl¡ ¬ı1±í ¸”˚«fl≈¡˜±1 ˆ”¬¤û±1 ¤È¬±
Î¬◊À~‡À˚±·… ·äº ·äÀÈ¬± ’±À˝√√±˜ ˙±¸Ú1 ¬ÛÈ¬ˆ”¬ø˜Ó¬ 1ø‰¬Ó¬º

˝◊√√øÓ¬À˜Ò… ˜±ÀÚ ≈√¬ı±1Õfl¡ ’±Sê˜Ì fl¡ø1 Œ˚±ª± ’¸˜1
Â√øª‡Ú ̃ ±øÚfl¡ ¬ı1± ’±1n∏ ̧ ˘±˘ Œ·± “̋√√± ◊̋√√1 fl¡ÀÔ±¬Ûfl¡ÔÚ1 ̃ ±ÀÊ√À1
√±ø„√ √ Ò1±1 ˘·ÀÓ¬ ·äÀÈ¬±Ó¬ ‰¬ø1S1 ˜±Úø¸fl¡ ¸—‚±Ó¬,
õ∂øÓ¬ø˝√√—¸± ’±ø√ ¸≈µ1 1+¬ÛÓ¬ √±ø„√√ Òø1ÀÂ√º

˜±øÚfl¡ ¬ı1± ¸”Ó¬±1 ·“±ª1 ¸z±ôL ø¬ı¯∏˚˛± ’±øÂ√˘º 1±˝◊√√Ê√1
ø˝√√Ó¬±ÀÔ« ŒÓ¬›“ ¸fl¡À˘± ¬ı…øMê√·Ó¬ ¶§±Ô« Ó¬…±· fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ¸±Ê≈√
’±øÂ√˘º øfl¡c ¤Àfl¡ ·±›“À1 ø¬ı¯∏˚˛± ˝√√ø1·øÓ¬ ŒÚ›·1 Œfl¡±¬Û‘√ø©Ü
˜±øÚfl¡ ¬ı1±1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ ’±øÂ√˘º ˚±1 Œfl¡±¬Û‘√ø©Ü ’±1n∏ Î¬◊‰¬Ó¬øÚÓ¬
˜±øÚfl¡ ¬ı1±fl¡ Œ√˙À^±˝√√œ ¸Ê√±˝◊√√ ˝√√Ó¬…± fl¡1± ∆˝√√øÂ√˘º ˝√√ø1·øÓ¬1
¬ı…øMê√·Ó¬ ¶§±Ô«˝◊√√ ˜±øÚfl¡ ¬ı1±1 √À1 ¸» ø¬ı¯∏˚˛±1 ˜‘Ó≈¬…1 fl¡±1Ìº
·äÀÈ¬±Ó¬ ¬ı…øMê√·Ó¬ ¶§±Ô« ’±1n∏ õ∂øÓ¬ø˝√√—¸±fl¡ ˝√√ø1·øÓ¬ ‰¬ø1SøÈ¬1
¡Z±1± ¸≈µ1 1+¬ÛÓ¬ √±ø„√√ Òø1ÀÂ√º ’±Ú˝√√±ÀÓ¬ ’±Ú1 ’ø˝√√Ó¬ ø‰¬ôL±
fl¡ø1À˘ øÚÊ√À1± Œ˚ é¬øÓ¬ ˝˚˛, Œ¸˝◊ fl¡Ô±› ˝√√ø1·øÓ¬1 Œ˙¯∏
¬Ûø1ÌøÓ¬1 ¡Z±1± Œ√‡≈ª±¬ı ø¬ı‰¬±ø1ÀÂ√º ˝√√ø1·øÓ¬1 ¶√‡ø˘Ó¬ ˜±ÚªÓ¬±
’±1n∏ ˜±øÚfl¡ ¬ı1±1 Œ√˙ø˝√√ÕÓ¬¯∏œ ˜ÀÚ±ˆ¬±¬ı, ˜±Ú≈˝√√1 õ∂øÓ¬ Ôfl¡±
¸ √̋√±Ú≈̂ ”¬øÓ¬˙œ˘ ̋ √+√À ˛̊ ̃ ±ÚªÓ¬±1 Î¬◊;˘ ø√̇ À¬ı±1 õ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º
˜±ÚªÓ¬±¬ı±√1 ’Ú…±Ú… ∆¬ıø˙©Ü…1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ ̃ ±Ú≈̋ √√fl¡ ¤fl¡ √±ø ˛̊Q˙œ˘
¬ı…øMê√1+À¬Û ·Ì… fl¡1±, ˜±Ú≈˝√√1 ¸˜¸…±¸˜”˝√√fl¡ ˜±Úªœ˚˛ ∆˙˘œÀ1

¸˜±Ò±Ú fl¡1± ¬ı…øMê√ ’±1n∏ ¸˜±Ê√1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ¸—˝√√øÓ¬ ¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡1±í1

¤ÀÚ &Ì1±øÊ√À1 ˜±øÚfl¡ ¬ı1± ‰¬ø1SøÈ¬ ¸˜‘Xº

˜±øÚfl¡ ¬ı1±˝◊√√ ˜±Ú ’±Sê˜Ì1 ’±·Ó¬œ˚˛±Õfl¡ ¸Ày√ ¬Û±˝◊√√
’¸˜‡Úfl¡ ̃ ±Ú1 fl¡¬ı˘1 ¬Û1± 1é¬± fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ 1Ì≈ª± ’±1n∏ ¬ı1„√√øÌ
Ó≈¬ø˘ Ê√ÚÀ1±¯∏Ó¬ ¬Ûø1øÂ√˘º ˝◊√√˚˛±À1 ¸≈ø¬ıÒ± ∆˘ ˝√√ø1·øÓ¬ ŒÚ›À·
Œ¬Û±Ó¬fl¡ Ó≈¬ø˘¬ıÕ˘ 1±˝◊√√Ê√fl¡ Î¬◊‰¬Ó¬øÚ ø√À˚˛º fl¡±1Ì 1Ê√±‚1 ’±1n∏
õ∂Ê√±‚1Ó¬ ˜±øÚfl¡ ¬ı1±1 ˚˙¸…± ’±1n∏ õ∂øÓ¬¬ÛøM√√ Œ√ø‡ ˝√√ø1·øÓ¬1
‰¬fl≈¡Ó¬ ŒÈ¬±¬ÛøÚ Ú˝√√± ∆˝√√øÂ√˘º ¤fl¡˜±S ø˝√√—¸±¬Û1±˚˛Ì ˜ÀÚ±ˆ¬±ª1
¬ı±À¬ı ◊̋√√ ̃ ±øÚfl¡ ¬ı1±1 ø¬ı1+ÀX ̋ √√ø1·øÓ¬À ˛̊ ̄ ∏Î¬ˇ̊ La fl¡ø1øÂ√̆ º ’±˜±1
¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ ¤ÀÚ ø˝√√—¸± ¬Û1±˚˛Ì ¬ı…øMê√ ÚÔfl¡± Ú˝√√˚˛º ¤˝◊√√ Œé¬SÓ¬
∆SÀ˘±fl¡…Ú±Ô Œ·±¶§±˜œ1 fl¡Ô±¯∏±1 Î¬◊À~‡À˚±·…º Œ·±¶§±˜œ1
ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ -

ì˜±øÚfl¡ ¬ı1±Ó¬ ’fl¡˘ ¤Ê√Ú øÚ–¶§±Ô« fl¡˜«¬Û1±˚˛Ì Œ˘±Àfl¡˝◊√√
’Ú…± ˛̊̂ ¬±Àª øÚ √̋√Ó¬ Œ √̋√±ª± Ú± ◊̋√√ øfl¡c ¬Û1¿fl¡±Ó¬1 ’±1n∏ ¶§±Ô«Ài§̄ œ
˝√√ø1·øÓ¬ ŒÚ›·À1± Ê√œªÚ ˘œ˘± Œ˙¯∏ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ˜±øÚfl¡ ¬ı1±1 ˆ‘¬Ó¬…
ÒÚ¬ı11 Ó¬À1±ª±˘1 Œfl¡±¬ıÓ¬ºî2

¸”˚«fl≈¡˜±1 ˆ”¬¤û±1 ëŒÓ¬øÓ¬˚˛± ’±1n∏ ¤øÓ¬˚˛±í ˜±ÚªÓ¬±1
’±√À˙«À1 ¬Ûø1¬Û”Ì« ’±Ú ¤øÈ¬ ·äº øÊ√˘±1 Ú±˜;˘± Î¬◊øfl¡˘
¬ÛœÓ¬±•§1 ˝√√±Ê√ø1fl¡±1 ¤fl¡˜±S ¬Û≈S Úœ˘±˚˛À1 14 ¬ıÂ√1 ¬ı˚˛¸ÀÓ¬
¬Ûø1˚˛±˘1 ¸fl¡À˘± Œ˘±fl¡Àfl¡ Œ˝√√1n∏ª±˝◊√√ ‚11 ¤fl¡˜±S ˆ‘¬Ó¬…
1±˜1Ó¬Ú1 fl¡1n∏Ì±1 ̧ •§˘Ó¬ Ê√œªÚ1 ¬ı±È¬ Î¬◊ø˘˚˛±¬ı ̆ ·± ∆˝√√øÂ√˘º
’±Ú˝√√±ÀÓ¬ Úœ˘±•§11 ¬ÛÏ¬ˇ±-qÚ±1 ˆ¬±1 ·“±ª˘œ˚˛± Œ˝√√±Ê√± qfl≈¡˘±
·±›“¬ı≈Ï¬ˇ±˝◊√ √ ˜”1 ¬Û±øÓ¬ ∆˘øÂ√˘º ˝◊√√˚˛±1 ø¬ı¬Û1œÀÓ¬ ¤¸˜˚˛Ó¬
Úœ˘±•§11 ¬ı±À¬Ûfl¡1 ˘·Ó¬ ¸≈˜Ò≈1 ¸•Ûfl«¡ Ôfl¡± 1PÒ1 ˜≈økÀÙ¬
ø¬ı¬Û√1 ¸˜˚˛Ó¬ ¸˝√√±˚˛1 ˝√√±Ó¬ ’±·¬ıÀÏ¬ˇ±ª1 ¸˘øÚ Úœ˘±•§1fl¡
øÓ¬1¶®±1 fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º ·äÀÈ¬±Ó¬ ˜≈økÙ¬ 1PÒ11 √À1 ¶§±Ô«¬Û1,
Î¬◊√±1 √̋√œÚ ¬ı…øMê√1 ¶§1+¬Û √±ø„√√ Ò1±1 ̆ ·ÀÓ¬ 1±˜1Ó¬Ú ’±1n∏ qfl≈¡˘±
·±›“¬ı≈Ï¬ˇ±1 √À1 ˜±ÚªÓ¬±À1 ¸˜‘X ‰¬ø1SÀfl¡± ’—fl¡Ú fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º
·äÀÈ¬±1 Ê√ø1˚˛ÀÓ¬ ·äfl¡±À1 ˜±ÚªÓ¬±1 Â√øª‡Ú ¤ÀÚ√À1 √±ø„√√
Òø1ÀÂ√ -

ìŒfl¡øÓ¬˚˛±¬ı± õ∂Ó¬±¬Ûœ é¬˜Ó¬±ªôL ˜±Ú≈˝√√1 ’ôL1Ó¬ √˚˛±Ò˜«1
¤Àfl¡¬ı±À1 ’ˆ¬±ª Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛º øfl¡c ≈√‡œ˚˛±-øÚÂ√˘± ·“±ª˘œ˚˛±
˜±Ú≈˝√√1 ’ôL1Ó¬ fl¡1n∏Ì±1 Î¬◊»¸ Ù≈¬øÈ¬ Î¬◊ÀÍ¬, √œÚ ≈√‡œ˚˛±1 ≈√‡
Œ√ø‡À˘ ¸˜À¬ı√Ú±1 ¸≈1Ó¬ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 ˝√+√˚˛1 Ó¬LaœÀ¬ı±1 ¤øÈ¬
¤øÈ¬Õfl¡ ¬ı±øÊ√ Î¬◊ÀÍ¬, ≈√‡ Œ˜±‰¬Ú fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ õ∂±Ì ø¬ı˚˛±fl≈¡˘ ˝√√˚˛,
fl‘¡Ó¬:Ó¬±1 ’±Àª·Ó¬ õ∂±Ì-˜Ú ¸fl¡À˘± Î¬◊S±ª˘ ∆˝√√ Î¬◊ÀÍ¬ºî

[¸”˚«fl≈¡˜±1 ˆ”¬¤û±, ëŒÓ¬øÓ¬˚˛± ’±1n∏ ¤øÓ¬˚˛±í]
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¤ÀÚ√À1 1±˜1Ó¬Ú ’±1n∏ qfl≈¡˘± ¬ı≈Ï¬ˇ±1 Úœ˘±•§11 õ∂øÓ¬
Ôfl¡± Î¬◊√±1Ó¬± ’±1n∏ ˜˝√√±Ú ø‰¬ôL±˝◊√√ ˜±ÚªÓ¬±1 ¬Ûø1‰¬˚˛ ø√ÀÂ√º
Úœ˘±•§À1› øÍ¬fl¡ ¤Àfl¡√À1 qfl≈¡˘± ¬ı≈Ï¬ˇ±1 õ∂øÓ¬ fl‘¡Ó¬:Ó¬± ¶§œfl¡±1
fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ¬Û±˝√√ø1 Œ˚±ª± Ú±˝◊√√º Î¬◊2‰¬ ø˙é¬± ¢∂˝√√Ì fl¡ø1 ̃ ≈økÙ¬ ¬Û√Ó¬
øÚ˚≈Mê√ ∆˝√√› ·±›“¬ı≈Ï¬ˇ±1 ŒÂ√±ª±˘œ ˙œÓ¬˘±1 ¬Û±øÚ¢∂˝√√Ì fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘
ø¬Û‰¬ UUøfl¡ Œ˚±ª± Ú±øÂ√˘º ¸˜±Ê√1 ·ø1˝√√Ì± ’±›fl¡±Ì fl¡ø1
Úœ˘±•§À1 1PÒ11 Ê√œÀ˚˛fl¡1 ¸˘øÚ qfl≈¡˘± ¬ı≈Ï¬ˇ±1 ŒÂ√±ª±˘œ
˙œÓ¬˘±fl¡ ¬ÛPœø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ¢∂˝√√Ì fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º Úœ˘±•§1 ‰¬ø1SÀÈ¬±
¤˝◊√√Ù¬±˘1 ¬Û1± ˜±ÚªÓ¬±1 ’±√À˙«À1 ¬Ûø1¬Û”Ì«º

ë’±ø˜Ú±í ̂ ”¬¤û±1 ’±Ú ¤øÈ¬ Œ˘‡Ó¬˘í¬ı·œ ˛̊± ·äº ·äÀÈ¬±1
fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ ¸±Ò±1Ì ˝√√íÀ˘› ·äfl¡±À1 ˜±Ú≈˝√√1 ˜±Ê√1 ø˚ ¸1˘
˜ÀÚ±ˆ¬±ª ’±1n∏ ˆ¬±¬ı-’Ú≈ˆ”¬øÓ¬À¬ı±1fl¡ ¸≈µ1 1+¬ÛÓ¬ ·äÀÈ¬±1
˜±ÀÊ√À1 ø‰¬øSÓ¬ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ·äÀÈ¬±1 ’±fl¡¯«∏Ìœ˚˛ ’±1n∏ ˜≈‡… ‰¬ø1S
˝√√í˘ ’±ø˜Ú±º ‚1‡ÚÓ¬ Ôfl¡± ¬ı≈Ï¬ˇ± ¬ı±À¬Ûfl¡, fl¡fl¡±À˚˛fl¡ ›Â√˜±Ú
’±1n∏ ̧ 1n∏ ̂ ¬±À ˛̊fl¡1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ ’±ø˜Ú±1 ¬Ûø1 ˛̊±˘º ‚1‡Ú1 õ∂øÓ¬Ê√Ú
¸√¸…˝◊√√ ·±›“1 Œ˝√√±Ê√± ’±1n∏ ¸˝√√Ê√-¸1˘ õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬1 ‰¬ø1Sfl¡
õ∂øÓ¬øÚøÒQ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ’øÓ¬ √ø1^Ó¬±1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ’±ø˜Ú± ’±1n∏
’±ø˜Ú±1 ¬Ûø1˚˛±˘ Ô±øfl¡À˘› ‰¬ø1S ’±1n∏ ˜Ú1 Ù¬±˘1 ¬Û1±
√ø1^ Ú˝√√˚˛º ·äfl¡±11 ·ˆ¬œ1 ˜±ÚªÓ¬±À¬ı±Ò ·äÀÈ¬±1 ˜±ÀÊ√À1
õ∂fl¡±˙ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ’±Ú˝√√±ÀÓ¬ ·äÀÈ¬±1 ¬ıMê√± ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ’—fl¡Ú fl¡1±
‰¬ø1SøÈ¬› Œ˚Ú ̃ ±ÚªÓ¬±1 ’±√˙«1+À¬Û øÔ˚˛ ø√ÀÂ√º ’±ø˜Ú±1 √À1
¸±Ò±1Ì ¬Ûø1˚˛±˘ ¤øÈ¬fl¡ ø¬ı¬Û√1 ̧ ˜˚˛Ó¬ Î¬◊X±1 fl¡ø1 ‰¬ø1SÀÈ¬±Àª
˜˝√ √±ÚÓ¬±1 ¬Ûø1‰¬˚˛ ø√ÀÂ√º ’±ø˜Ú±1 fl¡fl¡±À˚˛fl¡ ›Â√˜±Ú
Œfl¡˝◊√√¬ı±ø√ÀÚ± Úø1˚˛±1 ¬ı±À¬ı ø¬ıÂ√Ú±Ó¬ ¬Ûø1 ’±øÂ√˘º √ø1^Ó¬±˝◊√√
¢∂±¸ fl¡1± ‚1‡ÚÓ¬ Ú±øÂ√˘ Î¬◊ißÓ¬ ø‰¬øfl¡»¸±1 ¬ı±À¬ı ÒÚ ’±1n∏ ¤ÀÚ
¸˜ ˛̊ÀÓ¬ ̧ √̋√± ˛̊1 ̋ √√±Ó¬ ’±·¬ıÏ¬ˇ± ◊̋√√ ̃ ”̆  Ú± ˛̊Àfl¡ ̃ √̋√±Ú ̋ √+√̊ ˛1 ¬Ûø1‰¬ ˛̊
√±ø„√√ Òø1ÀÂ√º ·äfl¡±À1 ’±ø˜Ú±1 ‚1‡Ú1 ’±øÔ«fl¡ ’ª¶ö±1
Â√øª‡Ú ¸˝√√˝√+√˚˛Ó¬±À1 ’—fl¡Ú fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ’±Ú˝√√±ÀÓ¬ Œ1±˜±øKI◊fl¡
’±√À˙«À1 Œõ∂ø1Ó¬ ·äfl¡±À1 ’±ø˜Ú±1 õ∂øÓ¬ ˜”˘ Ú±˚˛fl¡Ê√Ú1
Œõ∂˜1 Â√øª‡ÀÚ± √±ø„√√ Òø1¬ıÕ˘ ¬Û±˝√√ø1 Œ˚±ª± Ú±˝◊√√º

øÍ¬fl¡ ¤Àfl¡√À1 ëø˙˘± Ú˝√√˚˛ Ù≈¬˘í ’±1n∏ ëø¬ıÊ≈√˘œí ˆ”¬¤û±1
≈√È¬± Œõ∂˜1 ·äº ëø˙˘± Ú˝√√˚˛ Ù≈¬˘íÓ¬ ˜±fl¡1 ˝◊√√26√±˜ÀÓ¬ ø˙øé¬Ó¬
˚≈ªfl¡ ¬Û≈©Û˝◊√√ fl¡˜¬ı˚˛¸œ˚˛± ¬ı1n∏Ì±fl¡ ø¬ı˚˛± fl¡1±À˘ ̊ ø√› ’Õ¬ÛÚÓ¬
¬ı˚˛¸1 ¬ı±À¬ı Œõ∂˜1 ·ˆ¬œ1Ó¬± ¬ı≈øÊ√ ŒÚ±À¬Û±ª± ¬ı1n∏Ì±1 ¬ı…ª˝√√±1Ó¬
¬Û≈©Û ◊̋√√ é≈¬t ∆ √̋√ fl¡ø˘fl¡Ó¬±Õ˘ &ø‰¬ ̊ ± ˛̊º Œõ∂˜±fl≈¡˘ ¬Û≈©Û1 ¬ı1n∏Ì±1
õ∂øÓ¬ Œ˚ÀÚ ˆ¬±˘À¬Û±ª±, øÍ¬fl¡ ¤Àfl¡ ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 ¬ı1n∏Ì±1 ¬Û1±
ø¬ı‰¬±ø1øÂ√˘º øfl¡c Œõ∂˜ øfl¡ ¬ıd ¬ı≈øÊ√ ŒÚ±À¬Û±ª± ¬ı1n∏Ì± ¬Û≈©Û1
õ∂øÓ¬ ’±øÂ√˘ ̧ •Û”Ì« Î¬◊√±¸œÚ ’±1n∏ ¬ı1n∏Ì±1 ̃ ±ÚÓ¬ ì¬Û≈©Û Œõ∂˜1

õ∂øÓ¬˜± ÚÕ˝√√ ŒÒ˜±ø˘ fl¡1±1 ¤È¬± Î¬±„√√1 ¬Û≈Ó¬˘±À˝√íí√ ∆˝√√ ¬Ûø1˘º
˚±1 Ù¬˘Ó¬ ¬ı1n∏Ì±1 Î¬◊√±¸œÚÓ¬±˝◊√√ ¬Û≈©Ûfl¡ fl¡ø˘fl¡Ó¬±Õ˘ ˚±¬ıÕ˘
¬ı±Ò… fl¡1±À˘º ˘±À˝√√ ˘±À˝√√ ¸˜˚˛ ’±1n∏ ¬ı˚˛¸ ¬ı±øÏ¬ˇ ’˝√√±1 ˘À·
˘À· ¬ı1n∏Ì±˝◊√√ ¬ı≈øÊ√ ¬Û±À˘ Œõ∂˜1 ˜˝√√Q ’±1n∏ ø‰¬øÍ¬1 Ê√ø1˚˛ÀÓ¬
Œ¸˝◊√√ Œõ∂˜ øÚÀ¬ı√Ú fl¡ø1À˘º ¤ÀÚ√À1 ¶§±˜œ-¶aœ1 Œ˙¯∏Ó¬ ø˜˘Ú
√̋√í˘º ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û ·äÀÈ¬±1 õ≠È¬ ’±1n∏ fl¡±ø √̋√Úœ ŒÓ¬ÀÚ ◊̋√√ ̧ ±Ò±1Ì

˝√√íÀ˘› Œ1±˜±øKI◊fl¡ Œõ∂˜1 ’±√˙« √±ø„√√ Ò1± ¬ı±À¬ı ·äÀÈ¬±1
Î¬◊ÀV˙… ̧ Ù¬˘ ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º ’±Ú √̋√±ÀÓ¬ ̃ ±Úªœ ˛̊ Œõ∂˜1 ̃ √̋√N› ·äÀÈ¬±1
˜±ÀÊ√À1 õ∂fl¡±˙ ∆˝√√ Î¬◊øÍ¬ÀÂ√º

øÍ¬fl¡ ¤Àfl¡ √À1 ëø ¬ıÊ≈ √˘œí õ∂Ì˚˛˜ ”˘fl¡ ’±Ú ¤È¬±
Î¬◊À~‡À˚±·… ·äº ëø¬ıÊ≈√˘œíÓ¬ Œõ∂˜1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ Ôfl¡± ≈√øÈ¬ ˝√+√˚˛1
¸˝√√Ê√-¸1˘ ˜ÀÚ±ˆ¬±ª1 õ∂fl¡±˙ ‚øÈ¬ÀÂ√º ˆ”¬¤û±˝◊√√ ˜±Ú≈˝√√1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬
Ôfl¡± ¸1˘Ó¬± ’±1n∏ ’fl‘¡øS˜ ˆ¬±˘À¬Û±fl¡ √±ø„√√ Òø1¬ıÕ˘ ¸é¬˜
∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ëø˙˘± Ú˝√√˚˛ Ù≈¬˘íÓ¬ ¬Û≈©Û1 fl¡1n∏Ì±1 õ∂øÓ¬ Ôfl¡± ’fl‘¡øS˜
ˆ¬±˘À¬Û±ª±fl¡ Œ˚ÀÚÕfl¡ √±ø„√√ Òø1ÀÂ√, ŒÓ¬ÀÚÕfl¡ ëø¬ıÊ≈√˘œíÀÓ¬±
ø ¬ıÊ≈ √˘œ1 õ∂øÓ¬ Œõ∂ø˜fl¡Ê√Ú1 ¸1˘ ˆ¬±˘À¬Û±ª± ’±1n ∏
’fl‘¡øS˜Ó¬±fl¡ ’fl‘¡øS˜ˆ¬±Àª √±ø„√ √  Òø1ÀÂ√º ’±‰¬˘ÀÓ¬
˜±ÚªÓ¬±¬ı±√œ ·äfl¡±À1 ˜±Ú≈˝√√1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ Ôfl¡± ¸1˘ Œõ∂˜ ’±1n∏
Œ¸˝◊√√ Œõ∂˜1 ̃ ˝√√N˝◊√√ Œ˚ ̃ ±Ú≈˝√√1 ̃ ±Ê√1 ̃ ø˘ÚÓ¬± ”√1 fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±À1,
Ó¬±Àfl¡ fl¡í¬ı ø¬ı‰¬±ø1ÀÂ√º ·äÀÈ¬±1 ’±1yøÌÀÓ¬ Œõ∂ø˜fl¡fl¡Ê√Ú1 ̃ ÚÓ¬
¸‘ø©Ü Œ˝√√±ª± ’ôL¡Z«iZ1 ˜±ÀÊ√À1 ˜±Ú≈˝√√1 ¶§±Ô«¬Û1Ó¬±fl¡ ·ˆ¬œ1
˜±Úªœ˚˛ ‘√ø©Üˆ¬—·œÀ1 ‰¬±¬ıÕ˘ Œ‰¬©Ü± fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ ¤ÀÚ√À1 -

ì˜±Ú≈À˝√√ fl¡˚˛ ̃ ˝◊√√ Œ¬ı±À˘ ¬ıø˘˚˛±º øfl¡c Œ¸˝◊√√¬ı≈ø˘ fl¡±À1±¬ı±1
’ôL1Ó¬ fl¡1n∏Ì±1 Œfl¡±˜˘ ¬ıœÚ± Œ˜±1 ˝√√ÀôL Œfl¡øÓ¬˚˛±¬ı± ¬ı±øÊ√
Î¬◊øÍ¬ÀÂ√ÀÚ∑ Œ¸˝◊√√¬ı≈ø˘ Œ˜±1 ≈√‡Ó¬ fl¡±Ó¬1 ∆˝√√ Œfl¡±ÀÚ±¬ı±˝◊√√ ¤È≈¬ø¬Û
‰¬fl≈¡À˘± È≈¬øfl¡ Œ˜±fl¡ ¸≈øÒÀÂ√ÀÚºî

[¸”˚«fl≈¡˜±1 ˆ”¬¤û±, ëø¬ıÊ√≈˘œí]

·äÀÈ¬±Ó¬ ∆˙˙ª1 õ∂Ì ˛̊1 ̆ ·1œ ø¬ıÊ≈√˘œfl¡ Œ˝√√1n∏ª± ◊̋√√ Î¬◊ij±√
Œ˝√√±ª± Œõ∂ø˜fl¡ ¤Ê√Ú1 ˜±Úø¸fl¡ ¡ZiZfl¡ ¸≈µ1 1+¬ÛÓ¬ ’—fl¡Ú
fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ø¬ıÀ26√√ ‚øÈ¬À˘› Œfl¡øÓ¬˚˛±› ¬Û≈Ú1±˝◊√√ ø¬ı˚˛± Úfl¡1±˝◊√√ ¬ı≈ø˘
õ∂øÓ¬:± fl¡1± Œõ∂ø˜fl¡Ê√ÀÚ ¤ø√Ú ø¬ıÊ≈√˘œ1 fl¡Ô± ¬Û±˝√√ø1
Œ˜±ø˝√√Úœfl¡ ø¬ı˚˛± fl¡1±À˘› ëõ∂Ì˚˛ ¸√±˚˛ ¸fl¡À˘± Í¬±˝◊√√ÀÓ¬ Ê√˚˛œí
Œ˝√√±ª±1 √À1 Œõ∂ø˜fl¡1 ˜Ú·˝√√ÚÓ¬ ø¬ıÊ≈√˘œ1 ¶ú‘øÓ¬ ˜±1 Ú·í˘º
Œ˜±ø˝√√Úœ1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ Œõ∂ø˜fl¡Ê√ÀÚ ø¬ıÊ≈√˘œ1 ¸±˜?¸… õ∂Ó¬…é¬
fl¡ø1À˘º ’±Ú˝√√±ÀÓ¬ ø¬ıÊ≈√˘œ1 ¶ú‘øÓ¬À˚˛ ’ø¶ö1 fl¡ø1 Œ¬ÛÀ˘±ª±
Œõ∂ø˜fl¡1 ˜ÚÓ¬ ’ôL¡Z«iZ1 ¸‘ø©Ü› fl¡ø1À˘º øÚÊ√Àfl¡ Œ√±¯∏œ ¬ı≈ø˘
ˆ¬¬ı± Œõ∂ø˜Àfl¡ ø¬ıÊ√≈̆ œfl¡ ¬’ôL11 ¬Û1± é¬˜± ø¬ı‰¬±ø1øÂ√˘º ¤ÀÚ√À1
·äÀÈ¬±1 ˜±ÀÊ√À1 Œõ∂˜1 ˜˝√√Q √±ø„√√ Òø1ÀÂ√º õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬
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Î¬±„√√1 √œ‚˘ Œ˝√√±ª± ¸±Ò±1Ì Œ˚Ú ˘·± Œõ∂ø˜fl¡Ê√Ú ˜±Úªœ˚˛
&Ì1 Ù¬±˘1 ¬Û1± ˜˝√√» ∆˝√√ Î¬◊øÍ¬ÀÂ√º

≈̃Í¬ÀÓ¬ ŒÊ√±Ú±fl¡œ ̊ ≈·1 ̃ ±ÚªÓ¬±¬ı±√ ̧ ”̊ «fl≈¡˜±1 ̂ ”¬¤û±1 ·äÓ¬
õ∂Ó¬…é¬ fl¡1± ̊ ± ˛̊º ¤·1±fl¡œ ̃ ±ÚªÓ¬±¬ı±√œ ·äfl¡±1 ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û ŒÓ¬›“1
Ú±˜ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ·ä ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸Ó¬ ø‰¬1¶ú1Ìœ˚˛ ∆˝√√ 1í¬ıº

¸±˜1øÌ–

 ’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…Ó¬ ¬Û±(±Ó¬… ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 ˜±ÀÊ√À1
õ∂Àª˙ ‚È¬± ˜±ÚªÓ¬±¬ı±À√ ŒÊ√±Ú±fl¡œ ˚≈·1 Œ˘‡fl¡¸fl¡˘Ó¬
õ∂ˆ¬±ª±øi§Ó¬ fl¡ø1øÂ√˘ ’±1n∏ Œ¸˝◊¬ı±À¬ı ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 ¡Z±1± ¸‘©Ü
‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä¸˜”˝√√Ó¬ ˝◊˚˛±1 ¸≈µ1 õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬˘Ú ‚øÈ¬øÂ√˘º ø˚ ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…Ó¬
˜±ÚªÓ¬±¬ı±√œ ø√˙ÀÈ¬± ˙øMê˙±˘œ 1+¬ÛÓ¬ 1+¬Û±˚˛Ì ‚ÀÈ¬, Œ¸˝◊
¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…˝◊ ¸±Ò±1ÌÀÓ¬ ¶ö±˚˛œQ ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡À1º ŒÊ√±Ú±fl¡œ ˚≈·1
‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä¸˜”˝√√ ¤øÓ¬˚˛±› õ∂±¸øefl¡ ∆˝√√ Ôfl¡±1 ̃ ”˘ fl¡±1Ì ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ¤˝◊
‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä ̧ ˜”˝√√1 ’ôL1±˘Ó¬ øÚø˝√√Ó¬ ∆˝√√ Ôfl¡± ̃ ±Úª fl¡˘…±Ì ̧ ±ÒÚ1
õ∂ªÌÓ¬±º Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª±Àfl¡ Òø1 ëŒÊ√±Ú±fl¡œ ̊ ≈·íÓ¬ ø˚¸fl¡˘ ·äfl¡±À1

ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 ̧ ‘ø©Ü1±øÊ√Ó¬ ̃ ±ÚªÓ¬±À¬ı±Ò1 ø√̇ ÀÈ¬±1 ̧ —À˚±· ̧ ±ÒÚ
fl¡ø1À˘, Œ¸˝◊ ¬Û1•Û1± ¬Û1ªM√√√«œ ’±ª±˝√√Ú, 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈, ¸±•xøÓ¬fl¡
fl¡±˘1 ‰≈¬øÈ¬·äÕ˘Àfl¡ ¸•x¸±1Ì ‚øÈ¬˘º ’±˜±1 ¤˝◊ é≈¬^
·Àª¯∏Ì±-¢∂Lö‡øÚÓ¬ ŒÊ√±Ú±fl¡œ ˚≈·1 ‰≈¬øÈ¬·äÓ¬ õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬ø˘Ó¬
˜±ÚªÓ¬±¬ı±√ ̧ •Û«Àfl¡À˝√√ ø¬ıÀù≠¯∏Ì ’±·¬ıÀÏ¬ˇ±ª± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ’±˙± fl¡1±
∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ¤˝◊ ø¬ıÀù≠¯∏ÀÌ ŒÊ√±Ú±fl¡œ ˚≈·1 ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä1 ¤È¬± ’øÓ¬
&1n∏Q¬Û”Ì« ø√˙Ó¬ Œ¬Û±˝√√1 Œ¬ÛÀ˘±ª±Ó¬ ¸˝√√±˚˛fl¡ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ˘·ÀÓ¬
’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸±ø˝√ √Ó¬…1 ’±Ú-’±Ú ø¬ıˆ¬±· ¬ı± ø√˙¸˜”˝√ √ÀÓ¬±
˜±ÚªÓ¬±À¬ı±Òfl¡ ø¬ıÀù≠¯Ì fl¡ø1 Œ‰¬±ª±1 ¬ÛÔ ˜≈fl¡ø˘ ∆˝√√ ’±ÀÂ√º

õ∂¸—·¸”‰¡œ–

1º fl¡ø˘Ó¡±, ÚÀ·Ú[¸•Û±–]º ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ’¸˜œ˚˛±
¸±ø˝Ó¡…Ó¡ ˜±ÚªÓ¡±º &ª±˝±È¡œ– ’¸˜œ˚˛± ø¡ıˆ¡±·,Â˚˛·“±›
˜˝±ø¡ı…±˘˚˛,õ∂Ô˜ õ∂fl¡±˙,2015º ¡¡Û‘.51

2º Œ·±¶§±˜œ,∆SÀ˘±fl¡…Ú±Ôº ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ·ä ¸±ø˝Ó¡…º
&ª±˝±È¡œ– ¡ı±Ìœ õ∂fl¡±˙,¡Û=˜ õ∂fl¡±˙,2016º¡Û‘.105¡

r ¬r
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Úœ˘˜øÌ Ù≈¬fl¡Ú1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬ ø‰¬Sfl¡ä¬ı±√ – ¤øÈ¬ ¬Û˚«±À˘±‰¬Ú±

ÚøµÓ¬± Œ√ªœ
·Àªø ∏̄fl¡±, ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ̂ ¬±1Ó¬œ ˛̊ ̂ ¬± ∏̄± ’±1n∏ ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬… ’Ò… ˛̊Ú ø¬ıˆ¬±·, &ª± √̋√±È¬œ ø¬ıù´ø¬ı√…±˘ ˛̊

(vaskar247@gmail.com)

1.00 ’ªÓ¬1øÌfl¡± –

ø‰¬Sfl¡ä¬ı±√ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ¤È¬± ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄ fl¡±¬ı… ’±Àµ±˘Úº ̋ ◊√√ ̃ ”̆ Ó¬–
ÙË¬±k1 õ∂Ó¬œfl¡¬ı±√œ ’±Àµ±˘ÚÀ1 ¤fl¡  ¬Ûø1ªøÒ«Ó¬ 1+¬Ûº ’Ô«±»
ÙË¬±k1 õ∂Ó¬œfl¡¬ı±√œ ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 ˜±Ê√ÀÓ¬ ø‰¬Sfl¡ä¬ı±√1 ¬ıœÊ√
øÚø √̋√Ó¬ ∆ √̋√ ’±øÂ√̆ º ¤ ◊̋√√ ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 ̃ ”̆  Î¬◊»¸ ’±øÂ√̆  ‰¬±ø1È¬±–
[fl¡] õ∂±‰¬œÚ  ¢∂œfl¡, ‰¬œÚ ’±1n∏ ø˝√√¬ıËn∏ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1 ¬Û1± ’˝√√± ÒËn∏ª¬ı±√œ
õ∂ˆ¬±ªº [‡] Œ1±˜±ø∞I◊fl¡Ó¬±1 ø¬ı1n∏ÀX ·øÏ¬ˇ Î¬◊Í¬± ¬ı±ô¶ªÓ¬±º [·]
Œˆ¬À˘«˝◊√√Ú, ˜±˘±À˜«1 ŒÚÓ‘¬QÓ¬ õ∂øÓ¬øá¬Ó¬ ÙË¬±k1 õ∂Ó¬œfl¡¬ı±√œ
’±Àµ±˘Úº [‚] Ê√±¬Û±Ú1 ˝√√±˝◊√√fl≈¡ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1 õ∂ˆ¬±ª1º

ø‰¬Sfl¡ä¬ı±√œ ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 ø¬ÛÓ‘¬¶§1+¬Û ¬ı≈ø˘ Œfl¡±ª± ˝√√˚˛ øÈ¬.
˝◊√√. ø˝√√Î¬◊˜fl¡º øfl¡c ø‰¬Sfl¡ä¬ı±À√ õ∂øÓ¬øá¬Ó¬ 1+¬Û ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡ø1øÂ√˘
¤Êƒ√1± ¬Û±Î¬◊G1 ˝√√±Ó¬Ó¬À˝º√√ Œ¸À˚˛À˝√√ ¬ıUÀÓ¬ ¬Û±Î¬◊Gfl¡À˝√√ ¤˝◊√√
’±Àµ±˘Ú1 ¬Û≈À1±Ò± ¬ı…øMê√ ¬ı≈ø˘ fl¡í¬ı Œ‡±ÀÊ√º ˘GÚ1 ¬Û1±
õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ The Egoist Ú±˜1 ¬ÛøSfl¡±‡øÚ ¤˝◊√√ ’±Àµ±˘Ú1
˜≈‡¬Û±S¶§1+¬Û ’±øÂ √˘º ¤Ê√1± ¬Û±Î¬ ◊ÀG ˘GÚÕ˘ ∆·
ëø‰¬Sfl¡ä¬ı±√œ ¶≈®À˘± ·Í¬Ú fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º ø‰¬Sfl¡ä¬ı±√œ ’±Àµ±˘Ú1
Œfl¡˝◊√√È¬±˜±Ú ∆¬ıø˙©Ü… ˝√√í˘– ’˘—fl¡±1˜˚˛ ˙s1 ¬Ûø1ªÀÓ«¬
õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ˙s1 ¬ı…ª˝√√±1, ˜≈Mê√fl¡ Â√µ1 õ∂À˚˛±·, ˆ¬±¬ı1 ¶Û©ÜÓ¬±,
’±Àª·‚Ú ˜≈˝√√”Ó«¬1 ¸‘ø©Ü ˝◊√√Ó¬…±ø√º

2.00 ’±À˘±‰¬Ú±1 Î¬◊ÀV˙…, ¬Ûø1øÒ ’±1n∏ ¸˜˘ –

’¸˜œ˚˛± fl¡±¬ı… Ê√·Ó¬Ó¬ ø‰¬Sfl¡ä¬ı±√œ fl¡ø¬ı ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û
Úœ˘˜øÌ Ù≈¬fl¡Ú1 ¶ö±Ú øÚ–¸ÀµÀ˝√√ Î¬◊À~‡À˚±·…º ŒÓ¬›“1 ̧ fl¡À˘±
fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±ÀÓ¬˝◊√√ fl¡˜-Œ¬ıøÂ√ ¬Ûø1˜±ÀÌ ø‰¬Sfl¡ä1 õ∂À˚˛±· Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛º
ŒÓ¬›“ ø‰¬Sfl¡ä¬ı±√1 ø¬ÛÓ‘¬¶§1+¬Û øÈ¬. ◊̋√√ ø √̋√Î¬◊̃ 1 ’±È¬± ◊̋√√Àfl¡ ◊̋√√È¬± fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± ◊̋√√
’¸˜œ˚˛±Õ˘ ’Ú≈¬ı±√ fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ’¸˜œ˚˛± fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬
ø‰¬Sfl¡ä¬ı±√1 õ∂ªÓ«¬fl¡ Œ˝√√˜ ¬ı1n∏ª± ̊ ø√› õ∂fl‘¡Ó¬±Ô«Ó¬ ø‰¬Sfl¡ä¬ı±√œ
Ò±1±ÀÈ¬±1 ¸±Ô«fl¡ õ∂À˚˛±· ‚ÀÈ¬  Úœ˘˜øÌ Ù≈¬fl¡Ú1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬À˝√√º

ŒÓ¬À‡Ó¬1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬ ø‰¬Sfl¡ä¬ı±√1 õ∂À ˛̊±· øfl¡√À1 ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ Ó¬±1 ¤fl¡
ø¬ıÀù≠ ∏̄Ì±Rfl¡ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± ’±·¬ıÀÏ¬ˇ±ª±1 Î¬◊ÀV˙… ëÚœ˘˜øÌ Ù≈¬fl¡Ú1
fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬ ø‰¬Sfl¡ä¬ı±√í ˙œ¯∏«fl¡ ø¬ı¯∏˚˛ÀÈ¬± øÚ¬ı«±‰¬Ú fl¡ø1 Œ˘±ª±
∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º

’±˜±1 ¤˝◊√√ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú±Ó¬ Úœ˘˜øÌ Ù≈¬fl¡ÚÀ√ª1 ¬ıËp¡¬Û≈SÓ¬
¸”˚…«±ô¶, ›˘ø˜ Ôfl¡± Œ·±˘±¬Ûœ Ê√±˜≈1 ˘¢ü, ’±1n∏ ˜≈øÍ¬ ˜≈øÍ¬Õfl¡
fl¡±øÈ¬ ŒÓ¬±1 ŒÏ¬“fl¡œ˚˛±1 ’±„≈√√ø˘– ø˙À1±Ú±˜±1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Àfl¡˝◊√√È¬±Ó¬
ø‰¬Sfl¡ä¬ı±√1  õ∂À˚˛±· ¸•ÛÀfl«¡ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ õ∂˚˛±¸ fl¡1±
√̋√í¬ıº

’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡˜«1 ¸˝√√±˚˛fl¡ 1+À¬Û ˜”˘ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±¬Û≈øÔ1 ˘·ÀÓ¬
’Ú…±Ú… ¬ıUÀÓ¬± ¢∂Lö ¬Û±øÓ¬À1± ¸˝√√±˚˛ Œ˘±ª± ˝√√í¬ıº

3.00 ¸”‰¬fl¡ ˙s –-

’±˜±1 ¤˝◊√√ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú±Ó¬ ø‰¬Sfl¡ä¬ı±√, Œ·±˘±¬Ûœ Ê√±˜≈,
ŒÏ“¬fl¡œ˚˛±, ’±g±11 ¬Û±·˘±ø√˚˛±, ¸±˜≈ø^fl¡ ‰¬1±˝◊√√ ˝◊√√Ó¬…±ø√ ¸”‰¬fl¡
˙s1 õ∂À˚˛±· fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º

4.00 ’Ò…˚˛Ú1 ¬ÛXøÓ¬ –-

’±À˘±‰¬… fl¡˜«1 ’Ò…˚˛Ú1 Œ¬ıø˘fl¡± ¬ıÌ«Ú±Rfl¡ ’±1n∏
ø¬ıÀù≠¯∏Ì±Rfl¡ ≈√À˚˛±È¬± ¬ÛXøÓ¬À˚˛˝◊√√ ’ª˘•§Ú fl¡1± ˝√√í¬ıº

5.00 ˜”˘ ø¬ı¯∏˚˛¬ıd –-

˝◊√√—1±Ê√œ ëImageryí ˙sÀÈ¬±1 õ∂øÓ¬˙s1+À¬Û ’¸˜œ˚˛±Ó¬
ø‰¬Sfl¡ä ̇ sÀÈ¬± ¬ı…ª √̋√±1 fl¡1± ̋ √√̊ ˛º ’ªÀ˙… øfl¡Â≈√̃ ±ÀÚ ¬ı±flƒ¡-õ∂øÓ¬˜±
˙sÀÈ¬±› ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 fl¡À1º2  ø‰¬Sfl¡ä¬ı±√œ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬ ø‰¬Sfl¡ä˝◊√√ ̋ √√í˘
fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1 ’±R± ¬ı± õ∂±Ìº ø‰¬Sfl¡À1 1—-Ó≈¬ø˘fl¡±À1 Â√ø¬ı ¤‡Ú
’—fl¡Ú fl¡ø1 Î¬◊ø˘›ª±1 √À1, ø‰¬Sfl¡ä¬ı±√œ fl¡ø¬ıÀ˚˛› ˙s ’±1n∏
¬ı…?Ú±1 ¸˜±ÀªÀ˙À1 ¬ıÌ«Úœ˚˛ ¬ıd ¸•§Àg fl¡äÚ±1 Œ1‡±ø‰¬S
¬Û±Í¬fl¡1 ˜ÚÓ¬ ¶Û©Ü fl¡ø1 ŒÓ¬±À˘º
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Úœ˘˜øÌ Ù≈¬fl¡Ú1 ë¬ıËp¡¬Û≈SÓ¬ ¸”˚«…±ô¶í fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±øÈ¬ ëŒ·±˘±¬Ûœ
Ê√±˜≈1 ˘¢üí ˙œ¯∏«fl¡ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±¬Û≈øÔ1 ’ôL·«Ó¬º fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±ÀÈ¬±1
ø˙À1±Ú±˜ÀÈ¬±ÀÓ¬˝◊√ √ ø‰¬Sfl¡ä1 ¸˜±Àª˙ ‚øÈ¬ÀÂ√º ë¬ıËp¡¬Û≈SÓ¬
¸”˚«…±ô¶í ø˙À1±Ú±À˜À1 fl¡ø¬ıÀ˚˛ ˜±Ú≈˝√√1 ’ô¶·±˜œ Ê√œªÚ1 ø‰¬S
¤‡Ú √±ø„√√ Òø1ÀÂ√º ¸”˚«… ’ô¶ ·íÀ˘› Ó¬±1 ¤È¬± Œ1„√√øÌ ¬ıU
¸˜˚˛Õ˘ Ô±øfl¡ ˚±˚˛, ø˚√À1 ø˙˘&øÈ¬ ¤È¬± ¬Û±ÚœÓ¬ ¬Ûø1À˘ Ó¬±1
¬ı≈1¬ı≈1øÌ ̆ é¬… fl¡1± ̊ ±˚˛º ¤Àfl¡√À1 ̃ ±Ú≈˝√√1 Œé¬SÀÓ¬± ¬ıU ’±˙±-
’±fl¡±—é¬± ¬Û”1Ì ŒÚ±À˝√√±ª±Õfl¡À˚˛ Ê√œªÚ Ú±È¬1 ¬Ûø1¸˜±ø5 ‚ÀÈ¬º
øfl¡c ˜‘Ó≈¬…1 ’±·˜≈˝√√”Ó«¬Õ˘Àfl¡ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ’±˙±-’±fl¡±—é¬±, fl¡±˜Ú±-
¬ı±¸Ú± ̃ ÚÓ¬ ∆˘ Ê√œ ˛̊± ◊̋√√ Ôfl¡±ÀÈ¬± Œ˚Ú ̃ ±Úª1 ¤fl¡ ø‰¬1ôLÚ õ∂¬ı‘øM√√º
fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±ÀÈ¬±Ó¬ fl¡ø¬ıÀ˚˛ ˜±Ú≈˝√ √1 ’¬Û”1Ì fl¡±˜Ú±-¬ı±¸Ú±fl¡
¬ı ≈Ê√±¬ıÕ˘– ëë˜˜«c√ Ó¬±1 Î¬ ◊8˘Ó¬±˚˜±Ú≈˝ √ √1 ’øôL˜
˘±˘¸±1˚øfl¡ õ∂8˘Úíí ˙œ¯∏«fl¡ ø‰¬Sfl¡ä1 ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º
’ô¶·±˜œ ¸”˚«…ÀÈ¬±Àª ø¬ıøfl¡1Ì fl¡1± Œ˙¯∏ 1øù¨fl¡Ì1 √À1 ˜±Ú≈˝√√1
fl¡±˜Ú±-¬ı±¸Ú±À¬ı±À1› Ê√œªÚ1 Œ˙¯∏ øÚù´±¸ ¬Û˚«ôL ˜±Ú≈˝√√fl¡
˘±˘±ø˚˛Ó¬ fl¡À1º ¸”˚«…ÀÈ¬±fl¡ fl¡ø¬ıÀ˚˛ ëø˝√√1∞√¨˚˛ ˝√√+√˚˛ ¬Û±Sí ¬ı≈ø˘
’øˆ¬ø˝√√Ó¬ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ¬ıËp¡¬Û≈SÓ¬ ̧ ”˚«… Î≈¬¬ı Œ˚±ª±1 ’Ô« ̋ √√í˘ ̃ ±Ú≈˝√√1
’±˙±-’±fl¡±—é¬±1 ¬Ûø1¸˜±ø5 ‚È¬±º ˜≈Í¬1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ fl¡ø¬ıÀ˚˛
fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±ÀÈ¬±1 Œ˚±À·ø√ ̃ ±Ú≈˝√√1 Ê√œªÚ ̊ ±S±1 ø‰¬S‡ÚÀfl¡˝◊√√  ̧ ±Ô«fl¡
1+¬ÛÓ¬ Ó≈¬ø˘ Òø1ÀÂ√º ˜±Ú≈˝√√1 Ê√œªÚ-˚±S±1 ¤˝◊√√ ø‰¬Sfl¡äÀÈ¬±
fl¡ø¬ıÀ˚˛ øfl¡˜±Ú ’Ô«¬Û”Ì«1+¬ÛÓ¬ Ó≈¬ø˘ Òø1ÀÂ√ Ó¬±1 øÚ√˙«Ú Œ¬Û±ª±
˚±˚˛ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±ÀÈ¬±Ó¬ ¤ÀÚ√À1–

ëë ˙”Ú…Ó¬±1 ˝√√±Ó¬1 ¬Û1± ¸ø1 ¬Ûø1˘
ø√Ú1 ø˝√√1∞√¨ ˛̊ ̋ √√+√ ˛̊-¬Û±S
øÚ–˙Às ¸ø1 ¬Ûø1˘
’±1n∏ ¬ı≈1 ·í˘º
¬ı≈1¬ı≈1øÌÓ¬ ø¬ıø1ø„√√ Î¬◊øÍ¬˘
¬Û±S1 1øMê√˜ ’±ÀÒ˚˛
˜˜«c√ Ó¬±1 Î¬◊8˘Ó¬±
˜±Ú≈˝√√1 ’øôL˜ ˘±˘¸±1
øfl¡ õ∂8˘Ú ºíí3

Î¬◊Mê√ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±ÀÈ¬±1 Œ˚±À·ø√ fl¡ø¬ıÀ˚˛ ̃ ±Ú≈˝√√1 Ê√œªÚ1 ·ˆ¬œ1
˙”Ú…Ó¬±À¬ı±Ò1 ø‰¬S ¤‡ÀÚ± ˜”Ó«¬ fl¡ø1 Ó≈¬ø˘ÀÂ√º

Úœ˘˜øÌ Ù≈¬fl¡ÚÀ√ª1 ë›˘ø˜ Ôfl¡± Œ·±˘±¬Ûœ Ê√±˜≈1 ˘¢üí
ø˙À1±Ú±˜1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±ÀÈ¬±ÀÓ¬± ø‰¬Sfl¡ä¬ı±√1 ¸≈µ1  õ∂À˚˛±· Œ√‡±
˚±˚˛º ÚÈ¬± ô¶ªÀfl¡À1 ¬Ûø1¬Û”Ì« ¤˝◊√√ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±ÀÈ¬±1 õ∂øÓ¬ÀÈ¬± ô¶ªÀfl¡˝◊√√
¤Àfl¡± ¤Àfl¡±‡Ú ø‰¬S ¶Û©Ü 1+¬ÛÓ¬ Ó≈¬ø˘ Òø1ÀÂ√º fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±ÀÈ¬±1
ø˙À1±Ú±˜ÀÈ¬±Àª› ’±˜±1 ˜ÚÕ˘ ¤‡Ú Â√ø¬ı ’±øÚ ø√À˚˛ º

ëŒ·±˘±¬Ûœ Ê√±˜≈1 ˘¢üí ø˙À1±Ú±À˜À1 fl¡ø¬ıÀ˚˛ ’±˙± ’±1n∏
¸y±ªÚ±1 ø‰¬S ¤‡øÚ Ó≈¬ø˘ Òø1ÀÂ√º

fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±ÀÈ¬±Ó¬ ¸±•xøÓ¬fl¡ Ê√·Ó¬1 ø¬ı¬Ûiß, ’ªé¬˚˛œ
¬Ûø1ÀªÀ˙ fl¡ø¬ı1 ̋ √√+√̊ ˛ ̊ LaÌ±Ó¬ √* fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ̋ √√+√̊ ˛1 ̊ LaÌ±fl¡ ¬ı…Mê√
fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ fl¡ø¬ıÀ˚˛ ¬ı±È¬ ø¬ı‰¬±ø1 Œ¬Û±ª± Ú±˝◊√√º Ê√œªÚ1 øÚ1±˙± ’±1n∏
˝√√Ó¬±˙±1 ˜±Ê√ÀÓ¬± fl¡ø¬ıÀ˚˛ ’±˙±1 é¬œÌ Œ1„√√øÌ ¤È¬± Œ√ø‡¬ıÕ˘
¬Û±˝◊√√ÀÂ√º Œ¸À˚˛À˝√√ ŒÓ¬›“ ∆fl¡ÀÂ√–

ëëŒ˝√√ ˝√√+√˚˛1 ˆ¬·±Î¬±˘Ó¬ ›˘ø˜ Ôfl¡±

Œ·±˘±¬Ûœ Ê√±˜≈1 ˘¢üíí 4

Î¬◊Mê√ ˙±1œ ≈√øÈ¬À˚˛ fl¡ø¬ı ˝√√+√˚˛1 ˚LaÌ±1 ø‰¬SÀfl¡˝◊√√ Ó≈¬ø˘
Òø1ÀÂ√º

¸±•xøÓ¬fl¡ Ê√·Ó¬1 ’ªé¬˚˛œ 1+¬Û ¬ı≈Ê√±¬ıÕ˘ fl¡ø¬ıÀ˚˛
fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±ÀÈ¬±Ó¬ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ø√˙1 ¬Û1± ø‰¬Sfl¡ä¸˜”˝√√ ¸—¢∂˝√√ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º
Î¬◊√± √̋√1Ì¶§1+À¬Û Ú√œ, ̧ ± ≈̃ø^fl¡ ‰¬1± ◊̋√√,  ¬ı1Ù¬,  ̂ ¬·±Î¬±˘, Œ·±˘±¬Ûœ
Ê√±˜≈ ˝◊√√Ó¬…±ø√ ø‰¬Sfl¡ä1 õ∂À˚˛±· fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ˜≈Í¬1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ ¤˝◊√√
ø‰¬Sfl¡ä¸˜”À˝√√ fl¡ø¬ı1 ˝√√+√˚˛1 ø¬ı¯∏±√À¬ı±Ò ’±1n∏ ˚LaÌ±1 Â√ø¬ıÀ˚˛˝◊√√
¬Û±Í¬fl¡1 ̃ ÚÓ¬ Ó≈¬ø˘ Òø1ÀÂ√º ¤ ◊̋√√ ̊ LaÌ± ◊̋√√ fl¡ø¬ıfl¡ SêÀ˜ SêÀ˜ ̃ ‘Ó≈¬…1
˜≈‡Õ˘ ŒÍ¬ø˘ ø√ÀÂ√º ˙1œ11 ’±„≈√ø˘ÀÈ¬± ˜ø1 ’˝√√±1 √À1, Ê≈√ø11
¬Û±Úœø‡øÚ ¬ı1Ù¬ ∆˝√√ ’˝√√±1 √À1 fl¡ø¬ı1 ’ôL1‡ÀÚ± Œ˚Ú Ò√ı—¸ ∆˝√√
¬Ûø1ÀÂ√º ¬Û±·˘±ø√˚˛±1 ¬ı±Ú¬Û±ÚœÀ˚˛ 1±øÓ¬1 øˆ¬Ó¬1ÀÓ¬ ¬ÛÔ±1 -
‚±È¬ ¸fl¡À˘± Ò√ı—¸ fl¡1±1 √À1, ¸±•xøÓ¬fl¡ ˆ¬˚˛±¬ı˝√√Ó¬±˝◊√√ Œ˚Ú
fl¡ø¬ı1 ¬ıø˝√√«Ê√·Ó¬1 ̧ ˜ô¶ øÚø(iß fl¡1±1 Î¬◊¬ÛSê˜ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º fl¡ø¬ıÀ˚˛
Ê√œªÚ1 ≈√‡-Œ¬ı√Ú±1, ’±˙±-øÚ1±˙±1, õ∂±ø5-’õ∂±ø5, Ê√œªÚ-
˜‘Ó≈¬…1 ø‰¬Sfl¡ä ’øÓ¬ ’Ô«¬Û”Ì« 1+¬ÛÓ¬ Ó≈¬ø˘ Òø1ÀÂ√–

ëë Ê≈√˝◊√√ Ê√ø˘ Ôfl¡± Ú·11 ›¬Û1Ó¬ Î¬◊ø1 Ù≈¬1±
¤È¬± ¸±˜≈ø^fl¡ ‰¬1±˝◊√√
Sê˜˙– ¬˜ø1 ’˝√√± ¤È¬± ’±„≈√√ø˘
¬ı1Ù¬ ∆˝√√ ’˝√√± ¤È¬± Ê≈√ø1
’ôL1À1± ’ôL1 ‡˝√√±˝◊√√ ∆¬ı Œ˚±ª± Ó¬¬ÛÓ¬ ˘±ˆ¬±1
’±g±11 ¬Û±·ƒ˘±ø√˚˛±º
..................................................................íí5

Úœ˘˜øÌ Ù≈¬fl¡ÚÀ√Àª ŒÓ¬›“1 ë˜≈øÍ¬ ˜≈øÍ¬Õfl¡ fl¡±øÈ¬ ŒÓ¬±1
ŒÏ“¬fl¡œ ˛̊±1 ’±„≈√√ø˘í ̇ œ ∏̄«fl¡ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±ÀÈ¬±1 Œ˚±À·ø√ √ø1^Ó¬± ◊̋√√ Œfl¡±„√√±
fl¡1± ¤·1±fl¡œ Ú±1œ1 ̊ LaÌ±˜˚˛ Ê√œªÚ1 Â√ø¬ı õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬ø˘Ó¬ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º
fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±ÀÈ¬±Ó¬ ¢∂±˜… Ê√œªÚ1 ø‰¬Ú±fl¡œ Â√ø¬ı Œfl¡Ó¬À¬ı±1 õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬ø˘Ó¬
∆˝√√ÀÂ√ Œ˚ÀÚ– ¬Û≈‡≈1œÓ¬ ˜±Â√ Œ¬Û±˝√√±, Ï¬±¬ÛÓ¬ ’±fl¡Ì ·Â√ Œ1±ª±,
˜≈øÍ¬ ˜≈øÍ¬Õfl¡ ŒÏ“¬fl¡œ˚˛± 1g± ˝◊√ √Ó¬…±ø√º ¢∂±˜… Ê√œªÚ1 ˘·Ó¬
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’—·±—·œˆ¬±Àª Ê√øÎ¬ˇÓ¬ ¤˝◊√√ ø‰¬Sfl¡äÀ¬ı±À1 ¤Ù¬±À˘ Ú±1œ Ê√œªÚ1
˚LaÌ± ’±1n∏ ’±ÚÙ¬±À˘ ¢∂±˜… ‰¬˝√√± Ê√œªÚ1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ Ú·1œ˚˛±
Ê√œªÚ1 fl≈¡øÈ¬˘ õ∂ˆ¬±ª1 fl¡Ô±› √±ø„√√ Òø1ÀÂ√º fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±ÀÈ¬±Ó¬
ø‰¬Sfl¡ä1 õ∂À˚˛±·1 øÚ√˙«Ú–

ëë¬ı±˝◊√√ ŒÓ¬±1 Œfl¡±Ú ·±“ªÓ¬ ‚1
˜À1ÀÚ ˜±Ú≈˝√√ Ó¬±Ó¬
Ï¬±¬ÛÓ¬ Œ1±ªÀÚ ’±fl¡Ì ·Â√
¬Û≈‡≈1œÓ¬ Ê√œ˚˛±ªÀÚ ˜±Â√
˜±Ú≈˝√√ÀÈ¬± ¬ı±1n∏ ŒÓ¬±1
’±ø˝√√˘ÀÚ ‚”ø1íí6

fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±ÀÈ¬±1 Œ¸˝◊√√ øÚø«√©Ü Ú±1œ ·1±fl¡œfl¡ fl¡ø¬ıÀ˚˛ ë¬ı±˝◊√√í ¬ı≈ø˘
¸À•§±ÒÚ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º  ˜”˘ ˜±Ú≈˝√√Ê√Ú1 ’Ú≈¬Ûø¶öøÓ¬Ó¬ ŒÓ¬›“ [¬ı±˝◊√√]
’øÓ¬ fl¡©ÜÀ1 ø√Ú ’øÓ¬¬ı±ø˝√√Ó¬ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º √ø1^Ó¬±˝◊√√ Œfl¡±„√√± fl¡1±
Œ¸˝◊√√ ¬ı±˝◊√√Ê√ÚœÀ˚˛ Œ˚Ú øÚÊ√1 ˝√√±Ó¬1 ’±„≈√√ø˘ Œfl¡˝◊√√È¬±Àfl¡ fl¡±øÈ¬
ŒÏ“¬fl¡œ ˛̊±1 √À1 ̃ ≈øÍ¬ ̃ ≈øÍ¬Õfl¡ ¬ı±øg Œ¬ıø‰¬¬ıÕ˘ øÚÀÂ√º øfl¡c Ó¬Ô±ø¬Û›
ŒÓ¬›“ øÚÊ√1 ̃ ±Ú≈˝√√ÀÈ¬±1 ’À¬Ûé¬± fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ’±‡˘1 ̆ ±›À‡±˘±Ó¬
·‘ø˝√√ÌœÀ˚˛ õ∂À˚˛±Ê√Úœ˚˛ ¬ıd ¸ø=Ó¬ fl¡ø1 ŒÔ±ª±1 √À1 ¬ı±˝◊√√
·1±fl¡œÀ˚˛ ¶§±˜œ1 ’À¬Ûé¬±Ó¬ Î¬◊Ê√±·1œ øÚ˙± fl¡È¬±˝◊ √ √ÀÂ√º
fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±ÀÈ¬±Ó¬ ’À¬Ûé¬±fl‘¡Ó¬ ¬ı±˝◊√√1 øÚ–¸—·Ó¬± ’±1n∏ ø¬ı¯∏±√À¬ı±Ò1
ø‰¬S fl¡ø¬ıÀ˚˛ ’Ô«¬Û”Ì«1+¬ÛÓ¬ Ó≈¬ø˘ Òø1ÀÂ√ –

ëë¬ı±˝◊√√ ŒÓ¬±1 ’±‡˘1 ˘±›1 Œ‡±˘±Ó¬
¸±“‰¬ ø√Ú
Î¬◊Ê√±·1 ≈√‰¬fl≈¡À1 ;˘±ª
¬Û”√ø˘1 fl¡±=Ú ·Â√1 ’±g±1íí7

6.00 ¸±˜1øÌ –-

·øÓ¬Àfl¡ Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛ Œ˚ ¸±•xøÓ¬fl¡ ˚≈·1 fl¡ø¬ı¸fl¡˘1
øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ Úœ˘˜øÌ Ù≈¬fl¡ÚÀ√ª1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬ ø‰¬Sfl¡ä¬ı±√1 ¸±Ô«fl¡
õ∂À˚˛±· ‚øÈ¬ÀÂ√º ’¸˜œ˚˛± ¢∂±˜… Ê√œªÚ1 Ô˘≈ª± ˙sÀ1 øÚø˜«Ó¬
ø‰¬Sfl¡ä¸ ”̃À˝√ ŒÓ¬›“1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±fl¡ ¤fl¡ ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄ ̃ ±S± õ∂√±Ú fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º
˜‘Ó≈¬…-Œ‰¬Ó¬Ú±, ø¬ı¯∏JÓ¬±À¬ı±Ò, Ê√œªÚ1 ̊ LaÌ±, ̇ ”Ú…Ó¬±À¬ı±Ò ̋ ◊√√Ó¬…±ø√
ŒÓ¬›“1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1¬ ˜”˘ ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏Q ¬ı≈ø˘ fl¡í¬ı ¬Û±ø1º õ∂Ó¬œfl¡¬ı±√1
õ∂À˚˛±À·± ŒÓ¬›“1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬ ¸˜±ÀÚ Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛º ŒÓ¬›“1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬
õ∂Ó¬œfl¡À¬ı±11 ˜±ÀÊ√À1˝◊√√ ¬ıU ¸˜˚˛Ó¬ ø‰¬Sfl¡ä ¤Àfl¡±‡Ú ¶Û©Ü ∆˝√√

¬Û1± Œ√‡± ∆·ÀÂ√º Úœ˘˜øÌ Ù≈¬fl¡ÚÀ√ª1 Î¬◊¬Ûø1› ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬…
Ê√·Ó¬Ó¬ Œ˝√√˜ ¬ı1n∏ª±, Úªfl¡±ôL  ¬ı1n∏ª±, ˝√√œÀ1Ì ˆ¬A±‰¬±˚« ˝◊√√Ó¬…±ø√
fl¡ø¬ı¸fl¡À˘± ø‰¬Sfl¡ä¬ı±√1 ’Ú≈·±˜œº Œ˙¯∏Ó¬ fl¡í¬ı ¬Û±ø1 Œ˚
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õ∂fl¡±˙Ú  [¸•Û±.] ø¬ıˆ¬±·,  &ª±˝√√±È¬œ ø¬ıù´ø¬ı√…±˘˚˛, ¤fl¡±√˙
¸—¶®1Ì, 2003
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ŒÊ√…±øÓ¬õ∂fl¡±˙Ú, ¬Û±Ì¬ıÊ√±1, &ª±˝√√±È¬œ-1, õ∂Ô˜ õ∂fl¡±˙– ˜±‰«¬,
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4º ˜Ê≈√˜√±1, Î¬0 √ ø¬ı˜˘  – ’¸˜œ˚˛± fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1 ø¬ı‰¬±1,
Ê√±Ì«±˘  ¤•Ûíø1 ˛̊±˜, Ú˘¬ı±1œ, ø¡ZÓ¬œ ˛̊ ̧ —¶®1Ì,  Ê≈√̆ ± ◊̋√√, 2008
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